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the Universalist church, Rev. A. A. Blair,
lastor, Easter lilies, tulips,hyacinths and ferns
were effectively arranged on white drapery
)ver the altar and communion table, and there
vere large bouquets of pinks on the pulpit,
rhe morning service was devoted entirely to
faster. A special service was held in the af:ernoon for Palestine Commandery, No. 14,
K. T., and their regular Easter services were
leld,their prelate. Rev. A. A. Biair, preaching,
ind the Universalist choir, Mrs E. P. Frost,
Miss Emma Skay, Messrs. Harry Coombs and
At

Hammons, with Mrs.
Drinkwater, organist, rendering
Luther

Herbert

A.

the music.
Rev. D. B. Phelan of the Methodist church
substituted as prelate, and conducted the responsive service and Lord’s prayer. The responsive reading was by Rev. C. B. Ames, Uni-

tarian, and the Knights and congregation.
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Baptist, read the
Scripture lesson, and Eminent Rev. David L.
SVilson offered the prayer. The pastor, Sir
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, took for his text, “1
lave overcome the world;” and for his subject,

Knights’ Conquest.” While directly adiressing the Kniguts the general truths he
presented were applicable to all. Mr. Blair also
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Mrs. B. N. Pendleton

of Islesboro,

ft-ho charmed her audience with several selec-

In the evening the Sunday school gave
a concert under the direction of Mrs. Annie
M. Fr.st, with the following program: Hymns

peoples' choir;

ay the young
Alberta

Easter

praise by

ic

degree.
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has

Apple-

convert

the
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uid.
This order
Huron, Mich, and
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inaugurated last
dery ot Rockland
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Temple. The
liev. P. A. Allen
ached the

sermon

contributed by
Geaghan and Miss
m-peclion made to
Eminent Sir Ralph
Grand Generalissimo
f Maine, was the
-ng of Sir Knights
> night, March
19th,
guests were enterut Sir
Ashley A.
the Grand Lodge
f »-st and now of BanBird of Rockland,
rjumt

Gommandery;

commander of St.

rtland, and others.
•mmanderies were
Grand Generalissimo
Winslow of Portcommanders of
l ombard, Albert
David L. Wilson,
Howes, S. A.
J. Dorman. The

•••''

iemple, was most
highly commended
One candidate se,-k was followed
by
i t *n caterer.
The

chicken salad, cold
tolls, olives, celery.
When the cigars
iotnander W. H. Hall
1
mmander D.ivid L.

gracefully

intro-

eminent Generalissimo
eloquent and forceful

Gordon’s class; Easter verses,
mamma over the head with a stick of wood.
Miss Annie Gowen’s class; recitation. Miss
‘Please don’t hurt mamma,’ I said. ‘Shut up!’
Louise Ellis; Easter Light, Frances Macomber;
he says, ‘If you don’t I’ll kill you.'
He kept
Easter Morning, Roberta Stevens; responsive
on pounding mamma over the head with the
Frost
and
C.
E.
reading, Supt.
congregation; club and she fell down
dead, then he hit her
Spread the Light, Mildred Thomas; recitation, against the
chimney. He was in his night
Elmer Ellis; offering taken by Sadie Bowen,
clothes. Then he went down stairs. I folRoberta Stevens, Doris Thorndike and Marian
lowed him d_wn. He washed his face and
Thurston; exercise, “David
Livingstone,’’ hands at the
sink, then dressed himself putRuth Macomber and Alberta Gordon’s classes;
ting on his rubber boots and jumper.
“The
Charlie
psalm, Supt. Frost;
Pioneer,’’
“He told me that he was going to poison
Wright! “The Smoke of a Thousand Villages,’’
himself, and drank all there w’as in a little
Howland Pendleton; “True to His Promise,’
bottle of iodine; then he drank about all of a
Frankie Downes; memory hymn, “The Son of
bottle of whiskey. Then he began to vomit
God Goes Forth to War;" during the singing
all over the floor. About this time someone
a portrait of Livingstone, draped with
the
rapped on the door and Basil Newell came in.
American flag, was unveiled by Gladys MarHe asked papa what the matter was and papa
shall. “Droop Half-mast Colors," by Alberta
Miss

said

Gordon; The He~o’s Message to Us,” Mrs. Annie M. Frost’s class; address “Heirs of the
Task," Rev. D. B. Phelan.

Baptist church,
tevant, pastor, the decorations were of Easter
lilies, tulips, pinks, hyacinths and potted
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'"'nmander of Clare-

he

was

sick.

Papa

didn’t tell

him

about killing mamma. Then the other children
came down stairs
Papa kissed us all and said
that we would never see him again because
he was going to jump off the bridge.
“He toid

me

had

to lock the door after he

I
gone and not to tell anybody until morning.
told papa I wouldn’t.’cause I was scared.I wash-

A sunrise

following program was given: Easter
Ruth Sturtevant and Katherine Frost;
“At Easter Time.” Marion Rhoades, Wight
Robbins, Lawrence Curtis; recitation, Alice
Robbins; “Spread the Light.” Louise Webber;
“The Pioneer,” Emma Webber; “The Smoke of
a Thousand Villages,” Ralph Clifford; “True to
His Promise,” Rudolph Cassens; “Friends who
were Faithful,” Edna Curtis; hymn, “Lift up
the Banner,” “The Pathfinder,” Victor Colson;
“Droop Ilalf-mast Colors,” Helen Brier; address on Livingstone by Supt. Gerald Howard.
At the clo?e of the concert the ordinance of
The

verses,

was

administered to

seven

young peo-

Misses

At

the

tulips

and

Y. P. S. G.

bouquets
E.

held
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The
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meeting. The
sermon by the pastor. Rev. D. L. Wilson, was
appropriate to Easter. Paul Burns, the infant
son or

Rev. and

tened.

At the

following

a

Mrs. D. L. Wilson

was

chris-

regular Sunday school hour the
was given by members of

program

the school:

Song,

The

Day

of

Resurrection,

we went out and I locked the door.*'
The boy then told of going to several of the
neighbors’, but couldn’t raise anyone until
at Mrs. Ida Patterson’s, who lei: him in.
She
roused several others of the neighbors. The
boy kept the key of the house and refused to
let anyone in until Cor ner Coombs and City
Marshal Knowlton arr ved.
Questioned by
the coroner and some of the jurors, the boy
said that his father was always “picking on”
his mother; that, his mother worked in the sardine factory in Belfast last summer and bought
his father a suit of clothes and also some food

selves and

Command-

for

family.

the

last words

were:

the

following

Donald Wilson, Herbert
Blair Wilson, Carl .-ton Read,
Donald Knowlton, Violet Dexter, Emerton Gross, Roy Roberts, Francis Strout,
Alvin Gray, Dorothy Roberts.
“Easter Verses,”
Donald Knowlton, Roy Roberts, Blair Wilson

Rogers,

“if you go

that

his mother’s

anywhere,

be

good

Pierce, neigh-

verdict:
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Frankfort was the scene Wednesday nigM,
March 19th, of an attempted murder and suicide. Janies Kelley, 67 years old, attempted
Lowe, neighbor, by slashing
the throat with a razor, and then to

to kill Mrs. John
her

across
mo

Lowe

nil

was

me

passing

a

me
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Francis, Catholic church, Rev. Fr.
McCabe, pastor, the decorations were
Easter lilies, violets and white tulips. The
sermon and music were appropriate to the ocAt St.

Dennis

casion.

The services in the Mason Mills church were
appropriate to Easter with an excellent sermon by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
Easter services of Trinity Reformed church will be held next Sunday, with the
preaching services followed by a Sunday
school concert.
The

Shoe Situation.

ued dulness for several weeks to

Kelley,

come.

New

There
as

is a

whether

very aeciciea airterence of opinion
Danforth committed suicide

by

made his escape, and only the
finding of his bidy, or his capture, can determine which theory is correct.
Coroner
Coombs said Saturday that there was no question whatever in his mind but that the body ia
in the river; that the evidence tends that way
Night watchman A. R. Leadbetter. who is a

drowning

or

careful, level headed man, is of the same opinHe was in the vicinity of the railroad
ion.
wharf in the line of his duty about the time of
of the murder and heard some one coughing or
choking which he thought might be from a
small boat in the harbor, and then a splash.
When a little later he learned of the murder
he concluded that it must have been Danforth
he heard.
“City Marshal Knowlton, on the other hand,
contends that Danforth is alive and in hiding.
He holds that if Danforth had intended to jump
from the bridge he never would have stopped
to wash his face and hands and dress himself
and would not nave told the boy to rt main in
the house until morning.
But the man must
have been crazed when he killed his wife, and
after drinking the iodine and the whiskey
would be in a condition to do most anything but

cases

for their

benefit or the benefit
it is charged is now

as

REFERRED

jumped upon a private and special bill permitting certain Islesboro people to erect a wharf
at Gilkey’s harbor, offered by Sprague of Islesboro. Mr. Jones said the house had accepted a
number of these private measures since the

In the House Friday, on motion of Mr. Dunton of Belfast, the act
authorizing N. F. Houston and others to build a wharf into tide waters in the city of Belfast was taken from the
table and referred to the next
legislature in
concurrence with the senate.

closed time for such an amendment went into
case, the senate had refused to accept them. He felt that
it would save time if the house refused to accept further bills of this nature.

effect, Feb. 5th, and that, in.each

Berry

husband of the victim, was the first witness.
He was at his home when his mother-in-law
came down the road screaming and said “some
one is being killed at Jim Kellev’s.”
Accompan led by my little boy J ran to Kelley’s house
and tried the door and found it locked. 1
kicked the door and Kelley called to me to go
away; that I had no business there. 1 kept on
kicking and finally the door gave way and I
went in.
My wife was on the bed with her
throat cut and the bed was covered with blood.
was
Kelley
standing in the middle of the floor
v. ith a
rope and bandage around his neck, and
tne rope led to the ceiling. There was no light
in the room, but ore wts soon
lighted by some
one who followed me in.
a
Kelley had
h indkerehief between the rope and his chin and
as his feet were only on the flooi Mr. Lowe did
n t think he was in any danger of suffocation.
The witness said that he was 60 years of
age;
that his wife was 37; that they had been married 16 years and had three children.
He
stated that they lived in a two-room house
and that Kelley was a frequent visitor—sometimes came two or three times a day. lie was
at their home on this day and when he left at
5.50 p. m. was not drunk; and we were all
friendly. “When did your wife go to Kelley’s
house?” asked Judge Knowlton. “1 couldn’t
say," the witness replied. “She went down to
her mother’s and started to come home with
one of the children.
When passing Kelley’s
housf he came to the door and asked her to
come in.”
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March 24th. With the death
Omaha,
list fluctua* ing around 150 and injured
apparently 400, Omaha and the surrounding territory in Nebraska and Iowa tonight faced the
proolem ol housing the thousands rendered
Homeless by .ast night's tornado. The number
of buildings uestroyed was said to be in the
neighbomojc of 1200 and the property damage
is expected lo react between $5,000,000 and
$12,000,000 Belated reports coming to Omaha
tended to .ncrease the enormity of the tornado’s destruction and indicated that a much
wider territory had been in the path of the
slotrn than was first shown. Next to Omaha
where the dead will probably remain around,
100, Yutan and Ralston, Neb., reported sixteen
Neb

ruar>£»/*-ivt-lv

anH f.nnnnil

Later acvices say that a blizzard has added
to the Omaha suffering, a heavy snow fall hampering the work of rescue and search for
bodies of the tornado dead. The city is guarded by Federal troops.
In the wake of the tornadoes of Sunday
night and Monday morning came news Tuesday of the disastrous floods in river valleys
from eastern Ohio to the Mississippi and Missouri rivers. Continuous rams for 48 hours had
swollen the rivers and creeks; several deaths
by drowning were reported, much stock was
drowned, and thousands of people were left
homeless.

25th. A message from
says that a report was received
there that the reservoir at Hamilton broke, at
8.10 o’clock, to night, and that 1000 persons

Cincinnati, March

Phoenton

Saturday

drowned.

of Dayton in an appeal made to the mayor of
this c*ty reported, at 8 o’cloc
tonight, that
the water is 13 feet deep in the Union Station
to
in Dayton and that according
unconfirmed
reports 5000 lives have been lost and fully b0,
000 are homeless.

Great Real Estate and Summer Home Issue.
On Saturday, April 5, the Boston Evening
Transcript will print a generous amount of
reading matter which will be of interest to
real estate owners in New England, investors
and those who lease or have summer homes
at the seashore, mountains or country.
Anyone having a house, farm, cottage or de-

located land for sale or exchange, or a
place to rent for the season will do
well to secure advertising space in this issue,
for it will have a wide circulation among interested people all over the United States, j
summer

w
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to-day, Thursuay, for a week’s visit in
vicinity.
Mrs. Edgar M. Hi.il was called to
Farmington Tuesday by the illness of her father, Mr.
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Capt. 1. E. Archibald of the steamer May
Archer, who has been in Massachusetts the
past few months, is at his home in Port Clyde,
confined to the home by illness.
W. B

Mrs.

McDonald and

Mona, of Portland,

were

committee

and

annually

for

two

years;

reported $1,500

an-

nually.
PUBLIC

UTILITIES BILL PASSED.

The bill to create a Board of Rublic Utilities
and to prescribe its powers and duties was
to

Kt»

oturmcoiiH

Kir

iho

n

f.iiL',1

21st under suspension of the rules after a number of amendments had been rejected. The
bill had been passed by the Senate. The bill
follows closely the Wisconsin law. Three men
are to compose the commission and they will
have a clerk and assistant. The first three
members are to be appointed by the Governor
and Council for terms of seven, five and three
years, the Governor designating the chairman
and succeeding members for seven-year terms.
The Board of Railroad Commissioners and the
State Water Storage Commission will be abolished. The new commission will have the regulation of all public utilities in the State, including railroads, light and power companies,
water companies apd water districts, and will
regulate their tolls or charges. The chairman
will receive a salary of $5,000, the other two
members $4,000, and the clerk and assistant

When the House went into committee of the

whole

on

this

the
Dunton of

measure

speaker appointed

Belfast, Democrat,
the chairman and Gardner K. Heath was
chosen clerk.
Representative

aa

TO

ENFORCE PROHIBITION.

The two bills planned to put more teeth in
the prohibitory law both get favorable reports
from the committees. One of these, known as
the governor's bill, is reported in new draft,
which provides that the attorney general,
whenever he is convinced that a sheriff,
deputy sheriffs or county attorney are not
doing their duty in enforcing the law, can take
The original
charge of the prosecutions.
draft provided that the attorney general could
designate some one to take charge. The other
bill provides that the county attorney cannot
nol pross cases without the consent of the pre-

siding judge.
vent

county

It is claimed that this will preattorneys from manipulating

Hall of Winthrop and Mi3s Katherine E. Piilsof Boston wt re in Belfast Wednesday :

attend the funeral of N. E. Keen.
Miss Evelyn P. Morison is in Braintree* Mass,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Hale Lowe. Jr
the latter formerly Miss Ruth Sexton, a class

daughter
Tuesday on

with Mrs. McNeal, in Waldo.

visit

mate of

School.

Mrs.I.B.Mower and Alrs.ll.W.Brownof Waterelected members of the Colby
Y. W. C. A. to succeed Mrs. E. B. Philbrick and

before
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Deer
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Coombs, daughter of Mr. and
Robert P. Coombs, and Frances, little

Miss Gertrude
Mrs.

resume
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at

Isle, was the scene oi a merritime Tuesday afternoon, March 11th, whin
their children and grandchildren gathered »
celebrate Mrs. Billings’ 71st birthday. Tt •.
first on the program was a tacking bee, aftvr

P. Frost and the Misses Isabel and Emeroy
Ginn returned last Thursday from Augusta,
where they attended tiie annual meeting of
the State Council. D. A. R.

daughter

to

the Belfast
The

Morison

returning home

recess

Little

Mrs.

Miss

Miss Morison will

this

year.
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little
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their way home from a
Donald’s lather, Walter 1

>

the

Quebec, Montreal and other
Canada, the Saskatchawan
country and Vancouver, B. C. The trip is taken
for Mr. PillsLury’s health, and his many
friends hope that it may prove both beneficial

graduate of Maine Censon

sons

and wives

gathering.

and their

One

families

were

served.

There

w<

and 21 grandchildren
son

were

and three

daughter.-

absent.

STATE PRISON INVESTIGATION

recess.

Pittsfield has bought t e
George Gilmore house and store in Burnham
village. Mr. Gilmore has conducted a general
A STATUE TO BLAINE.
But one new measure appeared in the batch store there for the p ast twenty years and is
of business in the house and senate March ! now retiring on account of the condition of his
21st, and this provides for the erection of a , health.
statue of James G. Blaine at a total cost of
Dana B. Southworth arrived last Saturday
$16,000, $8,000 of this to be paid by the State
and the remainder to be raised by public subHebron Academy to spend the Easter
, from
statue
is
to
be
The
on
the
placed
scription.
vacation at his home,and Fred Palmer of Monlawn in front of the capitol.
roe, Raymond Merritt of Brooks and Mist
APPROPRIATIONS FOR LOCAL INSTITUTIONS.
Marian Pendleton of Islesboro were in Belfasl
An immense amount of money for charitable institutions of al kinds was recommend- Friday on their way home from Hebron.

by

clude visits

and enjoyable.
Craig arrived iast Thursday
Mrs. Geortre Fish of Man field. Mass.. Miss
from Mt. Holyoke College for the Easter reMaria Flint of East Mansfield, Mass., Mrs
cess, accompanied by a classmate, Miss DoroZilpha Butterfield of East Vassalboro, Mr. and
thy Dennison of Mexico City.
Mrs. I>. B. Flint of Providence, Mrs. Louisa

Hon. James S. Wright appeared before the
committee on judiciary Thursday evening in
favor of an amendment to the public laws of
1905 relating to no-feasance by sheriffs, deputy sheriffs and county attorneys. The bill if
passed will place several more teeth in the
liquor iaw. The amendment would make it
the duty of tne attorney general to take
charge of all investigations before the grand
jury where a sheriff, deputy sheriff and county
attorney neglects or retuses to enforce the law.
The bili has tne backing of Governor Haines
as introduced in the house by Represenand
tative Ernest C. Bowler of Bethel.

ed

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Pillsbury will leave
Monday for a five weeks trip that will in-

next

Mabel

Miss

ETC.

financial affairs in a multitude of reports presented in the House Friday morning. Following are the local appropriations:
Waldo County General hospital at Belfast
asked $2,000 annually for two years; reported
$750 annually for two years.
Children’s Aid Society, Belfast, asked $2,000

Dr.Karry L.. Kilgore, son of the late Henry L.
Kilgore and nephew of Dr. G. C. Kilgore, who
recently graduated from the University of Vermont and later took post graduate work at.
McGill University will locate about the first ot
April in Thornd’ke, to succeed Dr. F. W.
Morse, who expects to leave.

Institute and

Dodge

relative to the direct election of
delegates to national conventions and to provide for ihe expression of preference for can
didates for President and Vice President of
the United S ates was favorably reported
March 20th by the Committee on Legal Affairs.
TEETH

is

Monday.

next

Richards.

tral

The act

MORE

Castine,

cities in

public officials.

OF

entered the emplt y of
Farrow, Waldo County Register of
Deeds, Wednesday, to take the place of Mrs.
Adella W. Packard, win has a very desirable
position, in Bangor and will go to that city
Miss Jure C. Marks

Hiram P.

dark of Ellsworth has been chosen

teacher

travel.

to

street.

Toward, Mrs. H. J. Toward and
daughters, Elva and Doris, of Waterville lelt
last Friday for Washington, D. C., where they
will visit for two weeks.

In the house Thursday morning, Rep. Quinn
of Millinocket introduced a resolve for a constituiional amendment for the recall of public
officials. The measure, which is one of the
most sweeping ever presented here, provides
that a recall election can be procured on the
signing of a petition by 25 per cent, of the
legal votes cast at the last preceding election.
It also provides that no recall petition shall be
circulated against any officer until he shall
It co eludes
have held office six months.
witn instructions empowering the aldermen of
cities, selectmen of towns and assessors of
plantations to notify the voters that a special
election is to be held to meet on the second
Monday in September following the passage of
the resolve to vote upon it.
ELECTION

White, High

w

short visit.

Mrs. II. A.

husbandry.

Mr. Cona t from the Committee on Agriculture, on bill. An Act to provide for the conducting of investigations in animal husbandry
by the Maine Agricultural Experimental Station, reported, Thursday, same “ought to
pass.” ^This being a printed bill was given
its first reading.)
recall of

and Mrs. William H. While of Highlandare guests of their mother, Mrs.

Easter vacation

same

a

Charles F. Shaw, who was injured at
Miami, Florida, when riding on a motor cycle,
is able to tit up and there is every reason to
believe that she will fully recover.
Mr. and
Mrs. Shaw will start north as soon as she is able
Mrs.

Miss Lou’se W. Richards,
Farmington Normal school,

that

eration

mained for

port.

Bailey of Penobscot: Mr. President, I
pending acceptance of either re-

Mr.
move

Mrs. Sarr.h Fret man, who spent the winter
Rockland with her son, Charles F. Bicknell,
arrived home Wednesday accompanined by her
granddaughter, Miss Esley Bicknell. who re-

in

Mrs. Clara Harlow of Brewer, who has been
spending the past two weeks at the Home for
Aged Women, left Monday to visit in North-

pass.”

the

on

bandry of Maine, the publication of the agriUniversity of Maine.

health.
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Penobscot and Brooksville district.
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Foster Crocker, ’14, of Belfast, has been
elected editor-in-chief of the Practical Hus-

Misses Edna D. Crawford and Mabel A.
are at home from Mount Holyoke College for the Easter vacation.

Thumbs,
Cole,

vaca-

freshman-sophomore debate «
the University of Maine last
Tuesday evening.

Saturday.
May Hollis of Troy is in Grono attending her aunt, Mrs. Joseph Bither, who is some-

Bailey,

Easter

vVindham.

C. Clement of

freshman team

last

Martha J.

in

and Mr.-. ! 1 •.r ce I'henerv arrived i’i
York on Sunday from San Juan. Porto
Rico, where they span' the past month in touring the island.

Mrs.

Mr.

Proctor and little

spending the

Mr.

Bucksport.

what out of

are

New

Craig

MATTER.

In the House March 20th a majority report
from the committee on Legal Affairs, on bill
An Act to abolish the P.elfast Municipal Court,
and to establish a Police Court for the City of
Belfast, reported that the same “ought to

pass.”
(Signed)

city

Annie-

with relatives

tion

Mrs. E. W. Pendleton and Miss Beulah F.
Phiibrook of Islesboro visited friends in this

1

the

was

in Isl- sboro.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence FJ.

arrived from

last

home in

of Woodsford

ms

Mrs. J. W. Vaug! an of Citypoint went to
Wells Depot last Saturday for a few days
visit with Mr. Vaughai.

Erskine,
at Citypoint, is spending the Easter vacation at her

A bill to establish a State game farm was introduced in the Legislature March 19th. The
proposed farm is to be devoted to propagating
useful game and other birds and fur-bearing
animals and to supplying forest tree seedlings.
The bill provides that the funds for the support of the farm be derived from license fees
paid by resident hunters, exception in license
payments being made in the cases of farmers
and members of their families.

visiting

now

$13,400; Oxford, $30,000; Penobscot, $50,-

1913.

E. E. Adj

Mrs. Annie Rollins of Portland has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. lva Gordon, and is

droseoggin; $50,800; Aroostook, $45,000; Cumberland, $177,500; Franklin, $23,650; Hancock,
Miss Marjorie Shaw of Simmons college,Bos$27,000; Kennebec, $54,525; Knox, $22,000; fciTT^ ton, is at home for the
Easter vacation.
coin.

$21,000

Mrs.

guest for several days recently of her sister,
Mrs. Annie W. Weeman.

Miss Lillian E. Spinney of Dexter arrived
Saturday to visit Belfast relatives.

<

Getchell.

C. H.
*

ucudta jeiauves.

»ioii

recess.

Misses Annie V. end Caroline W. Field wil!

brief

on a

Edna Bedell, teacher of the 7th grade,
Auburn last Saturday to pass the

to

Easter

business trip.
Mrs. Forest E. Cottrell of Rockland arrived

COUNTY ESTIMATES.

Springfield, Ohio, March 25th. The mayor $2500.

sirably

Miss
went

PERSONAL.
Smyth

of Bangor recently made a
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

O’Connell.

the motion was carried.
first reading of the bill, Sen.
that it be indefinitely postponed.
He was defeated on an aye and nay vote by 18
to 11. The bill was then giver, its first
reading.

Mr. Fred E.

two

Ralph O’Connell

voce vote

Daniel C. Carlton is on a furlough to
000; Piscataquis, $15,500; Sagadahoc, $19,300;
Springs. Somerset, $41,500; Waldo, $20,000; Washington, terport from the National Home, Togus.
Knox
York,
will
in
iyl4
$47,750;
$45,000;
pay
talked freely
Miss Ella M.
and all other counties the same as in
the teacher

Monday Kelley was before the Municipal
court charged with assault with intent to kill
Mrs. John Lowe
Through his attorney, H. C.
j
Buzzell. Kelley waived the reading of the
complaint and warrant. John R. Lowe, the

were

viva

a

Bowman returned Tuesday evenweeks’ trip to Massachusetts.

L.
a

brief visit to

Pending the
Morey moved

The Governors’ veto of the bill relating to
the Kennebec Superior court and the increase
of the salary of the judge thereof, was sustained in a handsome manner in the Senate,
Wednesday morning, March 19th. Passing the
measure over the Governor’s veto would have
required a two-thirds vote, or 21. Those favoring such action numbered but 13. Seventeen
Vv>ted against passage.

1913 and 1914. State taxes to he naid hv the
various counties for 1913 are as follows: An-

George
ing from

of Stockton

He took his arrest coolly and
about the case.
He said that he was 67 years
jld: that he had been drinking heavily during
the day, and had no recollection of what happened at night; did not remember of seeing
Mrs. Lowe or trying to kill her or of attempting to hang himself. He said that he
had started drinking whiskey, had taken a little
gin, then some Jamaica ginger and peppermint, and then gone back over the route again.
His mind was a blank as far as the events of
the night were concerned.
Kelley was formerly employed as a stevedore by the Mount Waldo Granite Company,
but had been doing nothing for the past ten
years. Neighbors say that Kelley was goodnatured and peaceable when sober; in fact had
for a number of years abstained from drinking. but this winter had “broken out.”
Deputy Sheriff Berry took his prisoner to
Stockton Springs that night, where he was
kept under guard, and brought him to Belfast
Thursday, turning him over to Sheriff Cushman at the Waldo county jail at 1 p m.
County
Attorney Eben F. Littlefield, with a stenographer, went to Frankfort Thursday to investigate the case
Mrs. Lowe had two deep gashes from the
razor, one across the throat and the other from
one corner of her mouth down across her chin,
but unless blood poisoning sets in it is believed
her chances for recovery are favorable.
James Kelley of Castine and John Kelley ot
Searsport, sons of James Kelley, were in Belfast Saturday and spent some time with their
father at the jail.
Mr. Rayford of Milbridge,
who married Kelley’s daughter, was also here
and arrangements were made by them to retain H. C. Buzzell, ex-County Attorney, as
counsel.

Death

On

sustained.

veto

in Portland this week

is

Miss Hazel Barnard is spending the Easter
vacation with her mother in Lewiston.

BELFAST MUNICIPAL COURT.

who

lived alone, about 8 So p. m.f
then attacked her with a razor. Neighbors who came attracted by her screams found
Kelley dangling on a rope from the ceiling
nearly strangled to death and cut him down.
Kelley was arrested that night by Deputy
Sheriff Willard M.

governor’s

Alphonso T. Ritchie
visiting friends.
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PERSONAL

own

attorneys.
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A WESTERN TORNADO.

to

liquor

of the respondents,
done by some

GILKEY’S HARBOR WHARF.
In the House March 18th Jones of China
THE

u.

Ames, pastor, the decorations were ferns, Easter lilies, daffodils, tulips, narcissus and pussy
willows. The music pertained to the day and
the sermon was from the 40th chapter of
Isaiah, “Behold your God.” The Lord's supper
followed the service.

The

““I'ocu

in and

occipital bone; left temple crushed in to
ear badly mangled and jawbone broken;
ear;
“Easter
Carleton
Reed
Light,”
Song,
Rec “Easter Morning,”
Violet Dexter scalp cut in several places; nose crushec; two
Rec “Nature’s Easter Music,”
long gashes in right cheek; hands from tips of
Katherine Brown
to elbows covered with contusions, five
Rec., “Easter Dawn,”
Marguerite Ingalls, fingers
Dorothy Gross, Ik argaret Rogers. or six cuts on each hand. Other cuts and conSchool tusions. They reported
that they found a
Song, “God hath sent his angels,”
Responsive Reading,
piece of beech wood weighing one and threeAnnette
Holt
Reading,
quarter pounds, 12 inches long, two inches
Reading, “Spread the Light,”
!
thick, covered with hair and blool. The chimClosing hymn.
! ney was spattered with blood and the floor * nnd fnrriopn rit>utkc
; covered with blood for a radius of eight, feet.
uc«. vuaiics
ciium.ii,
Bluffs, la., twelve,
m

noising

the home of

court under $5,000 bonds and in default of
w as committed to
jail to await trial.

Friday afternoon an autopsy on the body of
Mrs. Danforth was made by Dr. E. A. Wilson
and Dr. C. G. Kilgore, who found the wounds
as follows: leftside of the head crushed in back

AT AUGUSTA.

The committee on public buildings and
grounds reported March 18th: “Ought to
and he called her ! pass” on resolve for levying county taxes for

vjr

bail he

H8'dent of Belfast,
hodi8t church, empha- business comes in slowly. Retailers display
i plan an escape. However, Sheriff Cushman
* jf
Knights Tertplar. conservatism in placing orders ahead, owing tc has sent out a general alarm for
‘«lait
Danforth,
°f Palestine
t,v
iA'- i,air
the uncertainty regarding styles in women’s who is described as six feet or
Sacrimore, of slim
VthbirLe8Son8 ^ Should
lali
however,
Salesmen
are
on
the road,
goods.
build, 36 years old, medium complexion and
Knights
e^Ufp
W ‘Sll,'rs tnSUne'8 PMt commanders with fall samples and most manufacturers ex- ! front teeth missing. When he left home he
the Winder Hotel pect to begin operations on fall shoes some
!‘,e»>nr* at
a
e^
6
30 o’clock.
| wore overalls and rubber boots.
time in April.—Dun’s Review, March 22nd.

if',,;'

i./f-shai

Attempted Murder and Suicide
in Frankfort.

Jan

1 L. Perry,
Charles E. Owen,
Charles F. Thompson,
M. W. Delano.
H. E. McDonald.

MEN~AND~THINGS

NUMBER

The two reports of the committee on legal
Funeral services for the murdered woman
affairs, on an act to abolish the Belfast muniWALDO COUNTY PETITIONS ETC.
court and establish a
cipal
court in that
were held last
Saturday afternoon, conducted
The following petitions etc., were presented city, were taken up in the police
house, Tuesday, as
by Rev. David L. Wilson pastor of the Con- in the Senate March 18th by Mr. Conant of unfinished business.
The majority report was
gregational Church. The children are mem- Waldo and referred or placed on file: Petition “ought to pass;” the minority, “ought not to
of members of the Woman’s Christian Tem- pass.” Senator
bers of a mission class at his church.
Bailey, chairman of the comperance Union of Winterport for the passage mittee, reviewed the evidence
placed before
Everything possible will be done for the of House Bill No. 200, known as the White the committeemen and moved
that
the
orphaned Danforth children. Rev. David L. Slave Bill.
majority report be accepted. He said that
Remonstrance of G?orge H. York of Winter- j the purpose was not based
Wilson is endeavoring to have the oldest boy,
upon political
port; and unanimous vote of citizens of town 1
and that the majority of the comEmery, Jr., placed in the Good Will Home, and of Monroe against passage of bill granting grounds,
mittee would not oppose an amendment to
has communicated with Rev. G. W. Hinckley State Aid to Parochial schools.
provide for appointment of a judge of the
Resolution of North Waldo Pomona Grange, same political faith as the
setting lorth the needs of the child. The No.
present incumbent
500 memDers in favor of who would thus be thrown out of office.
24,
representing
little fellow not yet 12 years old,is exceedingly distribution of
common school funds according
Senator Morey of Androscoggin declared
bright and of much promise with the right t° aggregate attendance in common schools.
the sole purpose of the bill was to remove the
Remonstrance of C. A. Phillips and 65 others judge of the municipal court and said that a
training ana guidance. He attends the public
again, t passage of bill, “An Act to regulate more satisfactory procedure existed. He opschools and is a good scholar.
the packing, shipping and sale of
apples.”
posed the motion of Senator Bailey.

Page, Constable Lesan, Walter E
We find, That Blanche M. Danforth of Bel- Leigh; on, J. A. Raymond and Deputy Sheriff
came
to
her
of
Waldo,
death
1
Willar
M.
about
fast, county
Berry were called and their testi10.30, Thursday night at her home by being mony \ as mainly corroborations of the statewith
a
stick of stove wood, ments already giver..
beaten on the head
At the close of the hearing Judge Knowlton
by her husband, Emery Danforth.
bound Kelley ever to tne April term of the S.
W.
A.
Mason,
(Signed)
(Foreman)
J

Scripture reading, Mt. 28, 1-6,
Prayer, (written for Easter and the Livingstone Gentenary,)
By Henry van Dyke
Rec., Easter Praise,

He said

Edward Fletcher and Frank E.

By the School

The shoe trade is experiencing the period
■v,>ckland, expressed his
H,,ent and
.ffi
brought greet- of quietness which usually occurs just before
J’nt Gommandery. Sir fall
buying begins and jobbers look for continT-Aldemar
\

that

meeting was held by the Y. ed my face and my brothers’ faces ’cause I was
P. S. C. F..
The morning sermon was on afraid we might get some of the poison where
“Life," and the music was appropriate to Eas- papa kissed us. I watched father go across
the bridge until I saw him go under the third
lhere were 207 present at the bun Jay
ter.
school. At 7.30 the Sunday school concert light.
iiicu
uiutiit-is
uress
inemtook place and the auditorium was crowded.
iicijxu
plants.

V'

1

and

bors, testified briefly that they heard the Danforth toy at Mrs. Patterson’s telling her
about the trouble. Coroner Coombs then informed the jury that he did not consider any
further testimony necessary. They rendered

neapolis, Minn.,

(t‘

as-

wrecked

was

board lost

North' Congregational church the
decorations were potted Easter lilies, jonquils,

vw

^

was

tions.

ple:

nication of
y, evening

son on

.*■

choir

Holmes

!

their lives. Danforth's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Danforth, live on
Cross street.
Uoroner Charles R. Coombs empanelled a
jury who visited the scene of the crime Fri- j
day morning. The principal witness was the >
son, Emery, who told his story between sobs,
substantially as follows:
“Last night we all went to bed up-stairs,
about 8 o’clock. Everett sleeps with me and
little Lawrence with papa and mamma. Sometime in the night, I don’t know what time it
was, I was waked up by hearing papa and
mamma talking loud and fighting awful.
I
went into their room and papa was pounding
on

children.”

B. P. 0. E

who

the

ap-

James

!

em-

Bertha Z. and Mary C. Hayes,
Harriet and Geneva Perkir.s, Eva Allen, Albert Cuzner and Ralph Clifford.

•'em

•A

35 years old and had been

baptism

not-- u

»’

was

March 29th.

ria

?

Danforth

i:i'er will have

DIRTIES.

■

was

sermon

same.

shape was trimck tips, a titled

that his father had beaten his mother over the
a stick of wood and then taken her
by the heels and swung her around so that her
head hit the chimney. His two brothers, Everett aged nine and Lawrence aged five
years,
said that their father told them to lock the
doors and not to give the alarm until
morning.
He also told them that he was going to take
poison and if that did not kill him, he was going to jump off the bridge. Another brother,
Warren, aged eight years, was not at home at
the time.
head with

all

church the decora:ions were in green and white with potted
plants and Easter lilies and were ar-anged under the direction of Charles
At

morning.

bedroom, upstairs with the head battered and
the floor covered with blood. The little boy said

scnooner

attendance.

At the

-t

Emery Danforth, who lived in East Belfast,
killed his wife Blanche about 10.30 o'clock last
Thursday night. The first that was known of
the tragedy was when the 12 years old son of
the couple ran to one of the neighbors and
said his father had killed his mother, taken
poison and jumped overboard. The police were
notified at once and began an investigation.
The woman’s body was found on the floor of a

ployed about the docks. He had been drinking
heavily of late and the neighbors say that
>exter T. Guptill, who died in September,1912,
family quarrels were frequent at the Danforth
»a>ing a deserved eulogy to the deceased as a
home.
His wife was the daughter of John A.
Eminent Commander Em.
nan and a Mason.
Leighton, nd had been twice married. Her
Villiam H. Hall, Generalissimo Sir Allen L.
first husband was John Jackson, who was
Zurtis and Captain General Sir D. F. Stephendrowned in Gloucester harbor when
the
The
on were in charge of the Commandery.
arge

The sheriff made a fruitless search of the
woods north of the
city late Friday afternoon,
following the report that a man answering
Danforth's description had been seen there,
and in response to another report that he had
been seen at the home of his parents their
home was searched, but of couse without result.. Some think he may have got on board a
barge which he had helped discharge at the
Coe-Mortimer plant and which sailed Friday

Emery Danforth Beats His Wife to Death
in the Presence of One ol their Children.

Memoriam” in honor of Sir

onducted the “In

,-n

■ucft to
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Susi of

legislature has authorized an in
of affairs at the State prisoBefore the new warden.
Thomaston.
Ham of Augusta, who succeeds Mr Wigg
Biddetord, took possession, an audit of
books of the prison was made by an ac<- u
ant from Augusta, who found that then- ah u
$10,400 of unpaid bills at the prison, a ot
which had been approved for paymen\ ;•
>
two notes, one of $4,000 and the other
100 in local banks, given by the warden of ti
with
to meet
obtained
which
sums
for
prison
accounts of the institution which were due.
The total indebtedness of the institution w
$21,400, to meet wh ch the retiring warden
turned over to his successor $70 in ca.-.i
Miss Bertha Merrill, daughter of Hon. anc
$97.43 in the bank. There were founo rnanv
duns against the State for bills which hm. re
Mrs. E. N. Merrill of Skowhegan, has beer
One
been paid and which were long overdue
awarded the Durant prize at Wellesley colic-go
was from a man who had sold broom .-toea ;i
which is the highest rank attainable there
the orison amounting to $709, arid in i..- letter
Miss Merrill is a senior. She is a graduate ol
relative to this bill the man had w:..:.en the
l,
Cl„.n.l,nr,nn
llirrK cz.lw.nl Vioulnrr hoar. Train.
warden that the account had been <"ipg
that the interest on the money ii.vvsted
She has always j long
dictonan of her class in 1908.
had eaten up whatever profit there lia-i beer,
maintained high rank in ail her studies.
to him in the transaction. There are on hand
at the institution many wagons, sleighs and
Letters to Belfast friends from Mrs. Adolph other manufactured articles which
.tve not
Rossbach of East Boston bring the good news been sold and the committee of the C vernor‘»
council found no stock in the vari<
shoj
that their little son George B., who had been
of tin
worth mentioning and the majori
dangerously ill for several weeks with scarlet prisoners without employment. It i.~ reported
fever, is recovering and that Mr. and Mrs. by the committee that the entire m; ..agement
under its Democratic warder:
Rossbach hope to be out of quarantine by next j of the institution
Added to ’he
nas been decidedly inefficient.
Sunday. Mr. Rossbach’s pulpit has been sup- financial disarrangement it is as stated by the
plied for the several Sundays of his enforced committee, that favorite prisoners v ore allowThe Maine

1

vestigation

»

absence.

ed unreasonable privileges.
This

Heibert E. Bowman, son of Representative
C. E. Bowman, has been elected superintendent of schools at Vinalhaven to succeed Tyler
M. Coombs, now clerk of courts. Mr. Bow-

condition is

in

striking

contrast with

Warden Bernes O. Norton, vvher
the prison was self supporting. \\ hen he took
charge the State made the usual ppropriation
of $7,500 later reduced to $5,000, but not drawn
man is also elected
principal of the High I upon by him. During his term of office Mr
school and will combine the two offices for a Norton built a new building for $11,000 less
while. He is a graduate of Bates Co lege and
has been principal of the High school at Boothbay Harbor.
About 100 citizens of Showhegan gave a
to Hon. Forrest Goodwin, Congressman for the 3d Maine District, at Hotel Coburn
last Friday night. Many prominent men ol
the district were present. The toastmastei
was Carleton P. Merrill and the speawers were
Gov. William T. Haines, Hon. J. A. Peters ol
Ellsworth, Hon. Carl Milliken of Presque Isle,
Daniel Lewis, Ex-Congressman S. W. Gould ol
Skowhegan, Judge F. F. Lawrence and Mr
Goodwin, the latter in response to the tributes
paid him outdoing himself in eloquence. Gov.
W. T. Haines said among other things that
Forrest Goodwin would be reckoned with th«
illustrious men of Maine’s history.

banquet

that under

than

all the

in

over

the appropriation, put
good condition, and turned

tion

with about $17,000 of

assets

il

buildings
e

institu-

and all bills

paid.
Suicide at Little Deer Isle.

Thursday afternoon, March loth, John Hardy
of Little Deer Isle committed suicide by shooting himself in the head with a double barreled
shot gun. He and his son lived alone in a
small camp and he told his sen to go and fix
the pump on the little vessel he owned and
while he was gone went up into the chamber,
tucked himself in bed, taking his cun with
him. He placed the muzzle under his chin and
fired. Upon his return his sen gave the alarm
and notified the authorities, who took charge.
He was buried Saturday alter noon. He had
been in poor health for the past year and despondency was supposed to he the cause. His.
age was 69 years..
__

hauled up at this
We often wondered
where he got the name, and this book
makes it clear. We learn from its pages

tons and she
Republican Journal I 22
port for the winter.
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Cause for Alarm
Loss of appetite or distress after
eating—e symptom that should

Capt. John Derby in the 62-ton
Quero carried the news of the
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
battle of Lexington to England for the
colonists, sailing four days after Gen.
CHARLES A.
Gage had sent bis official report by the
Advertising Terms. For one square, one “Royal Express packet.” Sukey. The
Inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
Quero made the passage in 29 days,hand25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
beating the Sukey.
Subscription T erms. In advance, $2.00 a somely
The story of the privateers sailing out
/ear; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
I of Salem makes an interes'ing chapter.
They made many captures, brought in
of
old
Salem.
and
Sailors
many rich prizes; but the enemy also
Ships

HLSW:KY.;i!u“^na^r

There is material for an epic in “Ships
and Sailors of Old Salem,” by Ralph D.
Payne. No more heroic deeds, no more
exalted patriotism, no more self sacrifice
than are recorded
or daring enterprise
in its pages can be found in the annals
Salem was the cradle
of this country.
Its
of the American shipping industry.
sons were the pioneers in commercial
enterprises that carried the Stars and
Stripes to the four quarters of the globe.
Their ships sailed unchartered seas,
had

ships

where

sailed

never

and to

stranding

the risk of

hid-

on

den reefs and shoals.
Whe n no more

early.

careers

fourteen years of age
bethey shipped in some capacity and
One
came masters after a few voyages.
ship sailed out of Salem on a fore-gr.

then

twelve

or

a year 01 more
voyage that would last
with a captain under If years of age and
From masms officers were under 20.

ship-owners

ter? they became

chants,

they

as

were

and had

ventures

a

and

mer-

allowed personal
percentage on the

.nitward and inward cargoes, and the
were often
profits of a single voyage
$100,000, or more. One Salem shipretired
master, shipowner and merchant,
was a
age of thirty with what
: arge fortune in those days.
rheir bravery, self sacrifice and pa-

at

the

triotism in the wars of the Revolution
and 1812 add luster to the nation’s history,
and in all that goes to make up a noble
had

citizenship they

superiors

no

on

ear'h. As the author well says: “It was
net the rich freightage of silks, spices,
the ships of Salem
very and tea which
fetched home, nor the fortunes which
Dibit the stately mansions of the elmshaded streets that made this race of
seamen

worthy

page in the history
rise to greatness. They
of

a

of the country’s
lid their duty daringly and cheerfully,

let their deeds

They
peace and
themselspeak for them, and they bore
ves as ‘gentlemen unafraid’ in adversity
war.

n

and with manly
They believed in

modesty

in

in hard with rhem to insure the
safetc of their perilous ventures. The
nand

......

v\uvc-

~

who fashioned it to bend to the spars,
the blacksmith, the rigger, the carpenter and the instrument maker, all eo-operatirg to tuild and fit the ship their
was ta command so that she

neighbor
might weather

he hardest blow and do
credit to those who made and sailed her.

The National government was too poor
build men cf war, but authorized the

co

building of

ten

such

Salem privateers

the

size for that

day, were
manned and well armed, others
absurdly small. A list is given of

well
were

number that were from 5 to 30 tons

a

and carried 16 to 30

only

armed
carried

with

men.

Some were

muskets,

while others

“The Ships
guns.
and Sailors of Old Salem” is in the pubtwo

or

one

lic

library

as

instructive book for young or old.

and is

entertaining

an

well

as

Washington, D. C

the

ships, agreeing

to

Under this
their cost.
pay interest
authorization f'.nlem built the frigate EsSic months before she si: I
sex it 1799.
on

March 24, 1913.

than
lands

A

STORE

Trip

Maine

1

j

on
a

this line

magfirst-class orchestra
are

communications

tn

They burned

3,369 in 1911.

II 1C

iou.utu;

-urrea as

over,

a

full cargo, bound

and Chinese

collection

the

gift of

Dr. Charles G. Weld of Boston; anti only
the o’her day w e pubii hed a list of his
which included the Fenellosa

bequests,

collection of Japanese arts and antiques,
valued at 3500,000, to the Peabody MuProf. Edward S. Morse,
seum, SaPm.
director of this museum and curater of
the Japanese pottery section of the Boston museum,

was

me

kucbi

Press association on one of their excursions to Moosehead Lake and gave the
members a very interesting account of a

Japanese
of Capt.

printing office. Then one reads
Jonathan Haraden, born in

Gloucester, "the foremost fighting privateersman of Salem during the Revomen that
lution, and one of the ablest
fought in that war afloat or ashore,”
and wonderB if he was an ancestor of
the Haradens of Belfast.
The Derbys were-very prominent in
all the affairs of Salem. The late Dr. R.
H. Derby of New York, for many years
was
a summer resident of Dark Harbor,
He inherited
a member of this family.
his ancestors
a love of seafaring from
and was a devoted yachtsman. At one
time ,he owned the sloop yacht Quero of

And

some

homes and is
The

very

beautiful and

people

of the North

i

and

departments

lithographing

one

tHc.

fire, which burned over less than ten acres
cost $1.11 to extinguish.
North Dakota

and

and it is

in

orest

Kansas had

fires on its ne small Forest.
Of the 2,472 fires, over 75 per cent were put
out before 10 acres were burned over, and
nearly 50 per cent before one-quarter of an
acre was covered. Only 12 fires caused
damage
of more than $1,000 each
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The brave went down
They leaped to ruin's

Chickamauga’s solitudes;

and stood who held the
They
Of nations on that slippery slope,
Amid the cheers of Christendom !
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A mighty mother turns in tears
Tne pages of her battle-years,
Lamenting all her fallen sons !

Maine
1

dtstret

haven't k,

Fold up the banners ! Smelt the guns!
Love rules!
Her gentler purpose runs,
i

«

^

''

NOW, I find ni
people have I.

He forged the iron will
That clutched and held the trembling hill!
God lives and reigns! He built and lent
The heights for Freedom’s battlement,
! Where floats her flag in triumph still!

j

**

Chan.,.

pleasure—half s],

God lives!

A
A

a

very

as

They stood who saw the future come
On through the fight’s delirium;
smote

or

wretched cond

■

Men.

Portland, Me., March H. At the annual
of the Dartmouth Ass ciation of Maine
this evening the following officers were
elected: Dr. John F. Thompson, ’82, president; Richard Webb ’85, vice president; Vernon
F. West ’09, secretary and treasurer. John
Howard Hill ’81 was toastmaster, and there
were addresses by Prof. Craven
Laylook *96,
Hon. Clarence Hale, Bowdoin ’G9, Dr. Seth C.
Gordon, Maj James R Church, Princeton ’86,
Harry M. Verriil, Vale ’89, and President

meeting

Doubloday.

But who shall break the guards that wait
Before the awfui fata of fate?
The tattered sta: dards of th- South
Were shrivelled at the cannon’s niuuth
Ami all her hopes were desolate.
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even-

wheel,

thousands of

its

it is

a

and interest.

plete collection of animals, beas’s, birds
and reptiles which are very interesting
and instructive.
I went to the Senate, which is a very
dignified and orderly body, and listened to
a

debate by prominent Senators,

Representa-

from-there to the House of

tive, where “Uncle Joe” Cannon and
other

distinguished

Senate.

specify
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good for
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cake and biscuits and
k pastry and all the rest
of the good things
to eat that good
as

ip

^k
|^k flour makes. ^P’':.^"'
link All extra nutri>','-^k
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befipR^k tious, too,
William
Wml&l^r

cause

]Tell is milled by
our special process
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from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
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and finest
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me.

members were

In the House it

was

the

They

point-

ail hub-

trying
quite a

and order of the
had memorial exercises in
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FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS.

ambassadors and ministers
nresent.
F.ulofries were given bv

foreign

were

prominent speakers
the Vice President.
to

when you
order flour,
Just

and

see

over

I had

the death
a

the President and

good

of

chance

other distin-

guished persons. I wentto Arlington,Va.,
where thousands of Union soldiers are
buried. It is a very beautiful spot. Also
to Mount Vernon, the old home of Washington, 15 miles from here, and to the
tomb of Washington and the house he
used to live in, and saw the room and
bed in which he
which he used to

died, "the
ride, and

old coach in

many objects
of interest connected with the famous

The grounds are fitted up finely
and it is a very beautiful and attractive
place on the shore of the Potomac river.
After spending several very pleasant
days taking in the sights of Washington
and surroundings, I took a train for Virginia, going through West Virginia via
Harpers Ferry, which is rather a dilapidated looking old town. There is some
wild and romantic scenery in West Virman.

ginia, which is quite hilly and mountainous.
I changed cars at Harpers Ferry
for Capon Road, Va., and was soon in
the Old Dominion.
I went through
Winchester, Va., celebrated as the scene
of Sheridan’s famous ride during the re-

!

Clinton

Bangor
Burnham. I*Winnec'

>k

Unity

Thorndike.

There is no doubt about this fact. Why ! during the
last 30 years we have published in the newspapers of this
recountry volumes of letters from women who have been
lieved of all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
old medicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
honest expressions of gratitude coming from grateful hearts.
Surely you can believe these women.

Kn<>x.
Forbes

Brooks
Waldo.

Sargent’.'
City Point
Belfast,

am

tFla*z static
Limited
$5.00 fron Be'*..
M l»

Mrs. L. S. BREXXER, Hudson, Midi., says:
Sometime ago 1 was taken with a terrible pain in my right side, such

M0KK1.

—

Vie*

hot applications but that
sharp pains just like a knife sticking me. 1 tried
I went to our family doctor (we were living in i ayette, Ohio,
did no good.
at that time) and he said it was organic iullammation. 1 doctored with him
The pain was so terrible I could hardly
a while but kept getting worse.
a
stand on my feet. I would have that sharp pain in my right side, and
I realized the: something
dull heavy pain the whole lencth of my limb.
had to be done quickly, so I looked up all of your advertisements I could
of Lydia h.
find, and saw several that described my case. I got a bottle
and
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the first dose,
Your medicine has

I

EASTERN
CORPC

n

Bangor Lint
FARE F.
BellasI

Mrs. L. E. BOWERS, Girard, Pa., says:
I take pleasure in informing you of what Lydia E. l’inkham's Vegetable

«

thing

I have found

coming

and I do not know that this

from

comes

Mrs. ELIZABETH GENTILCORE, Buffalo, N.Y.. says:

at
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Unearned pr- n

H^*^WrHe to LYDI A E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL ) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Tour letter will he opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

times and in

asua: tv

■

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkl'am's A cg.-i.i’uc
been the standard ronieuy i or female ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this lamous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.

power and will save a
of coal, wood and oil, and

L

steam.

—

Compound has

cheap power
irrigate
dry places, thus doing
;
great deal towards settling the great
( luestion of cheap living.
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Leave
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never-failing

vould

Fridays.
of
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the tide pump water into Swan
i^ake and make electricity in I'elfast as
o ship it from where they do.
It will

ST

Leave H 1
•lays, ami !
F *r Win
ami SaturLeave U

About
r n.« dies.
“1 feel that I must write to you about ; our " .id.
run don n.
an : w e a
ten years ago I was troubled with female vtn I,:..
•'
■'
dizzy. I
1 was tired all the time and could hardly t.
and also
;
heard about Lydia E. Pink ham's Yegetub.o *
>••’» V-'”'
dizzy
used the Sanative Wash. 1 got stronger, and
inches
!
,-r
spells since. I feel that I owe my li.-alih to
11' >d. and
rr
will help others as they have1 me. I tri.-d,
z.vlthn! Gksyours are the liest medicines for women'--a:
TILCOKE, 26 Glor Street, Buffalo. X, w A or!

nake

( ;reat amount

TURBINE

I had a sick spell last February, and for
has done for me.
and had many had feelings. I
some months after that I was not regular
not much appetite, and also
was tired all the time, had dull headaches,
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Ynnr Vegetable Compound
be said in its praise
has entirely cured me and I feel that too much cannot
You are perfectly welcome to use
as 1 am now able to do my own work.
of others. —Mrs. L. E. Lowi ns, L.i.L1. So. 1,
my testimonial for the benefit
Girard, Fa.

Compound

thing is so real that
:hat I wonder some enterprising Yankee
loes not try the experiment, as so many
nen are looking for power for the genmating of electricity. The Penobscot
Jght and Power Co. might just as well

The Patent Office is

the Senate for Vice President Sherman;
and President Taft and his Cabinet and

^p

The Journal:

made and the whole

The National Muse-

and shrubs and flowers from all parts of I
the world. I also went to the U. S. ;
Zoological Gardens, where there is a com

contrast to

jgg^^hctter
^^you
k
^L you will only

of

from my idea at all, but it demonstrates
:he fact that the tide will pump water.
\ better and cheaper machine nay be

beautiful

bub and confusion, two or three
to talk at the same time, and was

loaf than
have evermade
before—yours if

Editor

the

marble and is said to be

ed out to

■Uyk:'d each

To

um, with all its curiosities and works of
art, would take days if you looked them
be well
over thoroughly and it would

extend to her fam-

Venice, California.

my idea of the tide pumping water into
reservoir to be used through a water

worth your time.

our

at

the first,

osity

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

Motor

send you a clipping from the Technical
World Magazine of April, 1912. It is

the Smithsonian
I
Institute, with its many objects of curi-

drug stores.

Wave

Have Been Restored to Health By Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

—

!

ent

sight.

Doan's
you scratch the worse it itches.
0:otmtnt is for piles, eczema—any skin itchmore

ing.

where
tv

1 visited the Congresprocesses.
sional Library, which is built of white

The

temper tester

r* rt 11 n

Portland.
Watervilb-.
Benton

w

when I had taken two bottles ray trouble was gone.
for the
done so much for me that I am willing you should publish this letter
sake of other suffering women."—Mrs. L. S. liREN.VER. Hudson. Michigan.

HARNESSING THE TIDES

a

brilliant electric
a

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

explain

and

curious and interesting sight
to see them go through the many differ-

had

no

Any skin itching is

Children Cry

every- i
thing to them,which makes it very interesting. I went through the engraving
ferent

only

National l

one

to

was

It does not seem

guides to take Visitors through the dif-

fires, and in the number caused by
lightning. Arizona stood second in bold of
these classifications. A rkar.sas stood fourth in
total number of fires, and first in those of incendiary origin, with California second. The

number of

of Boston har-

San Frar.That she was well built is shown
usco.
later she was
oy the fact that 30 years
.still afloat in the deep-water trade.
In the pages cf this book one finds
Fur example, we
many familiar names.
the
.learn that a costly new hall added to
Salem Museum tc contain the Japanese
with

of the horrors of war.

in the many different departments.
The
Government has attentive and courteous

against iow,-

California led all States in total

000 in ly 11.

.the workmen
: or

I
j

The fierce South cheering on her sons.
Ah, how the withering tempest blew
Across the front of Pettigru!
A khamsin wind that scorched and
singed,
Like that infernal flame that
fringed
The British squares at Waterloo!

re

loss of

sailing

;

runs:

! Without disgrace
red embrace;
They only heard fame's thunder wake,
And saw the dazzling sunburst break
In smiles on glory’s bloody face!

up,

n

nardly he equalled today with all the im- ily our heartfelt sympathy in their beproved appliances ar.d facilities for build- reavement.
As another illustration
Resolved, That our charter be draped
in a battleship.
in mourning for 30 days, that a
copy of
jf what the olc-time shipbuilders could these
resolutions be spread upon our
Bartram
John
the
take
ship
clipper
ic,
records, a copy sent to the bereaved
of 1,100 tons,bui.t in 1848 at East Boston. family and a copy be sent to The RepubGold had been discovered in California lican Journal, Waldo County Herald and
Commercial for publication.
.and -an enterprising Boston merchant Bangor
M. E. Foster.
e
early.
wanted to get into the gan
Annie A. Clement.
Ida B. Vose,
Sixty days after laying the keel the ship
Committee on Resolutions.
the time
was launched, and 90 days from
Freedom, March 15, 1913.
first laid tools to the timbers she

the tumult

|

*J/v >L

People often
giddiness and „au#ea
or

.

f\

Cy

C

1

out

Such were

picturesque.

Dirigo Grunge, Freedom, has adopted also very interesting. The Cocoran Art
“wool lots" of
Danvers, Peabody, the
following resolutions;
Gallery has some very fine and valuable
Beverly and ther nearby towns. Her
Whereas the Supreme Master in His
pictures,
statuary and works of art.
Salem
in
three
rope inlinite wisdom has removed from our
corc.age was made
is also very
waies.
Her sails were made from duck midst our sister,Dora E. Hall; therefore, The Pan-American Building
instructive and entertaining, with ex’here for the purpose, and her be it
wove:
Resolved, That in her death Dirigo I hibits from the United States, Mexico,
■rcu work was iorged by the Salem shipGrange has lost a faithful member, one Central America, and all the South
Her keel was laid April 13, who was always willing to do her
sm.ths.
part American countries. The Botanical Gar17t9, and she was launched five months whenever an opportunity offered.
dens are very fine, with plants, trees
That
while
Resolved.
we mourn the
later. That could
an 1 seventeen days

as

into their dooryard.

nice

ment of the passengers.
From New
York I went by train to Washington, D.

the

Lee,

D.,iy f

Above the bayonets mixed and crossed,.
Men saw a gray giganiic ghost
Receding through the battle-cloud,
And heard across the tempest loud
The death-cry of a nation lost!

up a hand
And bade the sun in heaven to stand;
They smote and fell who set the bars
Against the progress of the stars
And stayed the march of motherland.

The voice that rang through Shiloh’s woods

little realize what the people of the
through Niw Jersey, Pennsylvania, South had to put up with during the
Delaware and Maryland, with their fearful strife, but they realize now that
it was all for the best.
many large anti beautiful towns am! citie°,
The people here are very kind, generincluding Philadelphia, Wilmington amt
Baltimore. Washington, the Capital of ous and sociable—more so than the
An especially good showing waa made by
our country, is as fine and
attractive a people t the North, I think. I passed
the Forest officers last year in cxfinguishi: g
fires mi'vj ie the N-.ti-m! Forests before they
city’as there is in this country, I think, several very enji yable days here taking
reacbt d :1m f >rest boun knits. Such fires consti- and I have seen nearly all the principal 111 the many attractions with mv kind
tuted more than
-.-ixih of all fought by the cities.
It has
very
wide, handsome friend;-. I ™ me home by a different route
Ft rest rai gers an- guaid:. About nine tenths streets and
avenues, with fine shade and passed through many old historic
w«
extinguished before they touched the trees anti beautiful parks and
grounds. towns and battlefields. I stopped awbile
I'.rests. Of the files within the Forest bound1 stopped a week in Washington, taking in New York city to take in the many
aries more than IS per cent were on lands in
in the many sights.
I went up the sights of the great metropolis, with iis
private ownership Nearly one-fourth of the
Washington monument, from which a bustle, noise and excitement—Broadway,
extra expenditures due to fighting fires—that
is, expenditures outside the time of the regu- grand view of the city and surrounding Fifth Av enue, Grant’s tomb, museums,
From New York I went
lar Forest
force—whs incurred in fighting country is to be had, and across the theatre, etc.
these fires.
beautiful Potomac River into old Vir- to Providence, R. I., for a few days
Lightning caused more fires than any other ginia. I went through the White House, with friends. Providence is a fine city
agency, followed by railroads, campers, and
with its many objects of interest in the with much business and manufacturing.
incendiaries, in the order given. The greatest different rooms, and through the Treas- I went to see Edison’s kinetophone, the
losses occurred in Arizona, Arkansas, and
ury building, where there is several hun- new moving and talking; pictures, which
California, in which States there was also the
dred millions of treasure in the vaults. lire just being introduced. They are
largest proportion of fires caused by lightning
It is said there are 5,000 tons of gold wonderful and marvelous almost beyond
and by incendiarism. About 27 per cent of all
belief, they are so lifelike. After severI visited the
the fires were started by lightning, and about and silver stored there.
al very enjoyable weeks away in other
£8 per cent were due to carelessness.
The Government printing office, where 5,000
States I returned to the good old State
proportion in each case was practically the people are employed, and they use about of Maine, which is “Home Sweet Home.’’
1
same as in the previous 3rear.
100 tons of paper a day. The guide said
J. Warren Skinner.
The total number of fires was 2,472, as comSearsmont, Maine.
we walked four miles over the building
means

across

Tho*,

They fell who lifted

infantry’.

A cry

Hying

were

possible that this beautiful and fertile
valley could have been so ruined and
desolated; but it now has fine farms and

furnish fine music for the entertain-

to

the shot and shell

battles

Virginia.

to

York. The boats
nificent anti carry

extending
system
the National Emesis
the equipment «>f trails, roads, telephones ai d
lockout stations is yearly enlarged and the
files, it is said, are discovered more quickly
and fought more nq-idly.
of

into the harbor her white oak timbers
were standing in the woodlands of Massachusetts. Her timbers were cut in the

v.

to the ]

Then, at the brief command of
Moved out that matchless

thousand fell where Kemper led;
thousand died where Garnett bled;
In blinding flame and
strangling smoke.
The remnant through the batteries broke
and all the food from the house and
And crossed the works with Armistead.
cellar; poured all their wheat into the ; "Once more in
Glory’s van with me!”
dooryard until it was nearly knee deep, i Virginia cried to Tennessee;
for their horses to eat, destroyed all 1 “We two together, come what may,
Shall stand
those works toda>!
their crops and burned their fences and I The reddest upon
day in history.
left ruin and desolation behind them. Brave
Tennessee! Reckless the way,
As they had nothing left to eat they Virginia heard her comrade
saj,
"Close
round this rent and riddled
were forced to go to the Union army for
rag!”
What time she set her battle-fl g
food to keep them alive. During the ! Amid the
of

I took the boat at Belfast for Boston,

to, first, favorable weather conditions in most localities, and
second, the increased efficiency of the fire
As Congress makes
fighting organization.
for

me

A cloud possessed toe hollow
field,
The gathering battle’s smoky shieldAthwart the gloom the
Hashed
lightning
And through
the cloud some horse'mer
dashed.
And from the heights the thunder
pealed.

Army encamped at the home where I
stopped and took all their cattle, forty j
head, a dozen horses, all their hogs,
sheep and poultry—every living thing, l

thence via the Fall River line to New

record is attributed

available the

Wilson, Proprietor
foscall Stort

Tft*

taking

by profesaion. and |
died in .a?,6
1901. "High 'a»?er
Tide at Gettysburg" wa‘ j
considered by Charles A. Dana the finest
lyric
s
inspired by the Civil War.]
1
"aaa

gur.s

burned i-ver, sort the total damage is estimated at $75,290, or less than one. dollar to
every 2,000 acres of area.

good

Edmund

[The author of this poem was a brother ol
Maurice Thompson, the well-known
writer, c
soldier in the Confederate service and
the
author of several poems of distinction
and

distance away from their home. I went
all over it and was shown many points of
interest. We also went to the battle
ground of Cedar Creek, one of the hotly
contested battles of the war. The Union

Tbs Rsull Stores are America's Greatest
Drug Stores

was

The

DRUG

for me,

THOMPSON.

With Pickett leading grandly down,
of interest. The battle i
To rush against the roaring crown
Of
those dread heights of destiny.
ground of Fisher’s Hill, one of the bloody I
battles of the rebellion, is only a short Far heard above the angry guns,

for which it is reoommended.

The

lowest of recent years.
Less
to every thousand of timbered

enjoyable
many points

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain.
There ia a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
•ech especially designed
for the particular ill

Department of Agriculture has been figuring
up the losses by fires on the National Fcrests
for the calendar year 1912, and finds that they
were

CITY
Belfast

LOSSES BY FOREST FIRES.

Ill

rights without swashbuckling or empty words. They helped
worked
one another, and the community

wnu

of

good

of

were

prosperity. pared with
their country and they

fought for her

•men

some

ore acre

shipmasters of Salem began their

seafaring

While

and

We recommend Rcxaii Dyspepsia
Tablets to customers every day, a id
have yet to hear of one who has not
been benefited. We believe them tc
be without equal. They give prompt
relief, aiding to neutralize acidity,
stimulate now of gastric juice,
strengthen the digestive organs, and
thus promote perfect nutrition and
correct unhealthy symptoms. Three
sixes, 25 cents, 50 cents, and $1.
You can buy Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
Id tlus community only at our stem:

before.

Theirs was a perilous calling. In addition to the storm and stress encountered
for
by all seafarers they had often to fight
existence with privateers or pirates, uj
face hostile natives on foreign shores,
run

We urge all who suffer from indigestion, or dyspepsia, to try Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets, with the UnderHanding that we will refund the
money paid us without question or
formality, if after use you are not
perfectly satisfied with results.

made captures and some of the Salem
men spent many months in their prisons.

BY WILL H.

fine two-story mansion with and verandas on all sides from which there are grand
views of the Blue Ridge mountains and the
surrounding country. It is charmingly
situated in the famous and beautiful ShenandoahValley, near the Shenandoah river,
which is celebrated for its fine farms and
grand scenery. I had heard much of the
kindness and hospitality of the southern
people, and certainly in my case they did
all that they could to make it pleasant

It is not what you eat but what yoa
digest, and assimilate that does you
pood. Rome of the strongest, healthk\sl persons are moderate eaters.
Nothing ill cause more trouble than
a
disordered stomach, and many
people contract serious maladies
through disregard or abuse of ths
stomach.

schooner

In vain the Tennessean set
His breast against the bayonet,
In vain Virginia charged and raged,
A tigress in her wrath uncaged,
Till ail the hill was red and wet!

HIGH TIDE AT GETTYSBURG.

a

disregarded.

be

not

that

I'l BI.1SHF.D EVERY THURSDAY HY

The

belion. I stopped with a friend in
Capon Road, who lives in a beautiful
Southern home—a large plantation with

was

The

All other lint

Cash capital

Surplus

over

a

Searsmont, Me.
ELECTRICITY FROM THE WAVES.
motor is in operation at Venice,
California, which pumps sea water to a
might of about forty feet, and which it
i s proposed to use at an early date for
jenerating electricity. This will be done
>y* pumping the water into a storage
:ank and allow ing it to run through the
;urbines. The motor is built in the form
>f a ten-foot wooden wheel suspended
>n a steel shaft and this W'heel rests on a
tame built out from the pier and standing about twenty feet ahove the water,
rwo heavy timbers extend from the
vheel down imo the water and they are
■onnected a couple of feet below the
surface by a wooden plane which receives ;
The advancing.
he force of the waves.
; waves drive the
plane toward the shore,
while the receding waves pull it back
igain, causing the wheel to revolve back
ind forth on the axle and this motion i3
:ransmitted to the gear of four pumps
Dy means of steel wire cables, and the
tea water is elevated from the surface to
height of about forty feet through a
hree inch pipe. As this is merely to
lemonstrate that the force of the waves
;an actually deliver the water, the stream
s not caught in a tank but allowed to
fall back into the ocean, and the spray
>f falling water can be observed in the
Dhotograph of the pump just behind the
figure of Mr. Lewis, the inventor.
This seems to be a new principle in
wave motors,' and although the present
model is of crude construction it actually
loes the work. An improved model will
be built within the next few months.
A

FIREMAN
of San F

wave

Incorporated

Wm. J. Dutton

j

('xpilal,

Assets
Real estate
Mortgage loans
Collateral loan
Stocks and 1*.*;
Cash in office an
Agents’ bai-u
Hills Reeeiva;
Interest ami
All other Ass- t
■

■

Gross assets
Deduct item-

Admitted as
Liabil

j

Slop the

I

Lice

Brings the

All other lia*
Ca h capital

Thrill of Home

Surplus

over

■

Total liahi

jami;

“Just arrived this minute, Mary. How
# #
* *
1 hat relieve>
dren?
Good!

are
mv

dwii

the chil-

__—

anxiety,

1 really couldn’t stop to take off my hat until I
* * * #
called you.
Me ? Oh, we had a splendid
trip. 1 felt a little worried about the baby, nut now
I’ve heard from you it seems as if I hadn’t a care in
the world.”

I am prepare I
Furniture an<i p;o
arilers at the stut
streets,
in n.

an.l the>

Telephone

e

y*' 'V;

i4tf
in touch with home by telephone. There’s
magnetism in the voice that no written word

Keep
a

Quickly kills

can

poultry lice.
“Your money
back if It faila”
r.et Pratts

equal.

against

The cost is

a

meie

William Lin
Ex-Veterlnarv

trifle when weighed
a call.

I ml iist

the satisfaction derived from such
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Every Bell Telephone is
Long Distance Station.
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your
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From torturing and weakening
Lousy hena can’t lay!

in

WALDO TELEPHONE COMPANY
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lalpitation oi the heart
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Rt'-all Dyspepsia Tablets remedy
Stomach troubles because they contain the proper proportion of
Pepsin
snd Bismuth and the necessary carminatives that help nature to Bupply
the elements the absence of which
in the gastric juices causes
indigestion and dyspepsia. They aid the
stomach to digest food and to quickly
convert it into rich red blood and
material necessary for overcoming
natural body waste.

town

.iitiful California

a former Belfast
'\lelvin Staples, second
Staples of Beloneer settlers in
built his
Willey. He

#%''•
»

P»V for this treatment if it
fails to promptly relieve
Indigene
tion nnd Dyspepsia.

which appeared

K'.",he date

...

f

summer home,

,r

Francisco.

San

alley his permaMar-

(l

Carry
package of Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets in your vest pocket,
or keep them in your room.
Take
one after each heavy meal and
prove
our assertion that
they will keep indigestion from bothering you.
We know what Rezall Dyspepsia
Tablets are snd what they will do.
a

appointed

fhich office he has
that Marshal

;

favorite
i"
(iff

ss

0*

with the

the same time
iement, which

||

attempted

to

lias been

it

kept

l0le visitors. He
street commie*
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0’"''

Miss Lida

was

..,.i her mother,

r

milt

Mill Valley
a cottage

is not apt
up-sque village,
one

fi

riginal

moun-

usturbed, with
the United
in
has such a
business and
■hat peace to be
in "near-to
nmfortable and
Valley. A ride
the harbor on a
uco
r

them
slic'd in

..

Wilson, Proprietor
Star*
Maine

Thm

distance.

1

by electric train, I

r

Edmund

family center, built large and comfortable and usually paneled with
native
California redwoods, waxed and
polished
and finished in their own soft
natural
colors
Logs in the great fireplace
crackle cheerily during Ihe
rainy season
or when the pearly
fogs whip across the
hills from the Pacific. The wide
windows always are planned to frame
a
beautiful view of Mt.
Tamalpais or a
charming blue bit of bay. with San Francisco and Alcatraz
gleaming white in the

SPOT, DRAWS
'i'LE.

,.g

DRUG STORE

There is a Rexall Store iu nearly every town
and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain.
There ia a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human illeach especially designed for the particular ill
for which it is recommended.
The Rexall Stores are America's Greatest
Drug Stores

-til: owns.
T. Newell.
1

to this
wooded

But what may be said to be the most
distinctive feature of Mill
Valley as a

town is the delightful
of the home and town life.

informality

One feels
welcome, whether from the
mountain, the field, the shop or the office, whether in “jeans” or broadcloth.

equally

if the Golden
id up upon its
mi the northern
Maria county, j
rds of Mt. Taj
it ’he mountain,
lies this little i

Hospitality is in the atmosphere—the
make-up of the homes spells it, from the
wide log steps of the trails to the chairs
within. The city business man
enjoys
the restful quietness of the roads and
trails.
He can put on his tramping boots
and climb over the ridges from his back
back almost door to a hundred and one places of inwas
a
y
Span- terest-rock springs, cascades, hidden
as built to cut
canyons, dim redwood groves, rocky
ui d the little trails, sunny upland meadow’s and tumBuena into the bling mountain streams.
And at the
pan
Francisco. end of an hour’s tramp he
may enjoy
tury afterward something that a tourist may come half
standing, gave across the continent to see—Muir woods,
the famous national
park donated to the
rs about 3000 regovernment by William Kent, one of
who
California's
Franciscans
loveliest gardens, at the
most beautiful very door of Mill Valley.

i.

an

d

s

-the Switzer,-ands of tourthe
s' y, as it is
•cruokedest railMt. Tamalpais
e

’ll.

light

plant,

a

by
priately plancold moun-

-ts, roads and
in addition to
ranking with
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THE

HONOR.

Private,

resting. The
dwellers in
used today by
;i in tramping
above the town

James Gall.

immense
nto tlie

Sergeant,
Private,
Corporal,
Sergeant,
Corporal,

Sergeant,
Private,

Sergeant,
Private,
Sergeant,

CELEBRATION.

Preparations for the Crowds of Visitors.

Horace Speed,
Henry O. Kipley.
Robert Grant

Geo. G. Gardner.

j

Warren W. Austin.
James McLaughlin.
Henry 0. Davis.
Henry Marshal.
William Barstron.
Nath. Waters.
F. K. Chapman.
A. H. Rose.

Henry Leach.
T. O.'J. S. Hill.
Bradford Blime.
Daniel O Howard.
Horace Jellison.
Geo. P. Wood.
C. W. Gray.
John Donaghue.
Juan Millano.
John A. Toothacker.
Robert Whitehead.
P. J. Carter.
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that will nsqpmhlt.

vs.

Ritchie. Judgment for Plaintiff for S31.

Clerk of Courts Keating has received
the following rescript from the Maine
Law Court:
Leslie F. Simpson,Plaintiff,vs. Thomas
A. Ritchie, Defendant.
Haley, j. This is an action of assumpsit, brought by the pUintitf, who
on the seventh day of March, 1911, and
prior thereto, was one of 12 members of
an association known as the Waldo and
Penobscot Coach Horse Company, against
another member of trie association, to
recover the amount paid by the plaintiff
to the association, to settle a claim of
Fred Coffin against the association.
The declaration contains hut one count,
brought upon the following writing, viz:
"Know all men by these presents, that
1, Ihomas A. Ritchie of W interport,
Waldo Co., for and in consideration of
the sale and delivery to me of the horse
Fernando by tne Waldo and Penobscot
Coach Horse Co., hereby agree to pay
Fred Coffin any and ali bills, demands,
accounts and debts he has against said
Waluo and Penobscot Coach Horse Co.
for care,
or any member of that Co.
board, feed or any way or any account
against said Company or any individual
member of said Company by reason of
his keeping said horse Fernando and
agree to save harmless said company
and eacn member thereof by reason of
said debt in account or claim of each and
every kind as herein stated. I am on my
own account fully Satisfied and paid for
any ciaim or demand 1 have against said
Co. or any member thereof in connection with my keeping said horse Fernando and am to pay D. L. Dyer twertynine dollars in cash on March 8, 1911, all
of which is for and in consideration of
the sale and delivery to me of said horse

accommortn

3 and

4 to commemorate the
anniversary of the Battle of

Gettysburg. Congress appropriated $25,-

towr

m

...

thf*

July 2,

ownera

Simpson

pieces aggregating some 260,000 feet,
have been bought by a contractor with

tract

California

several
.'Med as

FROM THE LAW COURT.

All the lumber composing the inaugural stand at the Capitol, that of which
ihe Court of Honor was made and other

hands
rough one of
s.
After the

000 for the ceremonies incident to the inauguration, including'the erection of the
stand at the Captiol, and the contractor
paid $2240 for the lumber used about the
Capitol, doing also the wrecking work at
ids own expense.
How the little town of Gettysburg wil!
be able to house the myriads that wil!
throng there next July is one of the
knottiest problems in connection wilt
the
celebration.
Gettysburg boasts
only one hotel of any size and that easih
could be filled by the committees ant
their guests alone.
Private houses wil
be available, of course, but it is estimated that no less than 300,000 persons
will journey to Gettysburg in the courst
of the celebration and all of them musi
be fed and most ot them provided wit!
sleeping places. The tents will affort
sufficient shelter for sleeping purposes
if one is not too particular, but the tasl
of providing enough tents is a diffieul
one.

Transportation is another serious question. Only one railroad track, of th<
Western Maryland, runs into the towi

wers; creepinj ;
ii their natuta 1
discovers tha t
one tiling- th
Is so that sunn,
"•
rucks and rusti :
brilliant wit
v i’erkins and tin,

and

entertainments now,
with contesting
sides, and one.hour is spent at each meeting in this exercise. It is made very in-

Sold

teresting.

LfiKI 111 :IFil
for Infants and Children.
Castoria is

harm less substitute for Castor Oil, PareSoothing Syrups. It is pleasant.
Opium, Morpliinc nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverm
r?,,1‘‘V(s Constipation, Wind Colic, all
TronMes and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
a

£Ild
fi>rc«i,+^r°pS
It
contains neither

JrrTS?.8"
s^f™hln»g

The End You Have
Bears the

drawing
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Roberts & Son

hr

druggists,

or

sent on

receipt

of

quite busy

this winter in making up some chairs for which
have
a
contract.
they
standing
They
are stocking up with hard wood lumber
to be used in their business the coming
are

MARYLAND

CASUALTY

BALTIMORE,

COMPANY,

Gross assets.$6,728,853 05
Deduct items not admitted..
33,2i5 15

Admitted assets. $6,922,352 24
Liabilities December 31, 1912.

Admitted assets.$6,695,637 90
Liabilities December 31, 1912.

Net unpaid losses. $1,540,021 20
Unearned premiums.' 2,685,265 11
All other liabilities.
384,286 65
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
over
all
liabilities.
1,312,779 28
Surplus

Net unpaid
losses.$ 391.052 65
Unearned premiums.
2,109.872 03
All other liabilities.
144.323 17
Cash capital. 1,000*000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,050,390 05

Total liabilities and surplus. $6,922,352 24
CHESTER L. JORDAN & CO., Agents,
3wl2
Portland, Maine.

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,695,637 90
B. F. COLCORD,
Agent, Searsport, Maine.
3wll

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
OF BOSTON, MASS.

THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY
CO.,
Hartftrd, Conn.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Bonds.$634,230 07
Cash in office and bank. 103,464 03
Afrents’ halanres.
Interest.
All other assets.

Assets

..

13,354 93

wuLoianuiup

Deduct items

5

2o[871

82

108,483

7b

$2,152,930 62

admitted.

34 443 56

Admitted assets.$2,118,487 06
Liabilities December 31,1912.

144,907 87
613,274 02
47,105 73
Gath capital. 1,000,000 00
over
all
liabilities.
Surplus
413,099 44

Hollis Robertson of Athol, Mass, who
has been stopping with his brother Wiltnot this winter in Monroe, was in;Brooks
recently and called on some of his old
acquaintances here. When a boy he
worked for one season on the Dow farm
in West Brooks and formed acquaintances here.
i

Harry M. Brown and Roscoe Barden
bought the timber lot on the R. I.
Cilley place, with some additions, oi ;
Charles F. Bessey, something bettei
have

Total liabilities and surplus... $2,118,487 06

j

MUTUAL

1

her companions who have rich, red
blood. She is more easily fatigued
in mind and body than they are.
School work is too great a strain
for her.
In the effort to keep up,
her health breaks down. She be-

..

than one hundred acres, and will do s
lumber business until it is finished. Tht
stand of pine and other black growth is
very good and they are lucky to get it al ;
this time.

deathly pale, looks worn
out, is frail, languid, irritable,

The marked-down sales by our merchants are patronized to a fair extent.
They are bona fide mark downs for cast I
to pay urgent bills, and good trades car
now
be obtained at any of our stores,
especially good during this month oi I
March. Without exception our stores
were overstocked with goods for tht
local aemand.

about her. Her heart palpitates
and she is short of breath and faint
She has
upon the least exertion.
to stay out of school. Her growth
is delayed and she falls behind the
girls of her age in looks, health and

The funeral of Arnold Pettengill was
held at the Congregational church Marc!
7th, Rev. David Brackett officiating
The local choir furnished some appropri
ate selections for the occasion. Tht
bearers were Charles E. Bowen, Mar
cellus J. Dow', Weboer Stimpson, Waldt
E. Hall. Mr. Pettengill was born ii ,
Brooks and lived here until a few year:
ago, when he went to Bingham to llvt
with his daughter.
He broke his lej
last fall and never recovered from thi |
injury, and died in Bingham. The bod;
was placed in
the receiving tomb. Hi
i left four children: two sons, Bert am j
Walter, and two daughters, Mrs. Miqflii
McTaggart of Bingham and Mrs. Cor: t
Hall of Brooks.

LUMBERMEN’S

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMINS. CO., INDIANAPOLIS, INC.
PANY, HARTFORD, CONN.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$
29.500 00 \
139,850 00 I Real estate.•$ 1,637,550 00
Mortgage loans.
Bonds.
150,000 00 j Mortgage loans. 25,879,665 16
26,504 79 Collateral loans.
Cash in office and bank.
230,623 40
15,782 41 Stock and bonds. 42,941.787 00
Agents’ balances.
5,127 05 Cash in office and bank. 2,442,194 23
Interest and rents.
other assets (contingent asAll
Agents’ balances.
44.073 25
sets.
875,763 87 Hills receivable.
38.868 00
Interest and rents. 1,077,500 60
Gross assets. .$1,242,528 12 All other assets. 11,842.799 31
Admitted assets.$1,242,528 12
Gross assets.$86,135,060 95
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
762.208 13
7,485 CO Deduct items not admitted..
Net unpaid losses.$
145,960 64
Unearned premiums.
Admitted
82
assets.$85,372,792
Reserve for taxes and inspections..
4,162 00
Liabilities December 31, 1912
875,763 87
Contingent assets
209,156 61 Net unpaid losses.$ 812,758 08
Surplus over all liabilities.
Unearned premiums.
95,053 97
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,242,528 12
All other liabilities. 71,767,805 71
Cash capital.. 2,500,000 00
HARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otisfield, Me.
3wl2
Surplus over all liabilities.. 10,197,175 0‘

factory.

1

«Sr-Miih""e

not

356,973 00
81,197 02

3w 11

INDIANA

comes

over-sensitive and nervous. She
cannot keep her mind on her work
and tabes no interest in things

>

Total liabilities and surplus... $85,372,792 82
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Me*.

THE CENTRAL MANUFACTURERS’ MU.
TUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

3wl 1

VAN WERT, OHIO.
Assets

PENNSYLVANIA

December 31, 1912.

1

40,000 00
82,875 00
Stocks and bonds. 398,400 00
Cash in office and bank. 20,957 55
Agents’ balances. 48.381 29
Real estate .$
Mortgage loans..

education.
An abundance of rich, red blood
is the only thing that will restore
such a girl to health.
Give her
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills to make
her blood pure an 1 healthy. They
will build upand cleanse the blood
as no other medicine can.
They
are a specific for bloodlessness and
cure wliereotlierlessellicientmediWith Dr. Williams’
cines fail.

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

5,086
2,420

86
00

j

assets.$7,731,185

Deduct items not admitted.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER,

Total

THE LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INS. Ci

391,535

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Assets December 31, 1912.
Real

j

|r

of New

York, 92-94, Liberty St.,
St., New York City.

CO
97-

1C3 Cedar

December 31,1912.

Real estate.$
Collateral loans.Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank..'...

Agents*

balances.

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

1,402,250 7
100,000 0
7,922,297 6
820,172 4
1,542,242 4
7,250 0
57,534 6
126,559 6

Gross assets.$11,478,307 6
Deduct items not admitted.
329,917 7
Admitted assets.

Gross assets. $591,331 54
Deduct items not admitted.
67 05
Admitted assets. $591,264 4?
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses...$ 19,086 00
Unearned premiums.
1953 5169
Allother liabilities..
9,47167
Surplus over all liabilities. 367,656 12
..

3wl2

Total liabilities and surplus. 591,264 4i
STONE, Agent, East Otistieid, Me

HARRY M.

$11,148,389

8

Liabilities December 31,1912.)
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

2,804,874
4,736,622
826,608

1,000,000

9
1
7i
0

2,281,284 0

Total liabilities and surplus.... $11,148,389 8
JAMES PATTEE A SON, Agents,
8w
Belfast, Maine.

3wl2

NEW YORK, N. Y.
December 31, 1912.
Real estate...$3,480,000 0<
Mortgage loans. 195,250 0< >
11,026 3' i
Collateral loans.
Assets

Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Ql

i

816.363 2i i
33,171 5! )
652,490 7- l

Gross assets.$9,501,966 9' I
1,014,267 2

Deduct itemB not admitted.

Admitted assets.$8,487,698 6 )
Liabilities December 31, 1(12.
Net unpaid losses.$ 736,197 0i I
Unearned premiums. 1,659,387 9 I
22,778 0 j
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 6,000,000 0i I
6i I
over
all
liabilities.
1,069,335
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus.$8,487,698 6: I
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Me
MARCELLUS J. DOW, Agent, Brooks, Me.
3wl2

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

49,660 0"
461.063 16
25,021 26
22,528 96
5,121 56
3,796 51

Agents’balances.

liabilities and surplus.$7,339,650 1.

_11_A /MQ

Assets

estate..5 23,700 0o

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

I Interest and rents..
All other assets.

45
3S

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF

l6tf

74.195 21

Total liabilties and surplus.$612,820
HARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otistieid, M.
3wl2

Admitted assets.$7,339,650 11
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$1,100,002 0i
Unearned premiums. 2,721,897 3'
352,373 6'
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 2,000,000 0(
0‘
all
liabilities.
over
1,165,377
Surplus

Tel. 216-15

AND CASUALTY

27,726 74
7,160 66

Total liabilities and surplus.$598,120 70 I Net unpaid losses...$ 23,750 2'
E. C. CARLL, Agent, Augusta, Me.
j Unearned premiums. 206,629 94
6,391 .7
HARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otisfield, Me. All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 376,048 63
3wl2

Gross

and REPAIRING.

FIDELITY

Agents’ balances.
Interest^ accrued..

assets.$612,820 2’
Liabilities December 31, 191*2.

Assets December 31, 1912.
estate.$ 681,392 87
3,500 00
Mortgage Loans.
40,249 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 4,913,949 23
803,719 92
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 1,006.044 55
59.017 12
Interests and rents.
All other assets.
183,312 74

STEAMPRESSING

THE

500.390 00

Real

CLEANING.

At 52 High Street.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Admitted

UNITED STATES FIDELITY GUARANTY CO., EALT1MORE, MD.

H. C. Hoffses

December 31, 1912.

Gross assets.
$612,972 61
Deduct items not admitted—premiums over 3 months in arrears...
152 4t

|

Pills you can give your
daughter the health and happiness
that go with good blood. Healthy
blood means a good appetite, a
good digestion, strong nerves, a
clear brain and healthful growth.
These pills are also good for
rheumatism, indigestion and nervousness. Our booklet, “Building
Up the Blood,”,is free on request.
Your druggist sells Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills at 50 cents per box or
$2.50 for six boxes or they will he
sent by mail, postpaid, upon receint of price by tl e Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

MU-

CO., PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
Assets

assets.$598,120 70
Admitted assets.$598,120 70
Liabilities December 31,1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 22,177 47
I Unearned premiums. 201,579 21
12,499 91
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 361,864 11

Pink

LUMBERMEN’S

UAL FIRE INS.

Mortgage loans..$ 3,500 00

Gross

j

‘SOSES'* I
3LAMSONI
HUBBARD I
f

premiums.

Gross assets.

Total liabilities and surplus.$745,865 44
HARRY M. STONE, Agent, East Otisfield, Me. !
3wT2

The annual ball given by the ladies of
Silver Crown Lodge, Pythian Sisters,
was
a very enjoyable occasion.
There
was a goou airenuance ana it was a very
quiet and orderly affair. A nice supper
was served and the receipts were satis-

l

i

1

Net unpaid losses.$ 13,754 01 !
! Unearned premiums. 203,$84 76
Net unpaid losses. $
All other liabilities.
5,778 94 Unearned premiums.
Surplus over all liabilities. 522,447 73 All other liabilities.

■■

%C‘i,ngly
S ^Diy^years

00
53 475 (iq

Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds..
Cash in office and bank.
Interests at d rents.

17.754 13
4,807 40

Admitted assets.$745,865 44
Liabilities December 31. 1912.

|

^ BELIEVE IT

December 31, 1912.

Mortgage loans...$ 525,1-30

Gross assets.$773,610 56
Deduct items not admitted. 27,745 12

word that Miss
Bertha Luce is very ill at the home of
her Bister, Mrs. Caine, in Clinton.
She
has suffered a bad hemorrhage of the
and
the
case
is
lungs
diagnosed as incipient tuberculosis. Her mother, Mrs.
Martha Luce, is with her.

1912.

..

Gross assets. $7,028,421 78
Deduct items not admitted.
106,069 54

have received

T V

Real estate..5 294,000 0»>
Mortgage loans.
485,800 00
Collateral loans.
27,600 00
Stocks and bonds
4,888,824 00
Cash in office and bar. k.
409*757 76Agents’ balances
542,605 56
Bills receivable.
60,909 49
Interest and rents.
17,515 54
All other assets.
1,840 70

season.

We

C

Assets,December 31,

Assets December 31, 1912.
estate.$ 1,248,827 20
Mortgage loans.
25,457 74
Stocks and bonds. 4,444,026 69
Cash in office and bank.
200,998 92
Agents' balances.
39,600 78
Bills receivable.
16,545 77
Interest and rents.
28,611 52
All other assets.
1,024,453 16

price.

K

BOS I ON INSUKANLE tOHEANY,
137 Milk Siritl, Boston, Mass.

f

MD.

Real

--

I

30 Years.

STATEMENTS.

■

>i^r,'Co"

Always
Bought
of

Signature

^^NJCW_v O »

rr’IFnDEYS* HOMEC. MEDICINE CO., Conor
1,iw .i aud Ann Sucets.I»ew York.

the railroad managers have beet
all kinds of lines on pieces o
paper in making their plans to take can
: of the crowd.
,T
Spur tracks will be buil
by the dozen and the managers hope t
take care of everybody, but if it is im
l
possible to get a train into Washingtoi
on time during inauguration week it wil
(7,
be a hundred times harder to approacl
A notice of the funeral services o f
Gettysburg. However, the committei Fernando.
|
-Mows are hni! t
expect to solve all their problems satis
Witness my hand and seal tms 7th cay Geo. G. Dickey at his home in Tynga
has been printed in Th >
boro. Mass
rambling Califorr.i factorily, even if they must resort some of March, 1911.
its own particula r what to the military system of carini
(signed) T. A. Ritchie. i Journal. He lived in Brooks quite s
i,
number of vears. and hnfh he and hi
or half-hidde
for people for a short time.
Warn
Witness Ellery Bowden.
;B..'
turn of a Btrean
weather at least can be guaranteed an 1
»•
The case is before this court upon re- | wife have relatives here. So it Beemei 1
home site is th e the friends of the Blue and the Gra; r j port, for the court to render such judg- : necessary as well as respectful to havi
v
where the horn e must prepare to stand a modern editio 1 : mem as tiie legal rights of the parties services at the church here also. Rev
'"''ling, very muc h of some of the hardships of the men wh > require. It is not questioned but that David Brackett gave an address and thi ;
tng to the sides c f fought the greatest battle in the histor l the plaintitf paid th*- amount as claimed local choir furnished some appropriat
1
St nuity and imag
of the world.
bv him. and that it was paid with assess- ! selections. The bearers were John Frost ■
i:,”
ted in discoverin y
No American should fail to visit th 2 ments, ol other members ot the assoeia- Otis Lane, F. K. Roberts and Wilbu
lug
s< houses, until h e
field of Gettysburg. It is the most ir ! tion, by the association, to settle the Barker.
Mr. Dickey had been a mem
able trail with il s spiring spectacle in the United states
d ;bt due Fred Coffin, named m the above ber of Marsh River Lodge of Masons fo
many years and the burial service of th
sng up among th e and, thanks to the fostering care of th ? agreement.
It.
luing room is th e Government, is today a playground rath -i It is objected that this action cannot order followed the regular church ser
er
than
a
because
the
vice
and he was reverently deposited i
battlefield.
More
than
twent
!
t
be maintained
plaintiff and
miles of fine boulevard run though th ^ defendant are members of an unincorpor- his grave by his Masonic brethren, wh
field, the lines showing the positions o f ated association, and that they and their held him in high esteem. His wife wa
the various commands are all preserve d associates are co-partners, and that one born in Brooks, the daughter of Zado
Hell
with
markings and th e : member of the copartnership cannot sue Forbes, and her girlhood was passe i
elfast People Tell N field isimperishable
dotted with hundreds of mom ! the otner members of the co-partnership here.
Mr. Dickey was a section fore
I’lainly.
ments and other memorials which te 1 ; for transactions growing out of the man on the railroad and died of pnet
business.
We
monia
their own story.
do not think
after an illness of only two weeks
It is a sane prophec y partnership
t-M is made
litf
by a re]
that before long the attention of the corn i- ihe rights of the parties are governed by
'''“Hast
the
•. 7,
proof ispos
try will centre upon Gettysburg as t the rules of law applicable to co-partnerHead this test '• never has on
Partners can, any time they
any commercial expositic n ships.
rer of
•k a
kidney backach ?, ever organized.
: see fit, sever their interest by contract
h
ck'*d with kidney troub
and noid each other to strictly common
*?iitr
law liability.” Uav.es vs. Skinner, 56
BEST KNOWN COUGH REMEDY
Allowing:
After Years of Illness
farrner. 57 Miller stree t,
For forty-three years Dr. King’s New Di ,. Wis. 638, The written instrument shows
'lift
the property sold was
although
1
that,
car< still recommei d
d
wor
has
Mr.
Hurd of So. Orrington was a conatai
been
known
the
covery
throughout
property, it was the intensufferer from biliousness and indigestion. Rei “
«'* H|?ain {or they live up 0 as the most reliable cough remedy. Ovi r partnership
tion of tne parties to treat it as separate
*‘eni- They greatly ben ). three million bottles were used last yea r‘
**
from other partnership matters; to sevei what he says:
“I have used the True “L. F.” Atwood g
.* ’Bering from kidn< y Isn’t this proof? It will get rid of yoi r ! the partnership interest in it and, by the
Confirm
that 1 cough, or we will refund your money. J- I. agreement, to hold each other to theit Medicine for ten years. I was sick for a nun
Owens, of Allendale, S. C.., writes the wt y common law liabilities, wnich they had a ber of years, could not get any relief until I
aK0
of many Belfast
hundreds of others have done: “After twenl
commenced to use “L. F.” Atwood's Med
pe
r»«gra> f
cine. It made a well man of me. I use it f«
Doan’s Kit [. years, I find that Dr. King’s New Discovery
rlfyourt Ullyend°rsed
roost every kind of sickness in my family ar d
K W ck ^he8 if your kidne ,B the best remedy fur coughs and coldB that
For coughs or colds at
a"k ,or » kidney rer i_ have ever used.’’
consider it one of the best medicines that ig
•
A. N. Hurd,
P0R DOAN’S KI1 l_ all throat and lung troubles, it has no equ:
made.''
So. Orrington, Me.
lklM, ,m': ttlat Mr. Crose had—tl ie 60c and $1.00 at all druggists.
A large bottle 36 cents at the nearby stor ;,
leslim°ny. 60c. at **
For dyspepsia, our national ailment, use Bu
never used 1 l*
or a sample free by mail, if
propB„ Buffal “’ dock Blood
y<y»
Bitters.
for
Recommended
atrengtl
*
Mb b,
oCk is Lame
^.h
Address,
—Rememb >r ening digestion, purifying the blood. At
OWtfiBHT p. Plum.
drug stores. $1.00 a bottle.
frV'L, F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Me.

f

I aWJS WliflR

ZH XcrvouB Debility, Vital Weakness .1.00
30 frlnnry Incontinence. Wetting Bed.25
..25
31 Sore Throat, Quinsy
77 Cri;\ Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25

Harvest Home Grange is having special

'ii

rst

Partnerships,

j

Private,

GETTYSBURG

CAPT. WINTERBOTHAM RETIRES.

Half-Century.

druggists.

it..

Davies vs. Skinner, supra
Scott, 117 U. S. 582; Lindlei

wi

nothing ia better for burns or bruises. Soothes
and heals. John Deye, f Gladwin, Mich.,
says, after suffering twelve years with skin
ailment and spending $400 in doctors' bills,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him.
It will
help you. Only 25c. Recommended by all

a well-stockOutdoor Art

vs.

see, 563.
When the steamer James T. Morse
tt is also
objected that it was repre- goes on the Mt. Desert route next month
sented to the uefendant at the time ol ;
the passengers will miss Capt. Frank L.
«>e purchase
of the horse Fernando thal
Winterbotham, commander of that craft
™e plaintiff
was to have the harnesses,
for eight years. Because of ill-health he
horse and his
earnings, and that he be- has decided to leave the service and on a
lieved that the bill of sale of the horse st
small farm in his native town of Lamoine
stated, and that it was so read to him, will take life
easy in his advancing years.
and
as
refused
that,
the association
tc
He will be succeeded in command by
transfer the harnesses and the earnipgE
Capt. Addison Shute of Stockton Springs,
the horse, he rescinded the contract who
is promoted from pilot.
and notified the association March 9th tc
Few steamboat men are better known
that effect, and that he held the horse
Respectfully yours,
along the Maine coast than Capt. Winat their
C. W. Gray,
expense. The evidence shows terbotham. He is a son of the late John
late Sergeant of Co. 1 4th Me. that, if the defendant did attempt tc C- Winterbotham, professor of music.
rescind the contract, he abandoned the His
Vols and 2nd Lieut Co. B 19th Me.
Bteamboating career began when he
attempt, as afterwards he issued and was appointed first officer of the steam22 Jefferson Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
mailed cards advertising 'the horse for boat Rockland. His first command was
Head Quarters lBt Division 3d. Corps. the season of 1911, stating therein that the steamer Chester W.
Chapin, which
the horse was owned
May 16, 1863.
by T. A. Ritchie, ran between Mt. Desert and Lamoine.
General Orders,
giving his postoffice address and tele- Next he had charge of the steamer
No. 48.
phone connection; and we are not satis- pho, in the Frenchman’s Bay service. In
The Brigadier General commanding fied that the defendant has proved that 1892 he went to the steamer Mt. Desert
Division congratulates it on its achieve- the harnesses and earnings were sold as
pilot, and in 1899 succeeded Capt.
ments of the 2d and 3d of May.
The with the horse.
Mark L. Ingraham in command. Then
As the defendant agreed, for a good the
Division pierced the centre of the
“Mounty” gave way to the JamesT.
enemy’s column, captured over seven and sufficient consideration, to hold each Morse.
\ hundred prisoners, then returning, break- member of the association harmless from
i ing through the enemy who had closed the bill of Fred Coffin, and as he has not
in its rear, executed successfully the held the plantiff harmless, as the plaint- Put out of Business by the Webb Law
order of the Major General command- iff has been obliged io pay on the bill of
Atchison, Kan., March I9th. Eight
Guilin
ing the army to attack at midnight, and
$o±, me ueitiiiuam. ib uouna
to make him
whole, and the action of ! wholesale liquor companies of Winthrop,
light, held his hordes in check and at assumpsit can be maintained for the Mo., across the Missouri river from here,
bay until ordered to withdraw and hold a amount paid by the plaintiff to obtain his
were notified by deputies of the railroad
position of honor given to it in the front discharge from liability upon t e bill of ; and
j
express.companies today that they
of the new line.
said Coffin.
would accept no more shipments of liquor
The Division has added to the reputaJudgment for the plaintiff for $31 and
to Kansas points. This action
tion gained at Williamsburg, Fair Oaks, interest from the date of the writ.
j consigned
was taken as a result of the enforcement I
Glendale, Malvern, Manassas, Chantilly,
of the Webb liquor law in Kansas. This
and Fredericksburg, and can now add to
practically will put the Winthrop coml'he News of Brooks.
those names “The Cedars,” and “ChanUCC1I
uuoiucao,
IIICJ
cellorsville.
most of their output in Kansas.
With strengthened confidence in the
John Dickey has been quite ill with selling
gallant Generals co nmanding the Corps what seemed to be pneumonia, but at
and the Army, this Division awaits with last reports was better.
Over
impatience the order to again meet the
Misses Ethel and Annie Cochran of
enemy of our country. Our rejoicing is
Frankfort
have
been
Mrs.
P.
H.
visiting
Humphreys’ Specifics have
mingled with regret for the slain and
of this village and returned to
been used by the pec; t with
wounded; but the recollection of their Grant
bravery and martyrdom will be fresh their home March 18th.
satisfaction for more
50
with us evermore, and incite us to still
John Flagg is in Gardiner at work in ji years. Medical Book se.it iree.
greater efforts.
the shoe shop. Mrs. Flagg has now
•-SThe Brigadier General commanding
gone there and they will have business
FOR
Prlca
Ho.
Division announces the following names there for a time at
j
least.
1 Fever*. Congestions, Inflammations.25
of meritorious and distinguished non2 Worm*. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
Mrs. Charles Dickey has returned from
commissioned officers and privates, se3 Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infanta.25
| lected for their gallantry, as recipients the Waldo County hospital, where she a Diarrhea, of Children and Adults .25
of the “Kearney Cross,” the Division submitted to a surgical operation, and is
< ough*, Colds, Bronchitis..25
7
decoration.
» Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia .25
steadily improving in health.
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo. 25
soldiers
have
Many deserving
may
Mr. Joseph Flagg has opened a repair
Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
escaped the notice of their commanding shop for boots and shoes. He under- ■3it <ID. xpepsia.
niup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
officers, but in the selection after the stands the business and can without
1 Halt Klieurn. Eruptions,Erysipelas.25
next battle they will doubtless receive doubt make himself
useful here.
3 5 IIheiimall*in. or Rheumatic Pains.25
! this honorable distinction. This cross is
10 Fever and Ague, Malaria .25
in honor of our old leader, and the wearer
Mrs. Fannie Merritt is at home from
17 Pile*. Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.215
of it will always remember his high Boston with the latest ideas and the
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head ....-25
standard of a true and brave soldier and newest goods in the millinery line and
20 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
A sthmu, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
21
will never disgrace it.
her shop will soon be crowded with the
..25
27 Kidney Disease
usual rush of customers.
THE ROLL OE
——

BEST FOR SKIN DISEASES
Nearly every skin disease yields quickly and
permanently to Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and

[tap

or

to do.

The Decoration of the First Division.
To THE Editor of The Journal: I send
you a general order by which men of the
4th Maine volunteers received a medal
and wish you would print it in your
paper. Several Belfast men received a
medal and they were pinned on our
breasts by Major General Sickles.

a

-•

Burns

—

CITY
Belfast

and Mrs.

I it.

right

CROSS,”

Sap-

We guarantee them to relieve indigestion and dyspepsia, or to refund
jmur money, if they fail to do so.
Doesn't it stand to reason that we
wouldn't assume this mousy risk were
we not
certain Rezall Dyspepsia
Tablets will satisfy youT Three sizes:
25 cents, 50 cents, and $1.00.
You can buy Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets
ID this comm uni tr nnlv
our

in-

San Francisco, and
s resolution and

[«•1

RECIPIENTS OF THE “KEARNEY

Comfort Your Stomach

ENGLAND CASUALTY lOM~
PANY, Boston, Mass.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds.$1,444,144 74
NEW

Cash in office and

bank.

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

165,760 64
227,346 3fc
14,624 43
12,550 e<2

Gross assets.$^.bt4,327 01
Deduct items not admitted.
03,716 09
Admitted assets.

$1,&>0,610

42

Liabilities December 31, 1912,

Net unpaid losses...b
t»7,975 62
Unearned premiums.
367,070 42
All other liabilities.
03,126 46
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
over
all liabilities.
Surplus
312,437 72
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,630,610 42
AGENTS:

ROBERT F. COOMBS, North Islesboro, Me.
W, t. 1KUNDY & CO., Stocktoi. springs, Me
B. W. KNOWLES, Thorndise, Me.
3wll

KENNEDY'S LAX/i 1 i VK
COUGH SYRUP

The

PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY

Republican Jour.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBUM

BY

Pub. Co.

but was up and about to within a short time of
his death, which came suddenly from a valvular heart trouble. He was born in Montville
May 11, 1830, the son of the late Ephraim and
Mercy Simmons Keen. He went to Thorndike when a young man and married there
Miss Louisa Flint, who survives him with their

gu8jnesBManager

For one square, one
AI'VERTISINO Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
insertion.
each
for
subsequent
end 25 cents

SUBSCRimoN Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months;
months.
The Massachusetts State Board of
Trade has passed a resolution that one
cent postage for all first class matter is
inadvisable.

“Militant” is too mild an appellation
for those English suffragettes. Ought
to call them “riotous.’’ Portland Ex—

[

|

press.

Or “rampant.”

Commenting on the political situation
here this spring a local philosopher said:
"The Republicans could not get a candiiate to stand for mayor,
had to buy one.”

and the Demo-

crats

1

& Co.
West Brooksville has organized
i for three years and went from that firm to the
board of trade and will hold meetings firm of Pitcher & Gorham, who were in busionce a month and make arrangements ness on Lewis’ wharf. After three years’ serfor lectures. The officers are as follows: vice there he left to engage in the grocery
business on Main street with Ben Hazeltine,
\. J, Fish, president; Roy Tapley, vice
: the firm
being Hazeltine & Co. Mr. Hazeltine
F.
Rev.
C.
Atkins, secretary;
president;
Mr. Keen

was

then with L. A. Knowlton

a

Tapley,

O. L.

deeidine-

treasurer.

to

trn wes

thev sold out the business.

1877 Mr. Keen entered the employ of
: William Pitcher & Son, in the coal and hay
business. The set ior member of the firm had
1 died and the bush ess was carried on by his
son, Oscar W. Pin her, who later having the
western fever sole out to Ben Hazeltine, who
continued the buiiness for three years and
and in

The closing of the affairs of the Bangor Shoe Co. is a reminder that Belfast
when it secured
was very fortunate
Leonard & Barrows to operate the shoe

factory in this city. The receivers of
the Bangor Shoe Co., have declared a then sold out to 1 red G. White & Co., afterdividend of 51 2-10 per cent on about 100 wards incorporate'., as the Belfast Fuel & Hay
claims against tne company for ma- Co. Mr. Keen w is in this business for 35
chinery, stock and supplies. No divi- ] years and all the original proprietors with the
dends will be received by the stockhold- exception of Mr. Ben Hazeltine had passed
In July, 1864, Mr. Keen
before him.
ers, mostly local people, who subscribed away
Belfast Baptist church byabout $100,000. The plant was only in united writh the

letter from the Thorndike church and had
since been one of its most regular attime sunk nearly $150,000.
tendants, also attending the Sunday school to
his latest days. He was the oldest male memPresident Wilson is warned by the
ber erf the church and his was the fifth death
London press not to be a crank. The
of the older members within the past two
Morning Standard says: “Dr. Wilson i months. He was a member of Phoenix Lodge,
must be careful lest he gain the fatal F. & A.
M., and of Waldo Lodge, I. O. 0. F.,
reputation of being a crank. His ad- and true to his affiliation with those orders.
dress the other day wras dangerously The funeral took placp at his late home
about two years and in that

operation

ever

the line that

near

nobility

divides

of

thought and of purpose from the mere
highfaulting. An ostentatious democracy
at the White House and the narrow mind-

personal idiosyncrasyby creating an atmosphere of

intrusion of

ed

may end

prejudice that may obscure the many admirable qua'ities of which the President
universally believed

is

Referring

to

a

to be

tragedy

possessed.

similar to the

awful murder committed in this city last
Thursday night by a drink-crazed husband, Colliers Weekly of March 1st, in
"We wish w’e could
an editorial, says:
about

bring

a

state where

newspaper
case like this, would
no

reporter, in a
consider his story complete until he had
found out the brand of whiskey that the
murderer drank and got the name and
plotograi h of the maker of it. The ar-

or

ticle is headed, "The man who made money out of it”—and we should include in
this the seder of that whiskey, and of the
Jamaica ginger and other extracts which
JUTiv

victim of

:vi-i

a

<->

v_x

uxc

uxixyx

luuaic

human weaknesss.

That Bryan is

an

unsafe

man

held
His

has been

Secretary of State.
St. Patrick’s day speech, has brought
the ofnce of

caustic commentfrom the London Press.
The Standan. says: “If Mr. Bryan realthe views of the Cabinet
the President, the relations between

ly expresses
an :

Great Britain and the United States may
enter upon
garded wit

a

which would be

regret by

a

rema-

sensible moderate persons
both countries.” The Standard de-

jority
•of

phase

extreme

Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. Walter
F. Sturtevant, his pastor, officiating. The
bearers were Messrs. Alton K. Braley, B. B.
Greenlaw, Clifford J. Fattee and Capt. Wm. F.
Welch.
R. Thomas, died at his home on
Primrose street, March 20th, after a short ill
F.zekiel

ness

with

of the

^

officiating.

^

colnvilie, the
Thomas. He
man
a

son

of

came

He

and had since lived here.

short

born

was

in Lin-

He worked for

youngest

New York.

he

w-as

unable to do much work

and

served many terms as quartermaster,
holding the office when he died, and was also
the janitor of Memorial hall. He recently had
his pension increased to $40 per month, beginMarch.

He marr.ed

Miss

Kuth

deceased, and their only
daughter Beryl T., wTife of Charles Ludwick,
formerly of Boston, has for several years made
her hcn.e with her father. The funeral took
place a: his late h< me Monday afternoon at
2.30 (-‘clock under the auspices of Thomas H.
Marshall Post, Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, Baptist,
officiating. The bearers were comrades of
Thomas H. Marshall Post
Three brothers
Fred of

born in PhilHe is survived

received March 21st of the deatl
Skowhegan of Dr. David P. Ordway, for
merly of Camden. Dr. Ordway was the foun
der of t he D. P. Ordway Plaster and starte<
the business in Camden about twenty-fivi
years ago, but several years ago sold out t<
Charles O. Montgomery who is now success
was

in

services

neral

now

Winslow

Lawrence, Mass.,
mont, Theodore of Belmont, and

weie

held

Dr

of Sears-

sisters,
Mrs. Angehne Nash c.f North Belfast and Mrs.
Ktta Nash of South Lawrence, Mass., survive.
The bearers were Comrades A. W. Hasson,
Thomas Ganron, A. D. Lmalley and Oscar
Clark.
two

Episcopal Mission
Sunday at 3 p. m. in

will
the

|

hold servieet
North Church

Washington special

mercial says:
The Maine Democratic leaders, it is
learned here, think Senator Gardner lias
been decidedly “offish” and has been
showing soreness because he was not
taken into the cabinet. They look upon
such an attitude as unsportsmanlike and
they are also wondering whether the ex.Senator is not measuring the dimensions
of his own importance in terms that
might seem a little exaggerated.

It is reported from Washington, under
date of March 24th, that Gardner has

The deceased was a member of
Phoenix Lodge. F. & A. M., and of Palestine
Commandery, Knights Templar. The funeral
will take place at his late home to-morrow,
Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Ashley A.
su

Bangor officiating.

Harriet C wife of Henry Bakeman, died at
her home in South Belfast, March 20th. She
1860, the
was born in Brooksville April 6,
daughter of Charles T. and Lovina Merrithew
Dyer. She married Mr. Bakeman and they
m o\ed to South Belfast, which had since been
her home. She had been ill at timeB with
acute indigestion, and the morning of her
d eath had a sudden attack and going to the

The bride’s traveling gown was ol
dark blue with hat to match. The bride pre
sented her maid of honor with a pearl and opa
ring. The bride and groom graouated fron:
Westbrook Seminary, class of 1911, ard the
Mr. anc
groom took a course at Tufts college.
Mrs. narmon are to reside at 184 Pleasant
Portland Sunday Telegram.
bride was born in Camden, and hei
father, now one of the most successful cannere
The

The services at the First Parish C hurch (Uni-

1

Maine, resided there many years and was ir
i charge of the lobster canning industry, anc
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular her mother, Mrs. Forhan, is also a native ol
i
the daughter of the late Mr. andMrs.
Sunday services at their place of meeting on Camden,
sueei at ;.ou ana

ingii

1..5U

10 45

a. m,

|

p. m,

The services at the Universalist church foi
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Satur-

day night; preaching service Sunday mornine
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11

o’clock

and

Wednesday evening

o’clock to which all

are

at

7.3C

welcome.

services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
be held at 10.30 a. m.f followed
by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m. followed by
Sunday school.
The

will

A

stereopticon lecture will be given at the
North t’huich rext Sunday
evening at 7.30,
The subject will be "The Coming of the Pilgrims.” All people are cordially invited.
The services at the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E., Thurcday at 3.45
p. m.;
prayer meeting, Thuisday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning

_

House' Burned

rvives.

Smith of

charming in her gown of white silk with trimmings of pearl. The maid of honor wore a
dainty gown of Alice blue silk. Following the
ceremony an informal reception was held
The bride and groom were assisted in receiving
by the maid of honor and best man. Mrs
Janies D. Clement presided in the dining room
assisted by the intimate friends of the bride
The bride and groom left for a wedding trip tc

avenue.—

vestry.

tarian) will be held next Sunday at
Sunday school at noon.

__.

in

..

Lincolnville.

in

Robert

S. Davis.

White-Magee. William Henry White of
Newton Upper Falls, Mass., and Mrs. Elizabeth
Perkins Magee of Sea Breeze, Fla., were mar-

Tuesday morning,

ried
at

March

Newton Upper Falls.

nrinniufrn/l

+

18th, at 9 o’clock
Rev. W. J. Cozens

a

Mpo

Tii.id

bottle of

gusta postmastership

at

$3,000.

Aroostook Potatoes.
Green Mountains bring from SO cents to
$1.00, and Cobblers, although they are getting
out of season a little, bring from $1.00 to $1.16.
Bliaa can not be sold. It is understood that
«he atarcb-fsotory is paying 20 cents a barrel
** poor potatoes, "cuHs,” as they are called.
But considerably more, for whole atock.—Fort
Fairfield Review.
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expenses

areJShowing

paid one way.
All the New

Samples

ij

sent on

Express
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winrr
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vant, pastor of the Baptist church, officiating.
The bride was gowned in a dark wisteria
dress trimmed with satin and white lace and
carried white roses. They were attended by
the groom’s brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Robertson. The latter wore a
colored dress and carried white pinks.
The parlor where the ceremony took place
was decorated in green and white, the bridal
party standing under a marriage bell suspended from a floral arch. Immediately after the service lunch was served in the dining room which
was decorated in pink and green. Misses Edna
Hopkins and Edith L. Burgess served. A few
wine

present. The bride and groom
are active members of the Baptist church and
were the recipients of many useful and valufriends

were

able presents.
Andrews-Heald. A quiet wedding took
place Sunday night at the Congregational parsonage on High street, when Fred Irving Andrews, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton E. Andrews
of Lincolnville, and Miss Vera Mabel, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Joseph Heald of Camden, were united by Rev. David L. Wilson who
_

used

the

double ring service.

Ayers

children.

_

John B. Nealley died at his home in Northport, March 25th, from the effects of an accident, aged 54 years and 6 months. He waa
operating a circular aaw in hia power mill,
when in some way he fell on the aaw, which
practically severed hia left arm about half way

The

(
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Your Brooks correspondent has just
a copy of the Long Beach Press

received

from C. E. Lane, who is hugely enjoying
the novelty of a winter in California.
This clipping about the picnic there of
former “Maineites” I feel sure will be
of interest to many readers of Tne Jour-

J

its list of guests conlains many
well known names from Waldo Co.

nal,

FOR

as

SALE ;

The

Augusta

§

f The Residence of Edward Sibl
Street, Belfast, Main*.
j>;
This is one of the finest specimens of (id
in New England.
The house stands back from
broad sloping lawn in front and is surrounded Ex-

pj1
S
L

A

Flection.

FARM

couple

will make
There is

a

a

and

success

growing

THE HOME OF V

we

This week

!

of his

NEXT

abundantly proved

that

IN
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land in Belfast.

Rachel M. Bradstreet, Palermo, to Eben H.

Stop

!

S l.'U'
farm, 1
smooth

pasture

Saturday,

HERE \\ !'
sell you
right in

DON’T HESI
our

Where all the latest styles of
pattern hats and trimmings
will be displayed.

homes

If you

!

c

canr
1

FOR

BUY
|

Miss Effie Curtis, Milliner
1

?

nice lit lie

March 29th

REAL ESTATE.

Christiana C. Pendleton, Stockton Springs,
to P. M. Ginn, Prospect; land in Prospect.
Giles G. Abbott, Belfast, to Belfast Water
Company, do.; land in Belfast.
G. Nelson Wight, Belfast, to Belfast Water

Buv

in Waldo

agricultura

boro.

Sprite
FOR

as

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 26, 1913.
Malcolm McLeod, Islesboro, to John M
Hooper, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Antoinette Pendleton, Islesboro, to Flavilla
M Herrick, do.; land and buildings in Isles-

Company, do.;

TALK

Millinery

education pays.
TRANSFERS

NATION

|

subject

it has been

TO

-^OFic-

present. “Book farming” has ceased to
for jest or derision. Scientific agriculture has demonstrated its usefulness, and
a

DOOR

Spring
Openin

venture.

such matter

Look for

over.

M. H. HILTON.

confident he

proposed

interest in

Window

Display and sa
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Don’t fail to look it

MAGAZINE.

are
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AND LADIES’ TOGGi

he will
be

No 5610 Woodlawn Aven

12tf

j

good in journalism

v.

MRS. HENRY if.

»

Elmer E. Newbert, Democratic nomifor mayor, was elected Mar. 19th, in
Augusta’s second election this spring,
by a majority of 40. Willis E. Swift,
Republican candidate, received 1040
votes, 35 more than at the tirst election,
March 10th; Newbert received 129S votes,
108 more, and E. M. Thompson received
218 votes, 85 less than on March 10th.
1 On March 10th there was no election of
I aldermen, eouneilmen and other officers
I in wards 1, 2, 7 and 8
March 19th a
Republican alderman was elected in
| ward 2, Norman L. Bassett and Demo| cratic aldermen were elected as follows: Ward 7, S. C. C. Ward; ward
18, Frank B. Gedney. The only officer
| elected in Ward 1 was ward clerk, and
an election held in that ward March 20th
j resulted
in the election of a full Demoj cratic ticket. The Democrats showed
practically no gain, but held their own,
I while both the Republican and Progress| ive votes showed a marked falling off.
PUBLISH

Corner State and Madison Street.v

«

nee

! TO

perfect condition, inside and out, and lias
improvements. The location is one of the r t
city. For further particulars apply to
HARO'.D T.
Care Chicago Savings Bank

it is in

you what "
you from 8
ment.

CLOSING CH
!

home
is

our

or

fa

bus
.jin

and at the

I. V. MILLER,
90 Main Street,

Belfast

Savings

Belfast

The annual meeting
the above bank will be

Bank.

of the corporators of
held at their banking

room on

Wednesday, April 9, 1913,
for the election
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trustees

at
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10 A. M.,
to
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farm to Sc
having calls
have not
and if y<

u

price and
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INSURANT I

.it

Vigor

Wayi

1913 WAIL PP

to

tle hard rubber inhaler—breathe it for five
minutes and note the refreshing relief—breathe
it four or five times a day for a few days and
Catarrh and all its symptoms will gradually

OVER 20,000

Maine Men in the

Navy.

The interesting article on "Maine in the
Navy,” published in last Tuesday’s issue of
this paper, over the signature of J. O. Johnson, appeared originally in The Belfast Journal,
to which credit was not given through some
oversight. Mr. Johnson has been a frequent

disappear.
Booth’s HYOMEI is balsamic air; it contains
contributor to both papers, but in this inno opium, cocaine or other harmful drug and
the Journal which had the
is sold on money back plan for Catarrh, Croup, i1 stance it was
end of the article,
Colds and Cotghs. Complete outfit )include! “scoop." The Rockland
the names of the men from this
inhaler) $1.00—extra bottles if later needed, ! containing
officers or seamen in the
50 cents at A. A Howes & Co.’s and druggists city who served as
instructions for use in
Navy, was compiled by Capt. E. A. Butler.
everywhere. Simplecan't
fail. Just breathe The composite article was widely read.—Rockevery package—you
land Courier-Gazette.
it—ho stomach dosing.
....

BWI8HT P. PALMER.

p

$3.00 ord<

on

[. t. Wyni.i

four

i

application,

Parcel Post paid

or

q0 J

Dress

Chameuse, Messaline. Wool, Batiste, Voj|,
Ramie, Poplin, Gingham, Percale,

nno
ance
buildings of Fred Clark of Lincolnville were unattended, and left immediately for Foster; land and buildings in Palermo.
any other business that may legally come bewere burned Wednesday night, March 19th.
fore said meeting.
Rose E. Reed, China, to J. L. Dean, W insgood. Stn n
their new home in Belfast. The bride wore a
J
WILMER J. DORMAN. Clerk.
The family were abed. It is not known how it
land in Palermo.
us a call.
handsome tailored gown of dark blue cloth low;
Belfast, March 24, 1913.--13
John and Ida M. Woods, Unity, to Lillian M.
caught fire. A neighbor called central. When and a modish hat. The groom is employed in
the first man arrived he found
Mrs. Clark the store of A. A. Howes & Co.
Lewis, Newport; land in Unity.
Commander and Mrs. William Veazie i’ratt
Martha C. Mitchell, et als., Malden, Mass,
drawing water with a rope. She had on only
{ Louise Johnson of Marlboro street,) gave a
tea followed by dancing, Wednesday, at their I
•
her night cluthes and was bare footed. They
I
A
■ ■
I
to Mildred I. Darby, Belfast; land and buildHOWES
Newport villa on Gibbs avenue.—Boston Sungot Mr. Patterson, her aged father, and a little
ings in Belfast.
day Post.
H. Wayne Chapman, Northport, to Seymour
girl, out of the house, but all the doors and
windows were fastened, and the fire was under
S. Chapman, do ; land in Northport.
Then you will have a clean and healthy
such headway that they could not save anyFred L. loothaker, Beirasc, to Minnie j.
more
hair
loss.
No
more
scalp. No
thing except a few articles from the stable
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Pilley,
and some hens. A year ago last summer the
hair.
Does
color.
not
rough, scraggly
house was Btruck by lightning, doing damage
Blanche S. Bowden, Winterport, to Franklin
and throwing Mrs. Clark to the floor. Later
B. Cole, do.; land in Winterport.
Mr. Clark broke his shoulder. Mr. Clark is at
Fred E. Spratt, Palermo, to Frank W. Winwork in Massachusetts. There was an insurance in the Grange of $1,000, but they have
ters, Auburn; land in Palermo.
deducted the $200 that they received at the
Henrietta B. Grant, Winterport, to Clifton
time of the lightning.
ROLLS IN
M. Eames, Prospect; land in Prospect.
Herbert E. Knowlton, BrookB, to Nellie M.
Burned to Death.
Buzzell, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast

The

terment.

between the elbow and shoulder, cutting diagonally. This was about 9 o'clock in the morn-

andum,

|£
£

good.

End Catarrh

U niversalist, officiating. The remains were
taken in the afternoon to Brooksville for in-

^

on

and

Our line is complete and we invite your
ANYTHING in 'he Ready-to-wear goods sm

Jj

The

Surest

have to content himself with the Au-

-—--

4 COATS, SUITS, SKIRTS

bride was becomingly gowned in J
Major Edward H. Kelley of this city who
until last month had been managing editor of
a one-piece dress of blue charmeuse trimmed 1
I the Bangor Daily Commercial for the past 15
with green piping and cream lace
She was
j years, is to engage in the business of publishformerly of Trenton, N. J., is a member of the | ing a magazine section to be issued weekly
with three leading morning papers in Maine.
D. A. R. and has travelled extensively in this
It will bo largely devoted to the development
country and abroad. The groom is the son of I of agriculture in the ^tate of Maine and plans
Mrs. Martha J. White of Belfast, and for the I to he inspirational, educational and interesting
to the tiller of the soil in a large, or small way,
past eight years has been employed by the 1
in city or country, as well as the women of the
Gamewell Fire Arms Co., of Newton Upper Maine home, urban or rural.
j
Falls.
With a state-wide circulation the new publiThey are spending a part of their
cation is
t be one of the most potent
with
the
mother
on
honeymoon
groom’s
High forces inexpected
the uplift of Maine along its most
street and will begin housekeeping immediateimportant line. Major Kelley is a graduate of
the University of Maine in the course of agrily on their return to Newton Upper Falls.
culture, and although engaged in newspaper
work many years has been in close touch for
of
BenRorertson Hopkins. The marriage
jamin L. Robertson and Mrs. Fannie R Hop- build up the State agriculturally and induskins took place at 8 p. m., March 19th, at their trially.— Bangor Daily News.
home, 22 Cross street, Rev. Walter F. SturteMajor Kelley is a Belfast boy who has made
service.

offered, and has accepted, the coliectorship at Portland, with a salary of
$5,000, his duties to begin July 1, 1913; b arn, where her husband was at work, to tell
also that ex-Secretary of State Cyrus W. hi m of her illness fell on the floor and died beDavis is in line for the collectorship of fore he could get assistance or take her into
a devoted
internal revenue at Portsmouth, N. H. the house. She was a good woman,
wife and a kind hearted neighbor. Her husbe
said
to
is
Plaisted
Ex.-Gov.
looking
band and two sisters, Mrs. Lydia Black of
for appointment as consul general at
Warren, March 24. Burns, caused by the
B rooksvilie and Mrs. Ella Dyer Gray of BelGo to A. A. Howes & Co. and say: “I want A
Montreal, a post which carries a salary fast, survive. The funeral took place Satur^ explosion of a kerosene lamp, resulted in the HYOMEI
outfit.” Take it home—pour a few
death tonight of Mrs. Erastus P. Rollins, aged
a
but
of
of upwards
may day morning at 10 o’clock. Rev. A. A. Blair #
$6,000
year,
60. Mrs. Rollins is survived by a husband and drops of H YOMEI from the bottle into the litbeen
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I Spring Announcemei

EASTERN EOLK PICNIC.
An enjoyable picnic of recent date was
held on the beach by former residents
1
and tourists from Maine and Massachusetts.
WEDDING BELLS.
] Among the guests were Hun. Charles
1 E. Lane, of Brooks, Me., who with his
One of the pretties'
Harmon-Forhan.
wife and daughter is visiting his daughweddings of the week was that which tool ;1
place Saturday evening, March 15th, at th< ter and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. E. L.
i home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Forhan oi Gowen in this city.
Mr. Lane is favorPleasant avenue, when their daughter, Miss ! ably impressed with Southern California
Josephine Blanche Forhan, was united in mar I and has already invested in real estate.
riage to Mr. Clarence Edward Harmon of Fal | A coincidence was the presence of a
mouth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Harmon : Charles E. Lane of this
city, both men
j The house was beautifully decorated witl
! now being engaged in the same business.
palms, ferns and cut flowers. The decoration:
Others present were Judge Frank S.
In the parlo
were by Goddard, the florist.
Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. A1 !en Butters and
! ferns, smilax, Easter lilies and white azalia;
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. George L. Canbeing used. The reception hall was in greet non, Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Daggett, all of
and pink, smilax and pink azalias being use
Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. George
1
with fine effect. The centerpiece in the dining
t I.I..!... M
n
V
room was asparagus ferns and daybreak pink;
A.
Webb of Pasadena; Mr. and Mrs.
at d in the r om where the gifts were display
Gnwen Chalmers, James E. Chalmers, of
eu the decorations were in green and the flow
Dr. James D
fern used here were jonquils.
Hynes; Mrs. Nellie M. Emery, Mrs.
Clement was at the piano, and at S o’clock
Lula Pattison Mrs. Lottie Hailey, of
struck the opening notes of the Lohengrit
Hollywood. Miss Laura G. Taylor, and
First came the maid ol j Mrs. Frank
wedding march.
Davis, of Pomona; Mr. and
honor. Miss Marion Harmon of Colby, '16,
Mrs. Lester Tozier, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
1
sister of the groom, and the best man. Dr
W. Govven, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Gowen,
Neil Forhan of Lowell, Mass., cousin o
the bride.
Following came the bride am of this city; Dr. Charles F. Brock, of
groom and they were met in the parlor bj
W’allham, Mass., who has also invested
Rev. Herbert McCann, pastor of the Free Con
in property in this vicinity: and Dr.
gregational Church, who performed the cere George W. French of Winthrop, Mass.
The
mony, using the double ring service.
There were also two aged men in the
bridal party stood beneath an arch of smii<>
party George A. Gow- n, aged 81, and
and Easter lilies from which was suspended
Edwin P. Ferguson, aged S8.
wedding bell of Easter lilies. The bride lookec

>

the

j

MAINE FOLKS IN CALIFORNIA

We, offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.f Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J'
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actand
mucous
surthe
blood
ing directly upon
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

was

__

Bangor

How’s

»

fully conducting

Bedford,

And begin to take it today.

Mrs. Lorana Campbell died at her home ii
East Newport, March 11th, aged 84 years am
6 months. She leaves to mourn their loss, on
daughter, Mrs. F. C. Crocker of Clinton; on
son. A. Campbell of Newport; three grand
children, Mrs. Eugene Smith of East Dover
Harry Curtis of Roxbury, Mass and Mrs
Cora Prentiss of Thorndike; also one sister
Nancy Andrews, of Fairfield. She had been
resident of Plymouth for a great many years
until eight years ago she moved to East New
port, Mrs. Campbell, though advanced ii
years, was active and capable. On New Year’
day last, she went to North Dixmont, when ;
she installed the officers of the J. P. Harri
Relief corps, of which she was a prominen
and highly respected member. She w-as also ;
member of Plymouth grange, 354, in which shi
always took an active interest. She had a wid.
circle of friends, among whom she will be lonj
News

499 Union Street, New

flia rrnnocol nnlil 1 ft

f r»

CARLE

|

s

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

irom uamornia tc

Henry Wadsworth Marriner died at his home
on Congress street at 6 a. m
March 26th of j worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school
sier.se which the inferior kind of demaorganic heart trouble, from which he had suf | Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30
gogue talks when he wants to catch Irish fered for some time.
He had beer, as well
p. m.
votes.’’ The Standard regrets the speech as usual and ate his supper with the family
The services for the week at the First
which, it says, it is impossible to pass as Tuesday evening, but was taken ill at 9 o’clock
that night. He was born in Searsmont, May Methodist church will be as follows: this,
.a mere indiscretion, just as the Panama
the prayer meeting; Sundill is coming before the House, and 1, 1£40, the son of the late Alden and Sibyl Thursday, evening,
at 10.30, morning worship;
day
Laken
Marriner.
He
came
to
Sunday school
Belfast
about
45
fears that the Irish electioneering maat 12 m,; Epworth League prayer
meeting
years ago and engaged in ship and house carchinery will oe brought to bear in favor
at 6,00 p. m.; evening service
pentry. At one time he was janitor of the Sunday evening
adds
of discriminatory tolls.
“And,”
Belfast National and Savings banks, of the at 7.00 p. m.
the paper, “if this is to receive the open
The services at the Baptist church will be as
public schools and of the Unitarian church.
support of the Administration the pros- He was a tireless worker and was happiest follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenpects of a just and favorable settlement when at some special work. About two years ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
would seem doubtful.”
ago he had a very Serious illness and since then Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
had confined his activities to his home, mak- attend Sunday school at any other church are
-T5y. Gov. Plaisted has been in Wash- ing many improvements on his house and cordially invited. C. E. society at 6 30 p. m.;
service at 7.30 p. m.
ington and is said to be looking for the grounds. The grave north ol his residence on evening
He
street was his special pride.
March 29th, at 7.30 p. m., in the
Congress
at
Portland.
Ex.-Senator
Saturday,
collectorship
Obidiah Gardner, who was reported as m arried Ann Maria Donnell uf Searsmont, who First Methodist Episcopal church, will be held
died about 10 years ago. They lost one son in
the Fourth Quarterly Conference, Rev. Fredl__l
infancy. Their oniy daughter, Ada Augusta, ei ick Palladino, District Superintendent, preand
is
Maine, has ur packed
expectant. now' Mrs.
George L. Bowman, had always been siding. Business of great importance demands
.A Washington special of March 21st says
the recipient of her fatln r’s best thought and the presence of every official member. Preachhe has refused the offer of commissioner
devotion, and in her bereavement has the sin- ing next Sunday morning by Rev. Frederick
iA on.
o_■
.i.
:_
of pensions with a salary of $5,000, not cere sympathy of all who know her.
One
considering the place “big enough.” A brother, Washington Marriner of Belmont,
the

Gray,

account of

on

contracted during his service in the
Civil War. He spent nearly the whole time
from 1861 5. in the service; was severely injured in the battle of Bull Run, and was in the
hospital on account of his injuries. He served
in Company D. of the 19th Maine Regiment.
For years he had been an active and interested
member of Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. It.,

with

Vw-kvc nml

Martha A., wife of Elijah Knowlton, died a
on the Hall’s Corner road March 22c
after a long illness, aged 78 years. She waj
born in Belfast, the daughter of the late Addi
son and Priscilla Shibles Brackett, and her lifi
was spent here.
She is survived by her hus
band and one sister, Mrs. Caroline W. Walton I
142 High street. The funeral took place a :
her late home Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, officiating

diseases

rung

aaugnter

Mr. MacMullin

recummenu xioou

uenrui^

trouble from it since. I cordially recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to my friends and neigh-

her home

time in the shoe factory and also engrocery business. In recent years

Secr-tary Bryan's speech as “a
example of virulent and inflated non-

to

1

adelphia forty-four years ago.
by his wife, who was Miss Belle Stockham, anc
three children. Mr. McMullin and family hi.c
visited Belfast and Northport many times, anc
his wife is a sister of Mrs. W. C. Thompson.

gnged in the

scribes
line

*

Robert Burns MacMullin, formerly cashier
and treasurer of Philadelphia and Atlantic City
banks and trust companies, and recently with
Kuhn & Co., investment bankers, died on a
New York Central train Saturday, March 22nd,
near Rochester, N. Y., while en route with hie
wjie anu

x

Sarsaparilla, which I have used in my family
for years and think a very fine medicine. J had
salt rheum badly on my face, and humors that
seemed to come from or be developed by vacI knew my blood must be in very
cination.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla was reccondition.
poor
ommended and I took a few bottles.
The
humor entirely disappeared, and I have had no

*

Ordway was :
member of the George S. Cobb Post, G. A. R.
the late Hushai and Celia
also of the Knights of Pythias.
The remains
to Belfast when a young arrived in Camden Saturday night and the fu

pneumonia.

Nash of Belfast,

demonstrated in the short time he has

The deceased was born in Monroe, the son ol
Nahum T. and Eliza Clements Nealley. Hi*
wife, two sons and two daughters survive
The funeral services will be held this, Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. D. B. Phelar

Nathan SeekinB died at his home in Easl
Keene and grandchildren Mar- Belfast March 21st, aged 64 years, 5 month*
garet L. and Frank R. Keene, whose home have and 21 days. He was born in Belfast, the sor
always been with him and who were very near of the late Aaron and Phebe Elwell Seeking
and dear to “Gramp.” One sister, Mrs. Louisa He wa9 twice married and his widow is now ir
Hall of Winthrop, Mass., and a niece, Mrs. the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital in Bangor,
Hannah Fish of Man field. Mass., also survive He was a veteran of the Civil War, having
him. In the home he was kindness and thought- ; served in Company E. of the Fifth Maine Infulness personifi *d, and in his long and useful j fantry, and was a pensioner. In politics he
business career he had made many friends was a socialist and in religious belief an Adwho will learn of his
death with deep ventist. The funeral took place last Sunday
regret, and his ever genial presence will be noon. Rev. Wm. Vaughan officiating. The insadly missed. Mr. Keen retired from active terment will be in Swanville.
business at the end of the year 1910, after
a long and honorable career.
He came to Belfast from Thorndike in 1859 and was in the employ of Prescott Hazeltine for four years. They
then went into partnership under the firm
name of Hazeltine & Keen, continuing for
three years and then sold to George F. White.

xeeuugs

Ana urea

William K

son

Humors

Spring

For

Newell Emery Keen died Ssturday evencian to assist, arrived at 4 o’clock. The paing, March 22nd at his home on Northtient was then extremely weak from loss ol
port avenue. He had been indisposed and
blood and could not survive the shock of ether,
confined to the house for about two weeks,

27, 1913.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, MARC

tag, and telephones to Belfast failed to locate
the several physicians called and Dr. W. V.
Hanscom of Rockland, with a Camden physi-
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re he spent most of his time.
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where

they were seen and tneir parents were
bert Drink water, trombonist, played “Mona*
notified and brought them home. A littie later
with splendid effect and John Parker and Ar
thur Johnson, baritone and tenor, sang severa ; Walter Hall disappeared and remained away a
week, and on his return gave no satisfactory
old songs and each selection was encored
explanation as to his whereabouts. Last week
Miss Katherine E. Brier, in oriental costumi
Ralph Casey, Willis Pattershall and Raymond
and seated in a real Japanese ricksha v, drawi
Dutch left town. Dutch was apprehended in
by Frank Libby and Sam Alexander of Cam
Waterville Friday morning and gave his fathden, sang “A Package of Tea" and was re
er’s name as Fred Dutch, and his home as in
called and sang another verse. Another fea
Belfast. The City Marshal telephoned to Belture of the program was the singing of Mrs
fast and found that the boy, w ho is 13 years
Karl Cottrell, who has a dual voice with tv <
distinct registers. Her first selection wa. ; old, had been missing from home for two days*
“Some Day," sung in mezzo soprano, and ii I The story he told the marshal was an interest-

Mrs. Wm. B. Swan as to who should bring the
first crocuses to The Journal office; but Mrs.
Frederick is now in the “Land of Flowers,”
and this year the laurels are with Mr. and
Mrs. Poor.
Miss Annie V. Field reports a
great profusion of crocuses at her home on
Primrose Hill, having picKed more than 20C
blossoms last week.
“Packing

the

Missionary Barrel."

Young Ladies’ Social Union
church had

a

of the

successful sale ami

The

Baptist

entertain-

vestry last Friday afternoon and
evening, netting about $36. The food table
ment in the

Easter.

was

The following let*
died or in the Belfast post
k ending March 25th. Ladies
rrEKS.

response

Miss

Morris, Ethel .Slurlevant, Edna Curtis,
and Geneva Perkins. A social hour, with popular games, follow ed the program.
Wanted.
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we
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trust
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of The Journal may be aole tc
Mrs. Mary Locke Baker writes from
answ'er.
ry, Mrs. Annie Mitchell, (5
Nashua, N. H.: “I would like to know if the
Neil, Mrs. Margaret Pooler, Jacob Clifford who married
Elizabeth Locke 01
rts, Mrs. Annie Robbins. Miss
the Jacob Clifford who married Rachel Walker
Gentlemen—Nicholas Carter, or Rachel Walker’s father was in
the war ol
j
Harry R. Gray, Mr. Mahoney, the Revolution. These
peopl3 are my ancesSamuel
Robinson,
Whitehouse,
tors. The first Jacob mentioned was born is
g. Frank Wright.
what is now Westbrook, Maine, in 1726. His
1
new spring issue of the New
son Jacob was born, I
believe, in Falmouth,
Tel. Co.'8 directory has been Maine, in 1756. I would like, if possible, tc
•'-rons of the company.
The fol*
find out who Jacob Clifford’s father and mothwere installed too late to be put
er were; who Elizabeth
Locke’s father and
'y. Everett Burgess, Res.. 105-3; mother were; also, who Rachel Walker's fathr'd'>i lie';., 134-11; Eva Holmes, Bus., er and mother were; and
thought perhaps
Erescott. Res., 76 4; E. I. Ran- some reader of The Journal might help me
-; Hammons & Patterson, Bus.,
Shipping Items. The coasting vessels are
following Swanville phones now coming out of winter quarters, and their
capvlfast with no toll: A. D.
Moody, tains who had spent the winter at their homes
Nickerson, 279-13: Nickerson & in IsIeBboro, Deer Isle and*all
along shore,
3; E. C. Marden, 279-11.
whose craft were hauled up to the westward,
have left to get them ready for sea_Sch.
M(ITflfi RriAT Tha cnoiut
robs is building at his boat shop Abbie S. Walker, which has been tied up here
'treet is now planked, calked since discharging fertilizer for Jackson & Hall,
,and is a very handsome craft, sailed March 20th for Vinalhaven to load for
long, 7 foot beam and will New York, and sch. Lillian sailed the same
A Sterling engine, 55 horse- day to load lumber at Calais_Steamer Mohawk arrived March 20ih with fertilizer ma26 inch wheel, 28 inch pitch, will
terial for the Coe-Mortimer Co... .The follow'the bow, accessible through a
aatch, and back of the engine will * ing charters are announced: Schs. George
house. The cabin in the after Klinck, paving, Robert’s Harbor for New
1 "ill
have four berths, a kitch- York; Charles H. Klinck, paving, Long Cove
ami will be finished in mahog*
for New York; Ira B. Ellems, paving, Pequot
•! * e Accommodations forward
for j for New York; Abbie Bowker, paving, Long
s
desired, and the tender will be ; Cove for New York; J. Frank Seavey, stone,
<’ after deck.
The craft is dc- I Sullivan for New York; Donna T. Briggs and
i>
speed and comfort, and wiil nenry r. navens, ice, KOCKport lor i\ewporr,
requirements. Mr. Coombs has ! R. I.; Daniel McLoud, limerock, Maine Central
winches for sale, 43 and 44 feet, ! wharf for Wareham; Hugh de Payens, oak
and up to date in all their fittimber, Pamunkey River for Bath_Schs.
Edward Stewart and Childe Harold are loading
T
ice at Rockport for Providence and Alexandria,
‘*PLEY Hospital. Dr. and Mrs. EuVa., respectively... .Capt. Willis of Addison
‘aPley will leave today, Thursday,
arrived at Portland last week to get the
^ ork, where the
doctor will take
schooner Will s & Guy ready for business
,netr“ct*on in surgery. They expect
Capt. A. B. Mazrell of Bangor, whose schoont!U lwo
weeks- Miss Inez u Barker,
er, the Andrew Nebinger, has been laid up
aE the
Tapley Hospital the past here for the winter, is getting her ready to gc
a’ left M
onday to take a private case into commission.... Schs. William Keen from
^'r'
Moulton of Spokane, St.
N.
and Susie P. Oliver from
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complete and well selected line.
\
special attention to mail orders to be de- t
Remember

we

deliver them free.

D. Southworth,
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Because its the BE8T car,
not because its the
cheapest.

We
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Sarah staples,
Azubah decrow,

Your Youth and Beauty?
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the Exclusive Agents for
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The Smart Set Corset
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The Corset that gives you the correct figure
for the new gowns.
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PARISIAN Sage, the quick acting hair re
•torer, is for sale in Belfast by A. A. Howes & |---Co. and is sold with a rigid guarantee at 50
cents a large bot>le.
PARISIAN Sage has an immense sale, and
i
here are the reasons:
It is safe and harmless.
I This is to certify that I give my son, Willis
YOUNG LADY FOR A LOCAL STORE I Mason Pattershall, his time during the reIt cures dandruff in two weeks, by killing
Over twenty preferred. A good opening mainder of his minority. I shall not collect
the dandruff germ.
for the right party. Apply by letter at once any of his earnings nor pay any bills that he
It stops falling hair.
«
addressed to “Wanted," Journal Office.
It promptly stops itching of the scalp.
! may contract from this date.
It makes the hair soft and luxuriant.
Belfast, March 26, 1913.
It gives life and beauty to the hair.
13
RALPH W. PATTERSHALL.
It is not sticky or greasy.
It is the daintiest perfumed hair tonic.
New York, March 24.
Bark Penobscot,
It is the best and ratost pleasant and invigor- !
We wish to thank the members of the G. A.
> R., the Sons of Veterans, ladies of the Circle which arrived at Paysandu Jan 28th, from
ating hair dressing made.
Fight shy of the druggist who offers you a and Auxiliary, also friends for kindness in our Campbellton, N B is at Conception de Urusubstitute, he is unworthy of your confidence. 8ad bereavement and for the beautiful floral
The vessel and cargo will probguay, on fire.
Giroux Mfg. Co„ Buffalo, N. Y., American tributes.
ably be a total loss.
Makers.
Mr. and Mrs. CHAS. A. LUDWICK.
-■
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PA88ENGER TOURING OAR

may wish.
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Uj

thanks to all those
who so kindly aided us in our time of trouble,
also for the beautiful flowers sent.
our

Ladies, Why Not Preserve

you

goods and up-to-the-minute in style

1 Smart Set Corset !

151-2.

Dorothy Decrow,
Manter Decrow,
Joseph jDec row,
Thomas Decrow,
Frank Decrow.

new

MASONIC TEMPLE. BtLFASl. MAINE.

-—--
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! rX]

CARLE & JONES.

tion.

a more

12 MAIN STRFET,

All

OF THANKS.

We wish to extend

LI

Agents in Waldo County

novv 011

NECKWEAR,
j,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

Residence

House has steam heat, slated roof, cemented
cellar. Large barn, 3-4 acres land with good
orchard; siiuated on corner lot; good view of
bay from upper windows.
Also quite a lot of furniture and household
furnishings, hardwood bedroom sets, chairs,
! tables, sofas, carpets and two portable bathtubs.
Buggy, sleigh, robes and harnesses.

13

delivered.

+

OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

& MORSE

Enauire of

1=301- -|

Completely equipped $630

We pay
livered by Parcel Post,

IN EAST BELFAST.

!

] FORD CAR)
five

+

t

I

KNOWN AND DESIRABLE

CARD

|-BUY

f

you should see this new stock of mdse, for Men *•
of which it can be said that it would he impos- F

sible to find

For Sale

tSrfTlfc,:

CLOTHIERS, BELFAST,v MAINE.
|<

j.

I

Crafut and Knapp Hats |
$3.00; Southworth Hats, $2.00 and $2.50 ; others £
50c., $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00.
|

•<

BELFAST, MAINE.

Sherman

Sold for 60 years.

~~T>ilo11c=Z>|

|

61 Cedar Street.

THE WELL

This Is the work of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Strength. Power. Reserve.

Harry W. Clark 4 Co

...

Spring Hats

l

f

Residence,

=■ DUNTON

HAVE PROVED THEIR MERIT THROUGH
8# Hat SEASONS. ISN’T THAT REASON
ENOUGH FOR YOU TO LOOK AT THE
mmmspring styles we show?

~=3Q1

New

l Ralph

Myra Hanson,
<'

with two pairs of pants for best and
school wear.

Surely
and Boys,

r

have

turned up. Ralph Casey, son of Mr. and Mrs,
William Casey, had been detained at police
«
headquarterj in Portland and was sent home,
and Willis Pattershall, son of Capt. Ralph W.
Pattershal\is in Portland with his grandfather,
Howard F. Mason, and other relatives.

Ask Your Doctor.

money refunded.

Underwear, Hose, Etc.

.j.

t

SEND OFFERS TO

type

or vour

i Pleasing Furnishings °f?ua,U>-,New spring
Shirts, Neckwear, Gloves,

{

Main street. The other two boys had not1
been seen.
in
City Marshal M. R. Knowlton
id
telephoned the Waterville officials to send
the boy home at
bis
father’s expense,
which was done.
Since the foregoing
in

LASTING satisfaction

|

give i
Suits at t

I $7.50, $10, $12, $15, $18, $20 and $22.50.

cor-

MUST
BE SOLD

on

was

worth your consideration, for each is warranted to

are

The

M

U

The worst mistake is "eheap” paint. It costs
from 60 percent to 100, first coat, and another
in wear.
What a liar "cheap” is! "Put-off” is badenough; "cheap” is ten times worse.

public
dially invited.
is

Suits and Overcoats

t

also

l/'lUYER

The^ worst mistake in painting is not putting- | o
off. That costs about 10 per cent; you keep
your money a year and pay 10 percent for it.
Paint would have to come-down 25 percent
to make 10 percent on the job, for wages do

not

The

owner

|

B.,

Not Paint

|

Ferguson. |

L. H.

the tire

—

|

«

;

Best Offer Takes 11

entertainment for three nights, and all wh(
had part in it are to be congratulated on th<
!
success which attended their efforts.

MAIN STREET

■f \ A7"E invite you with a fresh Spring welcome to call and t
| AV look over our new Spring Wearing Apparel for t
* Men and Boys.
It is your duty to see these new styles.
It
is
our pleasure to show them to you.
Our
f

BY

Waterville

:

night before and was repeatedly encored
!
It was quite an undertaking to provide ai

I

I Millinery

potato owner in conversation with a business
man mentioned the fact that he had in the
The business man in turn
car runaway boys.
notified Officer Simpson and Dutch was found
id

the

^B

j SPRING & SUMMER

of the poin the car, went to the

of the

the

would

train reached

leaving the boys

| alighted

Tea” and responded to an enthusiastic encore
Mrs. Karl Cottrell repeated her successes o
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OF

agreed to Ipt t.hpm

provided they

a car

car was

tatoes,

j

I
I

j

that in company with two
each older than himself, they start-

business section

Harley Godfrey, Melvin Robbins, Harr;
and Leroy Ellingwood. All were in or
iental costume, the bright kimonas making

I V
I ■

I March 29,

He said

boys,

burning.

son,

! most effective picture. Thursday evening, th<
i program included four reels of moving p c
! tures, interspersed with vpqal numbers, qih I

j

other

ride in

| Coombs,

j

one.

i loads of

Miss Louise Webber

Maude Fields, Miss Martha Knowlton
Carrie Greenlaw, Miss Jes
sie
Hart, Miss Nellie Brown, Miss Isa
bel Smalley, Frank Libbey, Sam Alexancer
Harold Prescon, Guy Carver. Basil Allen
Harold Tibbetts, Frank Whitney, Alton J hn

Weymouth, Mass, have brought cargoes ol
fertilizer for Jackson & Hall.

’Ted

Its,

We

Belfast Tuesday morning and walked
[ to Waldo. At Waldo they met a man who
Th< \ was going to the Boston market with two car-

Miss

:

ing
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Ifft

I
|The Home of Good Values Ii
if

ed from

Miss

anothei
some

insistent

Knowt." in

nary, and

Winnie

Information

an

Japanese dance under the direction of Fred G
Spinney and led by Mr. Spinney and Miss Alvi
Drinkwater of Nortl port, was another strik
irg feature of the evening’s enterta nment
The entire canca wi.h its intricate changes
and figures was in waltz time and very grace
fully executed. In it were Miss Sabra Dyer

Horner, Little Miss Mu flit, Maud Muller, arc
The C> urting. The bright and catchy dialogue,
“Packing the Missionary Barrel’’ was presented
by the following young ladies: Misses
Helen Brier, Carrie Greenlaw, Mary Hayes,
Edith Burgess, Bertha Royce, Doris Clifford,

genealogical erquiry which

to

baritone, and her hearers de
rounded another enccre. Mrs. Cottrell studiei

body

Hayes; the neckwear table, by Misses
Della Knowlton, Bertha Hayes and Amy L,
Wilson; candy. Misses Mary Hayes and Ethel
Sturtevant. In the evening they presented
the following shadow pictures: Little Jack

Grace

■

fc"

1 Spring Announcement I

Holeproof
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Pi-nee of the First Parish

A

~

imperfections

above kinds with

Guaranteed

___

the observance in 1920 of
as

>

>

be traced to

can

of the eyes.

do

m |»

...

reports.
Maine

in most cases

silk,
$1.50

IW'H'HH'tH'l

only

Friday, at 230 p. m., with Mrs.
47 High street. All officers
dents are expected to beprewith

STOMACH DISORDERS

original Holeproof

theirrepTts-

versaryof

NERVOUSNESS,

w.

I »l » I > I > I »l m

-AT-

HEADACHES,

great big

of Associated charities called
evening at the Baptist vestry was
xt Monday evening to give the
;rther opporttnity to prepare

*.eir

pres-

RED LIDS,

Certainly, Men,

Pierce’s address in the series ol
the North church has beer
It will be
the second time.
Thursday, evening, weather per-

w

always make their

known by failing sight.

j

1

res at

v.

us,

ence

said,

soft,

they
good

.?teriiay.
g

do not

forget

Coburn Classics

session of

Eye Symptoms

namely,

«Hurch atreet.

tr

mostly

Saturday

ciety.
eoihehow still have a love for, and an interes
A School Entertainment. The
in, the dear old town, so we feel we canno
City point
Yes—it
well get along without your paper.
We hav. school, Miss Ella M. Erskine, teacher, present
meant
ed
what it
the following program March 21st, the last
always felt it was the best weekly paper of it
class, and nevor better than at present.”_ : day of the term: Welcome, Edward Roberts;
that you now can
A Boston subscriber writes: “The Juurnal ii
John Jenkins’ sermon, Lavaughn
Whitcomb;
a welcome visitor and
those
line as
by its columns I lean Our Harry and Our Will, Sidney Knowlton;
Our Flag, Stella Creasey and Ev«rard
many things of my old associates and asso
Roberts;
mercerized hose for
ciations which I would otherwise have'lost music; dialogue. Young America, by Lavaughn
touch
of
and
Keech
Leslie
long ago.”..From New York Whitcomb,
Sidney Knowlton;
per box of Six Pairs.
"The Journal is a clean, comprehensive, j Grandma's Sampler, Phebe Roberts; The Vil* And don’t
creditable sheet, on which I congratulate ; lage Blacksmith, Maude Creasey;
that with
Going to!
you. Mrs. F. and I frequently read important
London. Everard Roberts and Phebe Roberts;
all of this luxuriousness
news items in the Journal which would otherOn Saturday Night, Fletcher Whitcomb; music
wise escape us.”....Mrs. Grace C. D. Favre j by Helen Keech; Casey at the Bat, Edward
are
in the
writes from Ajaccio, Corsica, qnder date ol ; Sawyer; Going on an Errand, Clarence Roberts;
old
March 13th: “Thank you for Corsican
way—
clip- | music, Lavaughn Whitcomb; I Love Little Puspings, just to hand. We only wish you coulc j 8y. Evelyn Small; Washington Day, Howard
Six Months without holes
Small: duet MhiiHp (tpbhpv
lt.
also enjoy the sunshine and flowers of
Ajaccio
or new hose free.
May you live for many, many more years tr Jolly Joe and Lazy Lew, Leslie Keech and
Keith Creasey; Barbara Fritchie, Helefi Keech;
ably conduct our'dear Republican Journal.”
this is a
music; dialogue, The Paper Don’t Say, EdSteamer Notes. Steamer City of Bangoi ward
Sawyer and Helen Keech.
value for your
of the Kennebec and Boston division of the
The
City Schools.
At the beginning of
Eastern
Steamship Corporation left Bath
money, but remember to
the Spring term the First Grades of the North
March 19th in command of Capt.
fol
Colby
see that your money pays
and South schools will be divided, one part atd os ton, wnere sne will be made
ready for the
season.
She will receive a wireless outfit and tending school in the morning and the other in
for the
the afternoon. This will make the teachers'
a new dress of paint, and it is
expected thai
to be had at
day one hour longer, but as past experience
she will go on the route by the middle of
April
The steamer City of Augusta, which does th< shows will work satisfactorily. Supt. Woodburv says the children of this age can apply
transfer business between Augusta and Gar
their minds only for a short period with
profit;
diner, will be ready to go on the route by th<
and this irrangement will also allow the teachtime that the season opens
The steamei
er to give her undivided attention to the class
Castine, Capt. L. W. Coombs, which has beer
before her. The few pupils in these grades
hauled up at the railroad wharf during th<
who come in the school teams will be allowed
winter, went tc Castine Friday to be taken ou
to remain for the two sessions ...Miss Grace
The light on the monument at the southern
on the marine railway for the usual overhaul
A. Lord will spend part of this vacation in
extremity of Steele’s ledges, at the entrance
ing. She will run on the Brooksville and Ban
to the harbor, is again in commission,
j Newton, Mass., studying the methods of prohaving gor route again this season
Steamer Bar
motion there, and Supt. Woocibury is correbeen out for the past week or ten days.
State, which has been hauled up at Bostot j
Hospital Notes There were thirteen pa- since last December, went on the Portland am spending with Mr. F. Wallace Chase of the
Bigelow school of Newton with a view to
tients in the Waldo County hospital last week. Boston route March 21st,
taking the place o J
their methods of promotion in BelRobert, the infant son of Mrs. Elizabeth Mer- the Camden, which is now receiving a genera J adopting
fast ...A public meeting of school authorities
|
chant of Knox, who was suffering from a form
overhauling at East Boston preparatory t.< I and all interested will be held
April 21st, when
of meningitis, was operated upon March 20th. s'oing on the Boston and
.T'm
Bangor route
I State Superintendent Payson Smith will adHe was born in the hospital several months
Belfast was late in arriving from Boston las ■ dress
those present. The proposed constituago and has a twin sifter. Mrs. Charles H
i Saturday and had a rough trip down. Aftei
lion lor the parents and teachers league has
McElheney of Searsport was operated upon discharging her freight at Winterporl she lef j
; been drawn up and will be read at tnis rneetMarch 20th and Mrs. Ada Russell underwent for Boston on an extra
trip to clean up the ac j ing and the organization perfected. Several
an operation
March 21st.
Mrs. Charles W. I cumulation of
or
freight, and returning left
committees are working for its advancement:
!
Atkins, who was recently oper ted upon by her regular
trip Monday_The steame: ! Mrs. S. A. Parker is chairman of the social
Dr. M. S. Goodrich of Waterville, is gaining
Stockton made a special trip from Bucksport t< committee; Mrs. Amos Clement of the
lecture
rapidly. Hiram Curtis is receiving medical Castine last Friday morning, returning in tim< I
\ committee; Mrs. Lewis F Gar.non of the meinattendance.
to make her regular trip to Camden. Shi
j bership committee, and Dr. C. W. Jer.ness of
‘•The Flowers that bloom in the Spring." brought up some forty of the Normal schoo
j the school improvement committee.. .The city
The Journal asked last week:“Now who will re- students on their way to their homes to spent
! teachers have been meeting ever} Wednesday
port the first crocuses?" and Saturday, Hon. C. i Easter. The school will open again the first o: ! afternoon to
perfect themselves in the Palmer
O. Poor called at the office with a dainty bunch
April.
muscular method of writing, which they are to
|
of these welcome spring flowers.
He said that
| teach
on reading the item in The Journal Mrs. Poor
The Streets of Tokio. On the seconc
Runaway School Boys. Within the past
suggested that the crocuses might have come night of the Japanese bazaar under the direc
few weeks there have been several cases of
tion of the Universalist society, Wednesday
out, and on removing the brush he found them
runaways by small school boys. Ralph Casey
For many years there was a good naturod March 19th, a musicale was given which at
rivalry between Mrs Augusta S. Frederick and ti acted a large and appreciative audience. Her and Harlan Calderwood went to Camden,
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At a recent meeting of the directors of the
Children's Aid Society of Maine the gift of
Fmou Subscribers. Henry J. Woods.
Esq $5,000 from Hon. D. D. Stewart of South
Alwrites from Newton, Hass: “I enclose
check to renew my subscription for the 42n I bars was formally accepted and will be invested for the benefit of the Girls’ Home. It will
year. We have been so long awuy from Bel
t be known as the Levi M. Stewart Fund.” The
fast that we have lost our -ouch with
your cit'
gift was received through Mrs. J. W Manson
in a great measure. Although the names o
of Pittsfield, one of thy directors of the soyour business men are
new to

they squirm!*

wa* seen

e

boys,

did you

--6

TImE.II. C. seminary clewed last Friday for I
the Easier vacation, end most of the students
left Friday night and Saturday morning to
spend the vacation at their homes.

Thureda; r

■oraiac. and joined in the feathered chorus.
The teleph ooa number of Dr. E. D.
Tapley1
hospital has boon chanted from 42-3 to 4,
private lino.

CARD OF THANKS.

Caution Notice

|

6AKEMAN-DYER.

RAISE CORN I
AT 12CA BUSHEL

I

This is what Mr. L. S. White of Connecticut did in
The Coe-Mortimer $500.00 Corn Contest in 1911.
You remember that the competition was for the
most profitable acre of corn raised in New England.
You probably remember also that The Coe-Mortimer
Company had nothing to do with the judging or with
the awarding of the prize.
This was all done by a disinterested committee from the Massachusetts Corn Show,
and the records were approved by The Director of The
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station.
It cost Mr. White, just $42.50 to raise his corn.

j
i

'•

(Official figures.)
The committee valued the 7733.9

I

pounds

of stover

The difference between $42.50 and $30.93 is $11.57;
and this is what it cost Mr. White for the 97.9 Bushels
of Shelled Corn (12'
moisture) raised on his acre.

(Official figures.)
Figure it out for yourself: 97.9 Bushels of Shelled
Corn cost $11.57—One Bushel cost ll8io cents; or in

\

Genealogy Embracing Several

round numbers 12 cents per Bushel.

neer

jFrom

tbe

of the

I

Pio-1

Families.
Portland Argus.]

The pioneer of earlier days, like the
emigrant of the present, seldom went
out singly and alone to their place of
destination. Family joined with family
and from the west to the east they ve
tured forth to found a new settlement,
hoping to better their conditions. And
so, in company with Timothy Blake, his
friends and neighbors joined in the pilgrimage to the ■•eastward,” as it was
>-

It is said that ‘‘there is nothunder the sun,” but in addition
to much that has been published, which
follows, there are also stmie facts, per-;
haps not universally known. A previous
paper introduced Timothy Blake and ;
family—and this imperfect sketch will
be regarding his neighbors, at Georgetown, and the territory now of Woolwich. Many of these families came
from Exeter, N. H., and from the towns
in the vicinity—and so when Blake left
Sagadahoc region for the Penobscot—
! representatives of the Webster, Bakeman, Smart, Stinson and Dyer families
The Websters and Blakes
went also.
l allied by marriage, as well as the Stinsons and Dyers later.
In 1638 Edward Bakeman and John
j Brown staked out claims at Woolwich
and built log houses on land purchased
! from from Robin Hood, but it is not
| shown that John Bakeman who, more
than a century later, came from Holconnection therewith. His
[! land, had anyassert
him to have been redescendants
lated to the father of Pres. Van Buren.
j The record of his marriage Feb. 9, 1760,
termed.

ing

new

i
4

The Range that

A Glenwood Coal or Gas
Itange for cooking, and a
Glen wood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for heating
means

Mitchell

f Frank Coe Fertilizers

ter, a Baptist minister, farmer and
lumberman, res. Etna
4.
Henry b. Aug. 11, 1776, d. Montville, 1825, mar. Prudence, dau. Andrew
Webster and Susanna (Bakeman) Blake,
She d. Oldtown, 1859, eh.:
Hei ry, b., 1808. Castine, lost at sea.
Susan, b. 1802, Castine, m. Alexander.
Jane, b., 1806, Castine.
Matilda, b. 1810, Castine.
Prudence Augusta, t). Montville, 1812.
Ruth Hodgdon, b. Montville, 1814, m.
Michael Boyce, 1. Oldtown.
Mary Elizabeth, h. Montville, 1817, m.
-Norton 1. Oldtown.
Andrew Blake, b. Montville, 1819.
Charles b. Montville, 1821.
Richard Hunnewell, b. Montville, 1823.
Lucy Jane, b. Montville a few months

The Coe-Mortimer Company
City

Lippincotts.

■

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

Attorney

at Law,

NOTICE."

CARLETON DOAK
Attorney

calico that will wash.

3m51

at Law.

BELFAST, MAINE.

3.

Ruth b.-,

m.

Rev. Edward Car-

The Derby-Roosevelt

|
!
j

Hampden. They removed

to

Montville,

solid comfort and less

(3)

Nathan,

ti.

July 2, 1813,

Liuum.a,

in.

vitui

^ v.

»

wiu

town.

LAMSON
HUBBARD

m.

Simeon I.arrabee, Bel-

fast.
9.
Susan, m. Benjamin Redman, Jr.,
the parents of Ephraim Redman, who
unfortunately did not live to give further
intormation regarding tne family.
Frequent allusions tu Elisha Dyer are
found on records of Castine but the kinship to Michael has not been learned. In
1796 he mar. Sally Perkins of Castine,
b. Aug. 10, 1775, d. Aug. 1, 1852, 10 ch:
1. Mary, b. Jan. 9. 1801.
2.
Elisha, b. Aug. 26, 1802.
3.
John, b. Sept. 11, 1804.
4.
David, b. March 20, 1806.
5.
Sarah, b. Fell. 17, 1808.
6.
Rebecca, b. Aug. 20, 1809.
7Hannah, b. June 9, 1811.
8.
Phebe, b. Aug. 3), 1813.
9.
Robert, b. Nov. 19, 1815.
10.
Elizabeth, b, July 25, 1818
lu 1847 David Dyer was at Castine.
Had children Anna, b. Dec. 13, 1815.
Hannah, b. April 7, 1M8. David, b. July
13, 1820. Jesse, b. April 10, 1822, d.
Dec. 31, 1840.
Among other Dyers, as early settlers,
was
a family who were in
Harpswell
1752, first name not given.
n __:

HATS

for all occasions

fast.
(8) Sarah*

n

For sale by

For Sale
\One

j dences
112
I

the finest

of

resi-

Belfast—containing

in

rooms

and

a

bath.

and cold water in six

Hot

sleeping

i

Excellent closet and

rooms.

storage accommodations. Fine
stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.

For other

to

Thompson.

GOODS

Always Bought

BROOKS, MAINE.

I

have decided to close out the
stock of goods now in my
store with a view to change of
business.
Special sales made

I

Locomotive.

England's most powerful locomotive is
shown in an illustration in the April Popular Mechanics Magazine. It is spoken
of in England as“an elephant of the railroads,” as "an enormous unique engine,” and as “the latest gigantic locomotive.” "This elephant of the railroads is remakable in many ways,” says
one writer. “The usual outside cylinders
have given place to inside cylinders, which
are no less than 21 1-2 in. in diameter
and of the exceptional length of 17 ft. 3
in.
The engine and tender, in working
order, weigh 122 tons.

\
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['•unity, on the 8th day of April, a I* 1*J13.
•
ten of
the clock before noon, and show
of said
•aiise, if anythey have, why the pray<
petitioner should not be granted.
WILLI \ M M WARRKN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A KTiit'K M
Lkonahil Register.

\lf Ai.lH) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Pel
Yt
last, on the 11th day "t March, 013.
Kmity llyams, executrix ot the will ot Arnold
Harris, late of Belfast, in said County, deoeaseu, having presented her first account as execu
lri\ of said

estate

for allowance.

that all persons interested may attend hi a
Piobate Court. to be heal at Belfast, on tin 8th
day of April next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
bt allowed
W 11.1.1AM M. WAlUtlN, Judge.
A true copy
ttesl:
A itTtirk \V
Leonard, Register.
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For Infants

England's “Gigantic”
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A true copy
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leave}, late .*| >v- p
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he grained.
\\ 1 1.1,1a M »i, WAliUKN, -In lj
A true copy. Attest :
A liTHl' I.* W. 1.I.MN \Kl*.
gts'.er.
ind

Ordered, ‘that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The lb-publican Journal
a
newspaper publish 0 in Bellast, m said Coun-

William and George Dyer
soldiers at Ft. Pownal, a petition
(from Mass, archieves) dated Jan. 3,
1762.
Many are found scattered through the
different towns in Hancock Co., who
cleariy trace their descent to the Cape
c. T. B.
Elizabeth family of Dyers.
Portland, March 11, 1913.
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Probate t‘out t. held at Belfast wit Inn ami
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nay lie determined by the Judge ot Probate.

Anthony,
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eltast. within amt
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March, a. 1>. 1913.
1.1*11 I. M<>RsK, executor ot the la-t will oi
William II
l.owell. fate of Liberty, in saio
bounty ot w ai'lo. deceased, bavin.1 pie*en ed a
•etit'on praying loi distribntio;; among t In-persons whose names are given in
'aid ptLli.uiof
[In* said estate in Ins hands.
ni'er- d, that the said petitioner give notice to
ill pr rsons interested hv c using a copy of Hus
>rder to be published three w-eks sucee"ive \ in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
!
it Belfast, that tliey u
appeal a’ :> 1 *i <i -:i
ourt.toh- held ..t Bel..i>t, \\ nhui and tor said ]
Anility, on the 8th nay ot April, A. D. 1913, I
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The Kind You Have
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DWIGHT P. PALMER.

Jesse Holbrook and Ruth Dyer.
Dee. 10, 1772, Anthony Dyer and Susannah Kent, both of Fox Islands.
San e place, Sept. 14, 1773, Benjamin
Dyer and Ruth Eames.

|

a
lor

••

(6) Joanna, b. Jan. 1818, m. Edmund
P. Brown, Belfast. She d. there 1810.
Observe Neal Dow Birthday.
(7) Abial R., b. Jan. 3, 1820, m. (1)
Sophronia Ripley, in. (2) Julia Ripley, 1.
Augusta, Me., March 19. Under the
Iowa.
(8) Albion K., b. Mar. 28, 1S22, in, direction of Mrs. Joseph Larrabee, memof tlie W.
T. U. this afternoon
bers
1
son.
June 28, 1846, Elizabeth Brown,
(9) David, b. Mar. 29, 1827, d. Cal. i observe 1 the birthday of Neal Dow.
unm.
| There v as an original poem by Mrs. Larrabee, readings by Miss Addie Brooks,
7.
Redman, had 5 ch:
David, m.
(1) Ephraim, m.-Redman and had Mrs. Blanche Friend, Mrs. 'Burner and
Miss T leresa Gormley and rocitatons by
a son, Benjamin, I. Cape Rozier.
Miss Lilia Hammond of Winthrop,
(2) Michael, d. New Orleans.
(3) Mary, m. David Dunbar.
ARE YOU CONSTiPATED?
(4) A dau. m.-Downes. Bangor.
If so get a box of Dr. King’s New Life
(5) David, Jr., m. 1. Cape Rozier. had
son John.
Pills, take them regularly and your trouble]
8. John, m. Betsey, dau. of Jacob wid
quickly disappear. They will stimulate j
will
tiled
of
1851,
Ames,
Cape Rozier,
the liver, improve your digestion and get rid
wife surviving, 8 ch:
I of all the poisons from your system. They
(1) Preston, d. New Orleans, unm.
! will surely get you well again. 25c at all ;
(2) John, lost at sea.
(3) Charles F., m. Lavina Merithrew drugg sts.
of Isle au Haut, 1. Cape Rozier.
(4) Edward was a seaman, d. at Belfast by a fall from aloft.
(5) Jane, m. John B. Redman, 1. d.
AND
Belfast.
(6) Esther, m. Stillman Webster, 1.
Waldo.
(7) Elizabeth, m. Benj. Brown, Belr

not ate t 01.11, ]),
the County a V,
March. A. |>. lt*n
SAM vttl
Assets December 31, 1912.
I'rtn -t I> Cimi.
Mortgage loans..* 582.000 00 M ile ol Wadun^lot is
stocks and bonos. 5,320,830 00
t on prayinj: loi a If n
Jash in office and bank.
485 200 40
public or pnvate [■
Agents’ balances.. 570,375 51 -»•» died in said pet it m
Ordered. Ttiat tlit* sat ; h
Interest and rents..
30.175 93
all pei -oiis intercut.-d *,
oidci to he puhli-l \ \
Gross assets. $6,988,581 84
hi 'I lie lh publican .I.
Deduct items not admitted.
7.192 68
lislied at In ila-t. tliat
aic
out t. to he lit h
Admitted assets.$6,981,389 16 I said County, on tin si
1 PI3, at ten <•! tin en.cKi
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
cause. if any they haw
Net unpaid losses.$ 241.190 27
\
petitioner sln.in.i not
WU.I.lAM 't
Unearned premiums.
2,969,429 70
A true copy. Attest
All other liabilities.
88
106,376
A KTHI I! U
Uash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,664,392 31
At a IT* bate Court :
for the Coiiin\ ot \'
Total liabilities and surplus.$6,981,389 16
March. A. 1). 1 y 13.
JAMES P ATT EE & SON, Agents,
INC U A II
3wl3
Belfast, Maine.
«.
\JT will td Susan
said County ot W a Id
seated a pet t i"! pi
piivat*- sab* and con\
said deceased di sci
At

PANY OF NEW YORK
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One prominent farmer, speaking of the price
paid for potatoes hanging around the dollar
mark, was heard to remark that he would have
been better otf, financially, not to have planted
a potato last year, us it was really a losing
business, with the high price of wages, fertilizer, spray ng, etc., to raise potatoes unltss
more than $1 per barrel could be received.—

Al

»

^

PROBATE NOTICES.

Nancy

Ti

~

\0J

fuel.

NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COM-

Wedding.

on

She d. Sept.
where he d. Oct. 13, 1847.
I
Mure eggs, better fowls on less feed guar28, 1863. Cm:
anteed when Pratts Poultry Regulator is used.
(1) Ruth, b. Sept. 1, 1809, m. Oliver It regulates digestion
and prevents disease,
Bickmore, Oldtown.
Pratts Poultry Book, worth dollars, free.
(2) Nathaniel, b. Feb. 12, 1811, d.
Oct. 10, 1837, unm.
Potatoes at $1 Don't Pay.
m.
He was a promiClark of Montville,
A dau.
nent citizen and both died there.
Esther, young lady of gteat promise
died.
The son John Knowles True mar.
and removed to Iowa.
(4) David M., d. v.

I

Trussell, Belfast

April 4th of Miss Ethel
Roosevelt, daughter of Colonel and Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt, to Dr. Richard D
by of New York will take place in Christ
Episcopal Church, Oyster Bay, and tie
followed by a breakfast for a large company, several hundred in number, at
Sagamore Hill. Wbile the list of tier
attendants has not been completed by
Miss Roosevelt, it is said that one of
them will be
Miss Cornelia Landon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H.
Landon. Roger A. Derby, Dr. Derby’s
Archie
brother, will be best man.
Roosevelt, a brother of the bride-elect;
Nelson F. Bossert of Boston, James L
Derby, another brother of the bridegroom-elect; John C. Waterbury, Ed- i
mund P. Rogers, Dr. Henry James of
New York will be the ushers. The bridal
couple will sail for Europe the day after
the wedding.
The wedding

after her father’s death.
5 Hannah, m. Norton, 1. Palermo,
and d. there.
6.
Esther, m. Nathaniel Pierce of

—

^ ^

Makes Cooking Easy” Z

Ij

; Robert and Catharine Smart of Bruns.
i wick, gives his residence as Harpswell.
The Smarts came from Exeter, N. H.,
STANDARD FOR OVER FiFTY-F/VE YEARS
1913
1857
i
amt after his death (about 1770) his
j widow, sons and daughters went to BanWill help you to equal this record. Perhaps you can beat it.
!
gor, where they took an active part in
Next week we shall tell you some facts about corn crops in 1912
j
[ the early settlement there.
that will surprise you.
On a high hill near Goose Fall stream
!
Meanwhile you ought to be reading our fertilizer booklets and planon Cape Rozier, John Bakeman erected
ning for a better corn crop thir year.
his house and later mills for lumber and
Write for our literature promptly and don ’t forget to ask for a copy of
I
grain, which July 3, 1787, he deeded to
Whittier’s '* Corn Song” set to music. It will please the boys and girls.
his eldest son John, Jr.
During the Revolutionary war he left
his home and came to Bath, where he
engaged in the salt business—manufacNew York
51
turing from sea water at New Meadows.
I After peace was declared he again re; turned to Cape Rozier, to find his house
literally vanished from the face of the
| earth. Not a vestige remained—as the
NEEDED EXPLAINING.
Lifted from
i British h^s transported it across the bay
Supper was in progress, and the father to the present
village of Castine, where
was telling about a row which took place
it was erected for use of one of the
AMICABLE ALICE.
in front of his store that morning: “The
; officers.
1
Alice: “Papa, it’s going to snow.”
first thing I saw was one man deal the
June 4, 1790, he made his will, in which
Papa (who is busy): “Well, let it other a sounding blow, and then a crowd
he mentioned his wife Christiana, and
snow.”
I
The man who was struck ran
gathered.
children Susanna, Sarah, Christian, John
Alice: “1 was going to, Papa.”
j and grabbed a large shovel he had been j and Francis Evans, and in 1800 this will
using on the street, and rushed back, his l was
probated. He died at Cape Rozier
SENSIBLE ADVICE.
I eyes blazing fiercely.
I thought he’d
Oct. 29, 1800, and the
Bill: “What are you carrying a cane surely knock the other man’s brains out, j (now Brooksville)
statement was marie that he was sevenI and 1
for?”
in
between
them.”
stepped right
His wife. Chrisof age.
Jim: “I’m having a deuce of a time
The young son of the family had be- ty-four years
tiana Smart—died Aug. 4, 1818. The
with water or the knee.”
come sc hugely interested in the narrahouse now
on Cape Rozier near
Bill:
“Why don’t you try wearing tive as it proceeded that he had stopped the site ofstanding
the one erected by John
eating his pudding. So proud was he of Bakeman, is called “The Bakeman
pumps?”
1 his father’s
valor, his eyes fairly shone,
house,” and was built by his son, end
SPEAKS FOB ITSELF.
and he cried:
furnishes a fine example of old time
“He couldn’t knock any brains out of
When you see a man and a woman
architecture, although now occupied dursitting together in the theatre, solemnly you, could he, father?’’
ing the summer season by strangers—
Father
earnlooked
at
him
and
long
reading the jokes on the programme befor the location and the scenery on this
tween the acts, you don’t have to be a estly, but the lad’s countenance was
point of land is something never to be
frank
and
arema-ried.
open.
to
know
mind-reader
they
the road from
Father gasped slightly, and resumed forgotten; although by
West Brooksville it seems almost inachis supper.—March Lippincott’s.
NEEDED TO BE EXPLAINED.
cessible on account of the steep, dangerMrs. Hennessey, who was a late arous hills. It is the custom for the tourist
rival in the neighborhood, was entertainto leave the buckboard or carriage, at
THE CAUSE OF F1KEUMATISM
ing a neighbor one afternoon, when the
Stomach trouble, lazy liver ar d deranged the summit of some of the steepest and
latter inquired:
are the cause of rheumatism.
Get go down afoot.
“An' what does vour old man do, Mrs. kidneys
Asking the driver, why he came over
and bowels in
stomach,
liver,
your
kidneys
Hennessey?”
circuitous way, he
healthy condition by taking Electric Bitters, such a dangerous,
“Sure, he’s a di’mond-cutter.”
answered “they laid out this road, by
mant* 11.
I e non
and you will not be troubled with the pains of
old sheep paths.”
“Yis; he cuts th’ grass off lh’ baseball rheumatism. Charles B. Allen, a school prin- following
are the gnarled apple trees of
Nearby
grounds.”
of
Ga
who suffered indescrib- the old
Sylvania,
cipal
orchard, and among them, one is
able torture from rheun atism.livt ane stomach pointed our as having been brought (the
TOO MUCH FOR THE ENGLISHMAN.
trouble and diseased kidneys, writes:
“Ail seed) by Mr. Bakeman when lie returned
A professor from Iowa Went to Eng- rcmorliac f-.iilti/t until 1 near! riodtrii'
from a visit to the home-land, Holland.
land last summer, and was introduced to
The sot. Francis Evans was an incurbut four bottles of this wonderful remedy
a professor from one of the English uniporator ot Castine, 1795, married and
He welcomed the Ameri- cured me completely." M the your rheuma- had
versities.
children. Ti e daughter, Susanna,
can, and said, "I met one of your col- tic pains come from str reach, liver ar d kidney married Andrew Webster Blake, as statanother
We
had
troubles.
Electric
Bitters
will
last
summer.
give you ed in tiie Blake record, and John Bakeleagues
professor from Ohio here to visit us.”
prompt relief. 50c and $1.00. If commended man, Jr., who married Sarah Young,
"But I am frjm Iowa.”
had a daughter Nancy who also married
by all druggists.
‘‘Iowa, indeed. How very interesting!
an Andrew
The deWebster Blake.
1 am sure the other gentleman called it
scendants say that this Andrew W.
CHANCES IN SOI 111 STREET, N. \.
Ohio.”,
Blake's father was Daniel, while others
No
assert that he was Andrew W., Jr.
The South street element has changed
THE AGE OF ELIZABETH.
records in prouf. As the latter was born
to a great extent in the past quarter of
Nov. 24, 1789, and the former in 1802,
The class in English hist.ry was in a
century, at that time its offices were they cannot be one and the same.
session, and the professor was telling of
with
of
vessel
occupied
importers
sugar,
As early as 1072, William, Johr, and
the impressionable ag- at the time of owners and
ship brokers, while the stores Christopher Dyer were living at Sheepthe Elizabethan era. After speaking for were devoted in
instance to
nearly
every
scot, and the next century brought many
he turned
some minutes on the subjee
ship chandlery and other necessary sup- of that name, in this direction, who loto one of the young men and asked.
for shipping.
The street also had
plies
cated in Kittery, Biddeford, Cape Eliza“How old was Elizabeth, Mr. Holmes?” its full
quota of mates, seamen, riggers beth, and from the last named town,
The young man wore a far-away ex- and
husky longshoremen. Today the scattered to different parts of Maine.
pression.
street is given over to notion stores to a
“Eighteen, on her last birthday, sir,” great extent and several of the corner So far, no connection has been made between these and Michiel Dyer, who with
came the reply.
i stores which reaped a harvest from the his wife Jane and
daughter Isabella joinsailors and the trade which the sailing
ed the party leaving Woolwich for CasA CLEVER BABY.
! vessel brought, are vacant. Of the ele- tine. As
the family of Michael Dyer be“1 have met many proud mothers,” 1 ment now on the street there are a large came allied
through marriage, with the
says a Roch- ster physician, "but no ma- number of lusty young Scandinavian sail- l Stinsons and Redmans, it was thought a
ternal pride eclipses that of a young ors, many of whom seem to be in a clue
obtained from them.
Albe
might
chronic state of noisy and swaggering
woman to whose baby I have given some
ter a search all over Lincoln, Hancock
intoxication.
The
colored
man
has re- and Waldo counties it was
attention.
j
suggested
“3ue day she was pointing out to me placed the longshoreman and they up- I that Mr.
Ephraim Redman of Portland
the superlative excellences of her off- j parently do not indulge in intoxicants
might know some of the name, and he
:
spring, its intelligence, cleverness, etc., and do not support the saloon to the ex- able to assist in clearing up the doubts
i tent of their white brother, but the few
when she wound up with this:
and discrepancies.
This aged and in“See, Doctor, watch now, as I take that do make up in noise for the absteini- telligent gentleman, who passed away at
Do observe how in- \ ousness of co-workers. There are a few his home on Brackett
him in my arms.
street, June 4,
familiar signs along the street. Among
telligently he oreathes!”
with faculties unimpaired with the
! them are Swan & Son, Degraw, Aymar 1912,
was
born at Cape
of
hearing,
exception
SERIOUS LOSS.
! & Co., Endicor.t, Hammond Co., Bleeck- Rozier,
May 3, 1825, and was found to he
er & Co. ami the Weiss, who supplied the
the grandson of Michael and Jane Dyer.
On the third day of his aunt Jane’s I
!
of the Black Ball, Tapscott,
Much of the following record would
visit to the city, Motorton took her for a sailing ships
Grinnell
Minturn
and
Dunham
Marshall,
j
have been more fully completed, had
ride in his high-power runabout. They
with
tobacco.
boards
ships
Many
sign
further interviews with him, been poshad proceeded only a mile cr so when
have passed away as well as the men
sible.
"Darn the luck!” exclaimed Motorton.
I whose names they bore.
the
Among
said
What’s
The census of 1790 reports "Michael
“Goodness'”
wrong?”
new men just inside the
quarter century
of Penobscot—1 male over 16, 3
mark are the Durkees and Geo. M. Anteri Dyer
under 16, 6 females”—Nine children
‘‘Engine’s missing,” tersely replied who furnish the
yachting fleet with sup- have proved this to be correct: Isabella;
Motorton.
“I do plies. T; e latter is a hustling young a daughter, name not authoritatively
“Dear me!” said Aunt Jai e.
man. who SPrvpH his aimrontinoehin mith
known; Ruth, Hannah, Susan, Henry,
hope it’s been found by an honest per- the late
Capt, Harry Stanwood. The David, John. Michael’s estate was
son.
Where do you suppose we dropped
adwater front shows the dearth of sailing
ministered on by his widow Jane, who
it?”
vessels, scows, barges, and the local filed her account Oct.
27, 1807, and acsteamers, with those of the Munson,
LOYAL.
to Mr. Redman, she lived until
Ward and United Fruit Co.’te lines hav- cording
about
1834 or 1835.
He thinks he was a
Sister Kittie’s home from college with a host
ing replaced the ships, barks and schoon- mu oi eigni or len years, wnen wora was
of modern kinks
ers, which formerly sent their jibbooms
food
one
and
of
sanitation,
the
Sunday morning that
In
hygienics,
way
across the street.
The Nautical Gazette. brought
drinks.
“Grandmother had been found dead in
she
Proteids and carbohydrates
combines exher bed.” Her age, he thinks, was 84,
actly right
and she was buried on the farm burying
For the strictly balanced ration she identifies
ground of her son John, at whose home
at sight.
she died.
To learn her name before
She knows all about digestion, what is best for
marriage has not vet been possible, or
us to eat,
the
and
ancestry of Michael, although Mr.
Wht.t we need for body-building, growth
Redman recollected an intimacy between
force, repair and heat;
And the dinner-table’s lovely when my sister
them, and the Goldthwaites who visited
has it set;
there.
But we haven’t lost our confidence in Mother’s
BELFAST, MAINE.
Reference to the Goldthwaite Genealocooking yet!
Practice in all Courts.
Probate practice gy shows that Joseph and Abigail Dyer
of
Biddeford (he a son of William of
BENEDICT.
a
2tf
BICKERINGS OF BARNABAS
spec alty.
Kittery), had a daughter Abigail, bapto
is
due
his
man’s
a
awakening
Many
tized Jan. 16, 1743-4, died Feb. 22, 1832,
wife’s dream of a bonnet.
who became the second wife of Philip
can reform a
she
thinks
woman
Any
Goldthwaite,• and went to Woolwich to
to
it
comes
when
but
re-forming
man,
live on the farm of Philip’s brother,
herself she employs a dressmaker.
Guaranteed work In Chirjrody, Manicur- Joseph.
Perhaps you have noticed that when a
1. Isabella, the eldest of Michael
woman says, “There’s no use talking,”
ing. Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a Dyer’s ch., was b. Woolwich, 1769, mar.
she keeps right on talking just the same. full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
my John, son of Thomas Stinson, who formA woman is so used to pinning things parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
ed a part of the emigration. After her
a
man
understand
can’t
she
that
why
marriage she lived at Deer Isle, and
t*23
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
should m ake so much fuss about a missdied there Dec. 18, 1837. Her three
autton.
ing
daughters became Mrs. James Joyce,
Samson was subdued by a woman cutMrs. Ebenezer Joyce, and Mrs. Alexandting his hair, but the woman of today
er
Staples, (afterward Mrs. Joseph
subcues a man by pulling his hair out by
Small,) all of Swan’s Island, Hancock
the 'roots.
Sons were John, Thomas, David,
Co.
My son, take my advice and marry a
George W.
to
assistance
some
of
be
will
girl who
The next daughter’s name not learned
Office Comer of Main and High,
a piece of
you. In other words, get
—mar. a Mr. Trundy of Deer Isle.

Chambers Street,

1

If Tfou Didn't Start Right

every

day.

Unpaid
over

to

SS.—In Court of

Probate, held at Bel
March. 1913. 8

the 11th day of
fast,
WALDO
Merrithew, administrator
on

B

on

the estate of

late of Mockton Springs, in
be turned d’eoige C. Nealley,
said County, deceased, having presented his final
of said estate for
ot
administration
attorney without account

bills will
my

|

At .i Probate Court held at Belfast, wit Inn and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March, a. D 1913.
,4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A "id ami testament ••! Frai ees F Frost,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented lor probate.
Olden d. That notice be given to alt persons interested by causing a copy of this order to to*
published "three weeks successively in The Be
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
rebate Court, to be held at
may appear at a
Bcl’iasi, within and for said County, on the secof the
next, at ten
ond Tuesday of April
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
WILMAM M. WARRKN Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
authuk W. Leonard, Register.

further notice.

Marcellus J. Dow.

allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of April next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed

WILLIAM M. WAKliEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Keglster.
p
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"County Correspondence.
[Deferred.]

*CLP;*l t,

prackett quite sick with tonsnd Mrs. W. A. Hall of Belfast
last week-Mrs. Myra
v05 here
p.t to her home in Knox last
u
ff'
Whitten and son are
v,s Martin
;r Portland and Augustapreparing to build a stable
here are several cases of grip

^

R*v

;1
*■

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERERS

ferry.

,nks and Miss Faustina HardHoston to visit relatives....
visited relatives in BucksMr. and Mrs. Charles Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
;ril
Mrs. Clifton Coggins of
her brother, Ferdinand
week... Wilbur Ridley of

»i\T

;Ieeed

slight shock last

a
ms

i.

Sunday,

over

and

trict

Mayo
ville bpgin April

writing_Mrs. Charles
working for Mrs. Ethel

14th.

annual meeting, held March It th, the
following municipal officers were elected for
the ensuing year. Al! but four, clerk and modAt the

erator,

There
; for

visited friends and rela*
Mr. Charles Fogg
k.
He
-uIt of two shocks.
y
with his sister,
me
I lie Grange Circle had
■

Tuesday evening.
Miss Doris Mcpart of the week with

v.rice

Fogg

were

was no

nominated

bought

Stratton

or

caucus.

to

1

town

agent, Seth 1>. Conant ...Twenty-eight
members of Appleton I. O. O. F. lodge visited
Warren lodge Saturday night, March 8th. A

is

I

sore

25c and 50c

i

everywhere

!

LS.
JOHNSON
CO.

I&

Boston,
Mass.

THE

Columbian National
Writes

pair

a

report of the March term of
Probate Court, Judge William M. Warren of
Bangor, presiding:
Petitions for probate of will were presented
in estates of Martha A Parkman, late of
Unity; Rachael A. Thompson, late of Searsrmint; Frances E Frost. late of Belfast; Washington R Peavey, late of Svvanviile; Etta J
Webb, late of Swanvi U<; Augustus Carll, late
of Unity; Margaret A. Frost, late of Belfast.
Notices of appointment were prese ted in
estates of Joshua T. Sprowl, late of M »ntvilh ;
Richard H. Moody, late of Belfast; Catharine
McCormick, late of Winterport.
Petitions for distribution were presented :n
estates of Henry B Smith, late of J roy; Wm.
is

a

More Accident and Heaih
Insurance in Maine

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.

of

COURT.

coughs,

throat, colic,
cuts, burns and bruises.

D„lf.._i

of horses last week of Dell
Albion-Elmer Palmer has
bought the Fred Allen wood lot of John Bean
and is cuiting and hauling the lumber to the
saw mill-Solamon Palmer has been sick the
past week with the grip.
ler

Following

W. A. Waterman
B. J. Ness for clerk: Mod-

opposition

moderator,

citizens

at a

erator, W. A Waterman; town clerk, B. J.
Ness; selectmen, assessors and overseers of
the poor, George W. Gushee, Aibc-rt li. Moody
; F L. Waterman; member of school committee
for three years, Almond A. Rowell; road commissioners, Willard Sherman, F.dwin S. Jacobs
and Ormand S. Keene; auditor, V. O. Keller;

...

Mr. Ambrose

O

APPLETON

Sunday-Martin
Harry Wyman last

to

w

V

with his gasolene engine, assisted by
Goodwin, Melvin Rogers and J. W.
Wentworth, made a bee and sawed up Eugene
Adam’s woodpile last Wednesday ...John Ful-

PROBATE

s

It alleviates

colds,

was at

pti

Freedom to work for
I hn Taylor of Freedom
vimg the wood in this
m
of Knox visited his

Used 102 years for internal and external ills.

town

Bennett

erson

.utter

W act

dis- J Allen

tendent and Doris Nickerson teacher in

while.

v

T.

Saturday evening.Mrs. E. L
Ivory White’s in Morrill a part
of last week-John F. Carll and family have
moved back from Fairfield.George L. Edin

No. 7, Nellie Rose in No. 3, Gussie Nickin No. 8.
No teacher as yet* for 1 and 2.
There are to be new seats in No. 1 and 2....
NTV1LLE.
; Charles Webb has a boy on trial, and Frank
who has been visiting in
Stevens has also taken a boy... Mr. Joseph
eturned home-Mr. and Henry Cooley of Lincolnville is visiting his j
been quite sick the past
I brother, David Moody... Mr. and Mrs. Rufus I
Mrs. Effie Perry is
are in Belfast-The schools in Swan- !
down

;-e

W

munds

husband and daughter,

er

Snnrlou

Sciatica.

j

LINIMENT

..

airu.

uaugnier,

ANODYNE

parents, Mr. and Mrs T. S. Erskine_
Mr. Will Wentworth visited his mother, Mrs.
Tasker, last week-Mrs. Clifton Morse is
caring fur Mrs. Nathan Davis of Knox, who
has an infant son.... Maple trees are
being
tapi ed to quite an extent.Miss Susie Bachelder of Mars Hill is stopping with her brother, Lewis Bachelder .Miss Maria Rowell
of Waterville is visiting her old home....
Miss Ethel W’hite was at home from Unity
last Sunday.Elisha Gordon of Dracut,
Mass., and Warren Gordon of Thorndike
were
recent guests
of their brother. M.
C. Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. James Doyle of
Searsmont and Mrs. Pamela Jewett of Skowhegan were guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Luce Monday-Howard Luce is at Clifford
Randall's for a time-Mrs. A. D. Baker and
Miss Helen of Liberty were at their old home

..

STATEMENT

FINANCIAL

“Our Personal Guarantee
to all Skin Sufferers”

S. Decatur Gray, the oldest man in
West Brooksville, and holder of the Boston Post cane, died March 18th, aged 9j
He had long been
years and 9 months.
one of the
leading citizens of Brooksville, and as one of the the oldest citizens
of the town remarked, he will be missed
more, especially at town meetings, than
any other man in the town. He had represented his class in the legislature, had
served repeatedly in years past as superintendent of schools, and held many other
positions of trust in town affairs. He
was one of the finest
type of old-school
gentlemen and good citizens. He leaves
a widow; tw-o
sons—Capt. Alvarado and
Jesse Giay- and several daughters.

WM. O. POOR * SON, DRUGGI5TS,
been
—hav©
some time,

business In this town bottle will cost vou nothing. You alone
0 8
and we ate looking to to judge.
*‘y always advising our
Again and again we have seen how a
DatroniP
11 t ons wlri
XigLu.
few drop* of this simple wash applied
bo when we tell you that we have
the skin, takes away the itch, infound the eczema remedy and that wo s antly. And the cures all seem to be
stand buck of it with the manufacturer's!
naiu-rA.
ironclad guarantee backed by ourselvey
L>. D. Prescription made by the
you can depend upon it that we give c »•! 'D
1
Laboratories of Chicago, is
advice not in order to pr-ll n few bottl
c imposed
or' thymol, riverine, oil of
of medicine to skin svrfercrs, but b?- wint.-rgreen an*l other i ••.ding, soothing,
cause
we
know how it will help oav j '. "ding ingredients.
And if you
are
business if we help o :r pairor.-..
just crazy with itch, y u
will
feel
TVe keep in stock and sell, all the well
1absolutely
known skin remedies.
But »e will soi.h
tPiP tK moment jou a 'plied
tins:
If you are suffer.mr from an'v
V,' L', L' 1
kind of skin trouble, eczema, nsnrlas'i
A"
.A"
r5.®a®,fast 'rlende of more
rash or tetter, we want von to try a full Pa:1 ,one family by reonnunendins this
a
*' "» Bim> rer here and
size bottle of D.
D. D. Prescription
'I'"'*"15
And, if it does not do the work, this t,‘ep aml 'Vp Wi nt v '•' try it now

for

'e

A111",1

on our

positive no-pay tuarantee.

~
-*

•*>-.

\

Mrs. Mary Williams died in China
March 18th, aged 95 years. Nearly her
entire life was passed in Illinois, and she
was twice married.
Her first husband
was
Adolphus Goodale, two children
born
to
being
them—C. C. Goodale of
Nebraska anti Mrs. George Gillman of
China, Me. After Mr. Goodale's death
in 1853 she married Lewis Williams, and
they bad three children \T «rv nnw Huceased: Mrs. Rose Duckworth of Wyoming, 111., and George also of Illinois.
At. the death of her second husband, 10
years ago, she came to Maine.
—

The Columbian National Life Insurance Co.
For Year ending October 31, 1912.
:adm»tted assets
Bonds and Stocks, market value. $4,035,967
Mortgages on Real Estate
1.759.894
Loans to Policyholders t Policies
held as collateral). 1,014.570
Real Estate
637,260
Cash

:n

hanks and

hand

on

CO
53
68
83

247,624 58

Premium notes and premiums in
process of collection (net)
Accrued Interest

Cap* Archie V. Hutchinson

of Brooksdied March 10th, after a painful
illness of tuberculosis of the bowels.
The funeral was held at the Methodist
Rev. Mr. Atkins, of West
chape

yille

Brooksvilie, officiating. Interment .vas
the Baptist cemetery, Brooksvilie.
Capr. Hutchinson leaves a widow, whom
at

384,267 22
71,363 63

he

Tried hut a short time ago; also an
and mother.
He was a
member of iv.gemoggm court, 1. O. F.;
also of id.irhorside grange, P. oi li.
m

aged father
$8 153,948 47
LIABILITIES

Policy Reserve.$0,604,702
other
Liabilities, including
Claims in process of adjustn nr;
Premiums and interest paid n
advarc-; Bills awaiting presen-

92

All

Mr. Huwin P. Getcla-ll. the blacksmith
Troy Centre, died March 18th at the
horn, oi Mrs. Fmma liersoy, after a
very brief illne.-.s of pm umonia.
His
age was about (>(i years. One brother,
Daniel Getchell <4 Unity, survives. The
funeral was held at the home of Mrs.
Hersey, Friday, attended by Rev. James
Ainslie of Unity, and the interment was
in Unity.
at

tation for payment; Reserve for
large delegation was present from Mt. Battie H. Lowell, late of Liberty.
Accrued Premium Taxes; Divilodge, Camden, the degree staff of Camden j Petitions for license to sell real estate were
dends to pc licyholders, etc.
conferring the first degree on candidates
presented in estates of R Iph E. Dyer and
210,247 74 |
; Knowles, of Presque
Mr. and Mrs. David Goodspeed are here from others of Burnnam; Ernest I). Grinned, et als,
Surplus as regards Policyholders
M. S. Stiles Sunday.
of Atalia, Wash.; Susan M. Gilchrest, late ui
Massachusetts, guests of David Cummings
[including Capital St-ck $1,000.] at his old home (now
000 00]
Mrs. V. O. Keller is at home from Searsmont, Knox.
Maria M., widow ot Dr. Benjamin Colson,
1,338,997 81
not
seen
had
he
hich
) w
died ai her home at 275 Center street, Bangor,
Accounts were presented in estates of Isaac
where she visited her daughter, Mrs Clarence
47
March
$8,153,948
14th, her death following closely that
Simmons.Arlis Palmer’s Vaudeville and S. Elliott, late of Troy, first and final; Edwin
■>f her brother, who passed av.ay at the -ame
Moving Picture Company occupied Riverside E. Wentworth, late of Waldo, final; Henry B. For the best Life, Accident and Health house only a week nr two ago. Mrs. Colson
was a daughter of Robert and
ry Cunningham visited hall Iasi week.
They were the best pictures Smith, late of Troy, first and final; Alien 1).
Lucy Clark of
Insurance communicate with
Monroe and was born >r, that town Jar 22.
od
Holmes, late of Jackson, first: Lucy J. Jack of
family last week in [ ever seen here.
1829. marrying the late Dr. Colson in 1856.
ilarriman is ill with jaunMonroe, guardian’s first and final; Mary Ann
She was a woman of most delightful
E, C, MORAN & COMPANY.
qualities
LIBERTY.
and admired by a very large circle of friends
Lufkin is the guest of
Davis, late of Searsmont, first and final; George
Knowlton left last week to visit his
George
General
Stockton
Agents,
C. Nealley, late of
Rockland, Maine. not alone in her home. but. wherever she has
Springs, final;
Applin and Mrs. W. W. ij children in Camden and Bath
.Mr. and Mrs.
lived, for her warm heart and generous dispo3wll
Arnold Harris, late of Belfast, first; Wm. H.
v
Mass.Master Robert
sition.
J. J. Walker returned last week from a sojourn
Particularly was her influence felt at
Lowell, late of Liberty, first and final.
>ks is with his sister, Mrs.
Temple Heights, where as a very active Spirit| of several weeks in Boston and New York
Petitions for administration were presented
ualist, she long maintained a summer home.
Mrs. H. M. Chase went to
Freeman Meservey has leased the barber i
Mrs. Colson is survived by a son, Josiah Colin estates of Tiue G. Trundy, late of Belfast;
Jay, to assist her daughson of Monroe; by two daughters. Miss Tamson
rooms formerly occupied by A. C. Crockett
B.
late
of
Samuel
F.
Dora
children,
Swanville;
w?hose
Thayer,
S. Colson and Mrs. Amory W.
Nvkerson,
Staples of Banand will be glad to serve all who may favor
gor; and one brother, Robert Clark of Missoula.
Clark, late of Monroe; Mary A. Nealley, late
rude and Ethelbert, and her
him with their patronage-George Stevens,
Montana.
The
funeral
was
held
from her late
Helen
late
M. Smith,
of
of Stockton Springs;
ha.-e, are ail in wu-n waun
home Mondayafternoor..—Bangor Commercial.
who suffered a shock last fall while visiting j
Stockton Springs.
Mrs. Albert Cunningham
his daughter in Brockton, Mass., had another
Petition presented for determination of
Fred Cunningham, SunA NEW Premium.
By arrangement with
6hock last Friday and his recovery is said to
amount or collateral mneritance rax was prethe publishers of McCall’s Magazine The Jourbe doubtful... W. J. Greeley and son Chester sented in estate of Arnold Harris, late of Belnal is enabled to offer at a slight advance in
were in Union last week loading a car with
.ast.
the clubbing rates an additional premium of
,-ited at Joe Littlefield’s
apples. Mr. Greeley has bought ami shipped
Petition for administration with the will
A Scientific Treatment
I
6 embroidered handkerchiefs, such as sell at
Mildred Webb was the
several carloads to western parties this year. an? eX' d allowed in estate of John Murch, late
her friend Miss Helen
j_The dramatic company of Georges River of Winterport; for administration in estates of
for The Journal and McCall's, each one year, a
nke... Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Grange went to Burkettville and Washington
F. Young, late of Lincolnville;
free McCalls’ pattern and the 6 handkerchiefs,
one
latives n Albion
day last week and presented the drama “Mrs. Benjamin
Stephen M. Shaw, late of Belfast; Frederick
and
is $2 25, to be paid in advance. The Journal
Rich and Fred Philbrick of
crowded
Yard”
to
the
of
Poultry
Briggs
Mortimer Stiner, late of Winterport.
with free
and McCall's each one

brother, Mr.
H. S. Knowles of Thornhis

v\;th
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Our community was shocked to hear
of the sudden death of Mrs. John B.
Allenwoo.i.
She had been in failing
health for some time, but was as well as
usual up to within a few days of her
death.
She leaves a husband and niece,
who did all they could for her in her sufferings. She had two sisters, Mrs. John
P. Bonnett of North Attleboro, Mass.,
and Mrs. D. J. Braley of Belmont, Me.
She was a devoted and loving wife and
mother. She had a wide circle of friends
and was loved and respected by all who
knew7 her. She never wearied of doing
for the family, who have the sympathy
of all in their bereavement.
Funeral
services wvre held March 20th, by Rev.
S. E. Frohock.—Camden Herald.
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her

If you suffer from Rheumatism and don't
read this advice, then the terrible disease must
have robbed you of your power to be fair to
yourself. Read it:
“I, John Barhorst, Justice of the Peace of
McLean Township, Ft. Loramie, Ohio, do certify that after treatment by three doctors
without result, I have been cured of a very bad
case of Rheumatism by using two bottles of
hie sister, Mrs. P. M. Ginn, RHEUM A. It is now two years since I used
the remedy, and I am still as well as ever.
Previous to using RHEUM A I was a cripple,
walking with crutches, and I feel it my duty to
let other sufferers from Rheumatism know
,1C:.1 at the Methodist church what it will do.
The result seems almost
of Mr. O. A. Ackley are miraculous to me. I have advised RHEUM A
to
at
least
a
dozen
persons, and each one
is
manifestgood interest
speaks as highly of it as I. I will answer any
haptized at the close of the one suffering from the disease if a two-cent
,ast Sunday-Mrs. A. J.
stamp is enclosed "—May 31, 1912.
You can secure a bottle of RHEUM A for
,'->n quite ill, is improving.
only 50 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.’s and they
:i is still quite ill and Mrs.
say if not as advertised, money back. It’s just
staying with her. ...Mr. I as good for Gout, Arthritis, Lumbago and

Xt/XU*

RECENT DEATHS.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Mr. Fred Stuart went to Springfield. Mass.,
last Saturday with a carload of potatoes....
Master Ernest Greeley of Freedom is
visiting
his cousin, Clarence Thompson.Mrs C.
Berry of Washington vieited her daughter,
Mrs. John Tibbetts, the past week_Mrs.
Penson Clement is spending a few days with

DOES HIS DUTY TO
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Pythian sisterhood was recently very pleasantly entertained at the home o' Mrs. 0. E. Parker, an all day session being held.
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PHLSION’S
Livery, Bearding & Transient
Is situated

Stable

Washington

I have single and
street just off Main street..
double hitches, backboards, etc Care a! drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 233-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
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VV. G. PRESTON.

|
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Nightly rehearsals are being held for the
drama, Higbee of Harvard, which will be presented in the K. of P. hall Friday evening,
March 28, by the senior class of the High
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The Journal.

I

The uia

ccnouiiiiasier, Romance or

Aroos-

took, and is “Lovingly Dedicated to ihe Many
Pupils Whom I Have Taught and Loved.” The
few pages cover a wide range
under the following divisions: Trans-

comparatively

Mrs. James F.

handkerchiefs

xr*
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FOR FLETCHER’S

Kitchen

limited his practice

has

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges
A SPECIALTY.

(PLUMBING
DRINK HABIT

be overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolute!v certain/ All dealings confidential.
DRl'G HABITS SLCCESSPVLLr
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

can

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
147 Pleasant
Portland, Maine.
Ave„

Church Street.

JOHN B. STIC KNEY j

Open

Opp Manorial building.

S

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

857

IThey
f

at all Onus.

1 HE

1

Manufactured
trill tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
at Belfast, Maine.
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country
JAt-K.-ON & HALL BELFAST Atit MTS.

COfc-MOKTI.V HR COMPANY. NbW YORK

j
{

$
j

Telephone 4216.

diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

fTOQMBINATION BARGAIN

AND KLi FACTION.
Office hours—10
7 to 8 p.

a.

m..

m.

to

12 m., 1 to 3 p.

23tf

Dr. W, C. LIBBEY.

For

DENTIST,
33 MAIN STREET,

c o n

<1-

Iri

.15!
2..00
:

Style

j

;

M-CALl'S MAGAZINE

j

Fashion Magazine
SOLVE YOUR CLOTHES PROBLEM

SIX FINE EMBROIDERED HANDKERCHIEFS

These exquisite hand embroidered effect Ladies’
Handkerchiefs are made of fine quality of Irish Shamrock Linene.
The embroidery work is exceptionally
dainty and attractive. These are of the quality that
retail for 12'/^ cents each.

the

secretary, and leave three dollars
change for a membership ticket for

in

exj

1913

i

5tf

a

liule

more

our paper for one year, all for only
than the nrice of our ranee alone

"r

OVERLAND 1910 TOURING CAR In good
condition with new top. Price reasonable
ORRIN 1. DICKEY,
Beltaot, Maine.
lltf
have been somewhat costive, but Doan’s
Regulets give just the results I desire. They
I act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly.”
—Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, Pa.

Remember, by taking advantage of the above extraordinary bargain offer, you may get the six fine handkerchiefs as well as McCall’s Magazine for one year, one

McCall Pattern and

FOR SALE

CASTORIA I

1

The

Belfast Board ol
Trade and all wishing to become member:
arc invited to call on Elon B. Cilchrest, the

‘‘I

ON 1. V

Read McCall’s

NOTICE
of

1

•

For Profit

n a u c

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furnitun
a specialty. If yoi.
have anything t<
sell drop me *
a prompt call.
receive
will
card
aud
posta
you
WALTHK H. .OOMH8,
,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

All members

•

For Pleasure

BELFAST, MAINE
e

$0.50; $3.40

McCall’s Magazine-One Year Value
6 Embroidered Handkerchiefs
Any 15-cent McCall Pattern
The Republican Journal-One Year Value

m

and tv appointment.

Telephone connection

—

Children Cry

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

may see samples of
at The Journal office

Now. doctor, should you have some good
fellow call upon you who is in doubt, you
certainly have my permission t<> show him this
letter, ami if he desires, give him my address
ami ! will gladly c rrespond with him. as there
may be many good f el lows who real ly want to I to
cured.*’ From a genuine letter among the scores
we can show you, proving absolutely that the

....

McCambridge
employment.Harry Sn^-w haB returnee
in Ver
home after spending several weeks
mont.... Mrs. John Libby has gone to Boston
where^he will be the guest of friends.The

as

Those interested

am

pleasure of readteaching
ing The Republican Journal, and I have discovered that you are what Zaeh. Chandler
called a “Literary Cuss;” therefore I send you
a
copy of my little book. With highest reYours Truly,
gards,
W. S. KnOWL TON,
“The* Old Sctioolm \ster.”
Munset, March 10, 1013
The book is a dainty lit tie volume of G5
“Modern Classics and Other
pages, entitled
Poems,” by William Smith Kriowlton, author
of

furnished

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

Hurley-Mrs. I of poetry
ents,
Albert Peirce has returned after a visit of ! lations from Classics; Applied Mythology;
several weeks with friends in Boston. Sentimental; Sonnets; Patriotic; In Ivlemoriam;
Misses Ethel and Anna Cochran are the gueste
and we should judge that the author had selected what he considered his best from a
for two weeks of Mrs, Percy Grant in Brooks,
Ralph Cook has returned to Dark Harboi large collection of verse. And his best is very
after a visit at his home here.... Mrs. Charles good. We quote the following:
TO MAJOR GENERAL H. C. MERRIAM.
Crossman and son of Fort Kent are visiting af
Of all the boys of sixty-four
the home of Mrs7 Crossman’s parents, Mr
We tread alone the sands of time.
and Mrs. Freeman Snow.J* Ed ware
Our sun is sinking low and lower.
Battles of the Westinghouse Electric Co.,
The twilight stars begin to shine.
made a week-end visit at his home here
But may your sun like Joshua’s
at
Turn back its course for many years;
John Battles is rapidly convalescing from
Aud shed its moat benignant rays
attack of scarlet fever... .Carroll Kane, wht
Undimmed by doubts, or cares or fears.
has been with the General Electric vx>. ir
The boys are with me all tonight,
returnee
Their
smiling faces still I see,
has
West Lynn for several months,
Remembrance glories in the light
ww
home....Miss Geneva Grant of Portland
Reflected from the Jasper sea.
the guest of friends in town recently-Wore I But when the morning light comes in
You and I are left alone.
has been received here of the safe ariival oi
ha.
at Panama, where he
Allie
Mr. and

Announces that he
to

remedy in America for 26 years
For cuts, 6i)rains,
Eclectic Oil.
bruises. 25c and 50c.
At all

Editor

the

a

Using I

I. U. 5. YU!

here and have the

line, where
and honored

citizens. Since this is the cemetery where lots
are owned
by practically all the wealthier

Home Remedies for Tobacco
and Nervousness

n

FROM “THE OLD SCHOOLMASTER.”

nm«

Charlei
achusetts officiating. I
it
kept many away, bu i farmers in the western portion of the town
would seem that money could be readily raised
'datives and friends wen
•Hickson is at home fron j for watering this beautiful si ot.

!

p

pond which is the head of

«... U ^.,.,.11
1

town,

—

many liberties are permitboth in winter and summer,

in and around the

•-‘ent time.

our

G

George Herrick, late of Belfast.
A household
l)r. Thomas’
burns, scalds,
drug stores

THE STIC KNEY STOVE SI ORE

pattern,
heretofore for $2.10 in ad-

From "A GOOD FELLOW”

TELEPHONE 2224

l

of Edgar M. Cunningham, late of Belfast; Oliver W. Whitcomb, late of Searsport;
Roscoe J Perley, late of Unity; Everett P.
Ames, late of Islesboro; Hamilton K. Wood,
late of Brookline, Mass ; Myra E. Hatch, la e
of Islesboro; Pyam D. Hatch, late of Isle?*
boro; Jennie L. Morin, late of Charlestown, Mass.; Jacob Bussey, late of Frankfort;
Almeda H. Rendell, late of Stockton Springs;

to

the

the ONLY ONE that has stood the
Methods rational and
of time.
MENTAL
humane.
NO SICKNESS,
DERANGEMENT OK COLLAPSE.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
1151 Congress Street Portland, Maine g

estates

be

object being

will be
vance.
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1

test

g
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Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co,

year,

ana

and final; Lizz.t- M. Waterman of Belfast,
guardian’s first; Charles F. Conner, late of
Montville, first and final; Emma S. Bailey of
Palermo, guardian’s second; George Herrick,
late of Belfast, guardian’s second and final.
Warrants and inventories were allowed in

given in the near future, the
raise money for a paraphernalia_Forestside, the residence of Mrs. Ada
Dyer Curtis,which has been closed during the
winter months, was opened last week. Mrs.
Curtis and daughter, Sylvia, returned Friday.
_Mr. Roy Chandler is planning to operate
his artesian well driller in town this spring,
and farmers and villagers in need of pure
water will make no mistake in placing their
order early_An artesian wreli on South Main
street and another on North Main street will

ments will

allowed in estates

first

sister, Mrs. Herbert Richardson in LynnThe dance given by the Maccabees on Thursday evening was a success, both financially
and socially. Other dances and entertain-

Mrs. J.

is

Wing,

boat for Boston.

sell

Accounts were allowed in es.ates of William
S. Keene, late of Freedom, first and final;
Mary L.Wyman, late of Lincolnville, first and
final; Lovina A. F ss, late of Brooks, first and
final; Aaron Turner, late of Palermo, first a d
final; Elzadia N. Nealley, late of Monroe, first
and final; Charles O. Moore, late of Troy, first
and final; Drusilla Roberts, late of Brooks,

was

mass

WINTERPORT.

Mrs. Albert

banquet o!
hursday evening and had

me

r’

Mavona

of her brother

the

It

Staples. Friday morning holy

WEST

unday.

t

in town last week for

s.

to

Joseph West, late cf Troy; Alban F. Elwell,
late of Northport.
Petition for probate of will allowed in estate
of Ralph Penney, late of Andover, Mass.

were

Richardson's-Dr.
ai.edto see a sick cow

1

Petition for license
of

|

,,i:s

•i

to

celebrated, at which two members of the
Catholic church received communion. The
Rice_Mr. and Mrs. services were held at the
Staples home.
|
..

:

was

purpose of christening Eleanor
Staples, infant daughter of Mr. and M
the

W. Emerson was in
Elmer Munson spent
M. Shibles’
..Miss Clara
March 15tn to work
K-

n
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was

Thomaston

R.
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Ludwick
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■SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTIRE.

For

Liquor
Drug Using
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This wonderful oJ.er may Vie accepted by all new
subscribers, or bv any old subscribers who wish to extend their time ahead on either publication. The only

frquirement

I

is that you pay in advance.

In the

of dress. McCall's is indispensable to
It will help you keep in style and save

matter

every woman.

Every issue is remarkable for its mam noth
display oi advance fashions, its wealth of beattiful
pictures, its new ideas in Fancy Work, its many MoneySaving and Labor-Saving Ideas, its charming articles
and stories; all printed on a very fine grade of paper.
Almost 1.250,000 subscribers is the best proof of
McCall’s superiority. Request for the free pattern should
be sent to The McCall Company after you receive first
magazine. The above combination bargain offer expires in sixty days, so be sure to act quickly.
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Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast,

Me.
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SEARSPORT.
The schools in town closed Friday for
weeks’ vacation.
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to WorcesEugene Porter returned Monday
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ter, Mass., after a short stay with
F. I. Mortland has .been drawn to Berve on
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in the
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Milwaukee, where they spent the winter.
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and

Mrs-

Miss
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Nichols, went to Bosshort visit with relatives.
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for
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to
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to his home the
Lincoln A. Colcord, returning
same day.
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Decrow of Upton.
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Frank
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Princeton, Me.,
Mass., to George R. Buck of
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remains of Capt. Lincoln
March
died in Bremerhaven, Germany,
here March 19th,
Sth, of heart trouble, arrived
at the Sweetser
and funeral services were held
R. Co.homestead, occupied by his son,Lincoln
of the First
Rev. C. H. McElhiney
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News

March Sth of Everett E Pendleton of Moneta,
Calif. He was standing on the street waiting
It
for a car when he suddenly dropped dead.

Miss Mabel F. Simmons arrived home Mon-

day

as he was
great shock to his friends
in his usual health. He was the
6, n
of Capt. Green, Jr. aid Mary I Brooks)
He
Pendleton, born in Searsport, Oct. 1844.
west in
went with his father’s family to the
1859. In 1862 he enlisted in the 121st Reg’t
close
Ohio Vol. Infantry and served until the
In 1880 he married Laura Hobart
of the war
D.
of Alexandria, Ohio, in 1882 a son, trank
son su.was horn to them, and both v.-ife and
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for the benefit
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Ciiltin left Monday for Boston, en route -o her Maitapoisett, Mass., home,
after beir.g with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Frank A. Patterson. Last Main street, for
nearly a fortnight. Girlhood associates glad-

ly greet her in
brevity of her
We

are

g'ad

her

native

town,

regretting

toe

tarries among them.
to be able to

announce

the

con-

tinued favorable reports from Miss Ethel Colcurd’s

in the Portland

hospital, received
by her brothers, Messrs. Edgar M. and Arthur
Colcord. The Misses Lizzie B. and Evelyn L.
Colcord are at this writing—Monday- still in
nurse

Portland, to be

wrestling

Vincent

with

near

typhoid

their

invalid

sister,

fever.

Stockton weather report for last week
is as follows: Sunday, mild, with overcast
sky; Monday, beautiful day—high N. W. wind,
“a real Marcher;” Tuesday, bright morning,
The

PRAYER.
Stood Three Maries

by

Tomb,
fitter
Sermon—The Resurrection and Personal Exthe

perience,

Oliver
Carol-Rejoice the Christ is Risen,
The choir members present were: Miss
Maude Smith, Miss Grace V/hittum, Miss
Lewene Nichols, Miss Eudavilla Cleaves, Mrs.
F. K. Sawyer, Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Mrs. B. F.
Colcord. soprano; Mrs. C. E. Adams, Mrs. H. C.
Holmes, Mrs. F. B. Smith, aho; Dr. 1. K. SawMr. McElhiney,
yer, tenor; Mr. Win. Wheaton,
bass.

unusually pleasing evening program was
rendered by the combined choirs and choruses
of the Methodist and Congregational cnurches
at the CongT. church, Miss Mildred Shute organist. An orchestra of five pieces, Mr. Chas.
Greeley, violin, Ralph Gilkey, clarinet, Sumtromner Small, cornet, Fulton McElhiney,
bone, Miss Evelyn Greeley piano, added much
to the enjoyment of the occasion. Program:
An

*

aure

Orchestra, The Palms,
Carol, Christ the Lord is Risen Today, Manney
(Full Chorus and Orchestra.)
Invocation, Rev. C. H. McElhiney.
Dressier
Anthem, O Light that Breaks,
(Solo, Dr. Sawyer, Violin Obb. Mr. Greeley.)
Schilling
Carol, Break Forth Into Singing,
(Chorus and Orchestra.)
Old Testament Lesson, Rev. C. H. McElhiney.
Isa. 60.
RubenBtein
Orchestra, Melodie in F.
Anthem, On Wings of Living Light,
H. N. Bartlett
New Testament Lesson, Rev. J. A. Weed,
Mark 16-16.
Carol. The Easter Light Adorns the Hills,

Schilling

Once

J. C. Bartlett
Solo R. N. Porter. Obligato Solo, Mrs. O. C.
Mr.
Violin
Obb.,
Greeley.)
Atwood,
Gounod
Orchestra, Ave Maria, (Meditation)

Offertory.
(Congregation Standing)

sew-

Flanders, Last Main
street, left last Thursday for Wateiviile, the
little son, Master John, being considered con-

Mrs.

SCRIPTURE LESSON.

(Chorus and Orchestra.)
the Lord in Glory Lay,

father-in-law,

ing lor

Osgood

Response—There

N7. Levine, alter being

J.

with his wife and babe

valescent.

dawn-

Announcements.
Olfertory.
228.
No.
Hymn
24:1-12.
Dawn,

ill meet for

w

ested in the Lniversalisi parish work are cordially invited to participate in the good use of
needle, thimble and thread on -his occasion.

Voluntary, An Easter Declaration (loiiowea Dy;
The Apostles’ Creed (in unison)
Easter Hymn, No. 212.
Responsive Reacting, Sixtieth Selection.
Easter Anthem, He Is Not Here But Is Risen,

to

Lauies’ Aid bociety

i he

lilies, pine boughs and long,
graceful sprays of “pussy-willows.” Following is the Older of morning worship:

Luke

Barrett, Sylvan

A.

ing this, Thursday, alter noon with Mrs. Harry,
K. Hichborn, East Main strett. Those inter-

oration of Faster

Anthem-As it Began

Lewis

dor, S. A., intending to be absent two years.
Mi
Herbert Mixer, father of Mrs. Barrett
accompanied them to New York.

After

NOTES.

Mrs.

and

sireei, left by morning train Monday for New
V
where they w ill take steamer for Ecua-

The morning
service- was made impressive and attractive
Very
with appropriate sermon and song.
dainty and suggestive of sp'ing was the dec-

Anthem,

Boston, where she had spent the
immediately opt mu the hornSchool street for the lui. n.er. Wei-

and

At this

the
Mrs. William H. Goodel. entertained
“Friday Club” at her home on Main street,
Mrs. NathMarch 21st. Those present were
Mrs. Amos
an F Gilkey, Mis. B. F. Colcord,
Mrs. William
Nichols, Mrs. Henrietta Yeung,
I'
Par.-t. Mrs. David W. Nieluls, Mrs. James
Butman, Mrs. John Frame and Miss Mary

Choir

from

inter,

stead

him,

McClure. A guessing contest was held in
which Mrs. GiUey won tr,e irst prize, a handmade pin book. ’1 he e-.-: s dation, a wooden
ice
whistle, went to Mis. Flame. Candy,
hostess.
cream and cakes were served by the
Several piano solos were rendered by Mrs.
A very enjoyable afternoon w-as
Butman

firmative

large amount of local advertising,some of it
[ coming in late, made it necessary last week to
J hold over most of our county correspondence
A

N

with music.

Refreshments were served by lluth Curtis
and Helen Brier, At a late hour the party
broke up, all wishing the little hostess many
rfr*tnrn«, nf

i

1

“

E

O.

About

P.

At 6.30 o’clock

Men’s Tan and Black Heavy Spring Oxford Regals $4 for
$;
This lol is just right for NOW and about half
|,rj,

with

Pretty bad price cutting, but they must
be sold by Saturday night, April 5th
The Quicker You Come the better

members of the

selection you can make
ALSO
A lot Men’s Best Self-Acting Rubbe rS 57,

ine rines or

a

SfieSbindmam

Maine ana

an
responded
encore.
Little Miss Julia Littlefield played
piano solo and responded very gracefully to
the applause that greeted her,
Mr. Charles
W. Wentworth of Westbrook, Grand Warden
of the State Order, spoke at length, to the edification cf the guests and to the encouragement of the members. It was his first visit to

sang

Hav

The Weather. The heavy rain last Friday
afternoon and night left the roads in bad condition, but went far toward taking out the
frost. The Liberty stage found the traveling
so bad in coming to Belfast Saturday that it
did not return until Sunday. It was cold Sat-

2‘l

“

AND A SPECIAL LOT Of

grouped about the

100

“

“

bountiful supper was
served in the banquet hall, after which all reMrs. William 1
paired to the lodge room.
Stevens, the warden, called the meeting to order, welcomed the guests and presided auring
the exercises. Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain,
with Miss C- rrie M. Greenlaw accompanist,

Mrs. Maurice E. Curtis gave a birthday
party, March 26th, in honor of her daughter
Edna. Several contest? were held and the

linmiv

closed

^

“

England Order of Protection ar d invited
guests met last Monday evening in their rooms
and enjoyed an interesting and profitable session.

played interfered

conclave

were

I

“

New

news.

games

1 he

boys

!

48 Prs. Women’s $3.50 and $4.00 Grades Regal Boots for
$2 5c
70 Prs.
3.00 and 3.50
Goodyear Welts i'q.I
40 Prs.
2,50 and 3 50 .' ,
Prs.
60
Men’s $4.50 Grade Regals for
I
*3
40 Prs.
3,50
I
48 Prs.
3.50 and $4,00 Grades Tailor Made for
2
20 Prs.
3.00 Grades Goodyear Welts for

piano.

and to defer editorial and other matter. We
i regretted to do this, but it was unavoidable.
The deferred correspondence is published that
those away from home may not lose a week’s

usual

side.
the

as

songs

DAY S=J

=—10

tion.

on

ON

THE

CORNER.

Pythian Building

j

Association.

»

and songs. It was
dialogues, recitations
had given her pupils
dent that the teacher
considering
careful training. Wo think this,

cemetery.

Carol, Hark the Angels Sweetly say. Schilling ton; at Cape Jellison, Mrs. Fannie Lancaster
(Full Chorus and Orchestra)
of Old Town; at Robert’s district, Mrs. Henry
The Magdalene,
Warren
Clifford of Sandypoint.
The Prayer, Rev. J A. Weed.
Fisher I
In the "General Shoot” in the village, last
Anthem, O Risen Lord.
(Violin Obligato. Mr. Greeley)
Thursday, the scores stood as follows: H. L.
Carol, Blessed Easter Time,
Schilling j
Hopkins, Capt.; Clyde Merrithew, 52; William
(Full Chorus and Orchestra)
Benediction of Silent Prayer.
Morrison, 59: George Hopkins, 50; H. L Hop(Congregation Standing)
kins, 58; Fred Hendricks, 51; George McCulum,
Throughout the rendering of the program, 53; Frank V. Davis, 42; John McLaughlin, 5>8i
an undercurrent of
joyous enthusiasm caught J, D. Young, 56. Norman D. Griffin, Capt;
and carried the large audience.
L. Albert Gardner, 41; Ltwis A. Barrett, 46’
The choir members present at the evening
service were Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs. O. C.
Neuman D. Griffin, 56; Harold Griffin, 59; LeonMrs.
Miss
F. K. Sawyer,
Cleaves, ard La 1
Atwood,
urlcy, 55; H. L. Hupper, 28; George C.
Miss Whiftum, Miss Nichols, Miss Smith, Mrs.
Fletcher, 54; Dr. C. E. Britto, 58. Supper was
Renfrew Wilson soprano, Mrs. Adams, Mrs
Holmes. Miss Smith, Miss Lula Marks, alto,
served these gtr thn.en at Swett’s dining room
Mr. R. F. Porter, Dr. F. K. Sawyer tenor, Mr.
in Colcord’g building, South Main street.
McElhiney Mr. Wheaten, Mr. Roulston, bass.
Chorus of young ladies:
Frcm Cape Jellison picis the following shipHenrietta Gregory,
Eleanor Colosson, Bernice McCaslin. Angeline
g report was telephoned Monday afternoon:
pir
Weed, Dorothy Weed, Ruth Scarboro, Annie
and Enterprise
Whittier, Evelyn Young. Mabel McElhiney, March 19th, schs. C. H. Kenard
Elsie Gilkey, Alma Russell. Lillian Smith, Viv- arrived, light, to load edgings. March 20th*
ian Coffin, Corena
Gray, Viola Rich, Violet Rockland & Rock port Lime Co.’s Barge No 1
Meyers, Lilia Shute, Gertrude Wentworth.
1 gh t, for Rccklard, and sch. Nellie
The members of both parishes extend sailed,
thanks to choir, chorus, orchestra, accompani- Brewer arrived light, for a cargo of edgings.
sts and director for their
March 22nd, steamer Millinocket arrived, with
generous gift of
time and talent in preparing and rendering so
a general cargo from New York.
March 24th,
beautiful a tribute to the Risen Lord.
schs
Mabel Si.ow and Caroline Kriescher
arrived to load edgings; steamer Millinocket

will be

Belfast and he was impressed with what he
urday night and the ground was frozen Sun- termed our “atmosphere of culture,” our neat
day morning, and Sunday ight brought an- and attractive stores and homes and the
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
sailed, w ith a cargo of paper and potatoes for other rain storm. W ith the frost practically absence of the foreign element seen in many
ANNUAL MEETING of the stock holdNow York and sch. Enterprise with edgings out of the ground the travelling must im- of
the
manufacturing cities.
TwentyTHEers of the Pythian Building Association J
Mr. Alvah C. Treat has been elected to serve for Bar Harbor.
prove and the worst of it was probably ex- five years ago fifteen men in Boston formwill be heid at the office of James Pattee &
for another year as superintendent of schools
last week, although the Searsport ed this fraternal society of insurance, that
The recent good fortune which has deserved- perienced
j
Son on Tuesday, April 8. 1913. at 3 o’clock p.
accommodation stage did not come over Tues- today numbers 58,000 members and has m., for the purpose of choosing nine directors
uiuvaiuii oprillgS.
ly fallen to our young townsman, Mr. Josiah
and a clerk for the ensuing year: also to tranIt
rained intermittingly all day Tuesday
Mrs. Janies .Crawford of Hinckley, the | L. Lancaster, now residing in Cambridge, day.
paid out $12,000,000 without hardship to the sact
a iy other business that may legally come
and well into the night when it changed to members in the homes of the
fuest of Mrs. L. S. Titcomb for a fortnight, I Mass., gives his Stockton friends much pleasworking men beftr said meeting.
snow and sleet, and yesterday morning the
took Monday’s early train for home.
RALPH H. HOWES, President.
Iwl3
and women. The Main
numbers
ure.
He has been selected to superintend the
lodge
0,000
ground was frozen and covered with snow.
and $700 have been paid members in commisMrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, left Mon- erection of a large house, stables, lodges, etc
|
HOR >
Proposed Auto Line. William B. William- sions for securing new members. The order
lay for Belfast, en route to Pittsfield, where for the very wealthy Mr. Plant, upon the top
?he will visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dear- of a mountain 1,500 feet above sea level, in son, of Augusta, son of Hon. Joseph Willium- has a large reserve fund to protect its financial
Brown. In Rockland, March 19, to Air. and
It is a law of the order that the
New Hampshire, overlooking the famous Lake son, was in Belfast last week in the interest of standing
born for a week.
Mrs Ralph W Brown, a son, Hector McNeil,
He
will have 100 carpenters a proposed automobile line between Rockland, 1 dues of '.he sick and unfortunate members be
2nd.
1 Winipisiogee.
Miss Graee Calkin came from Rucksport
In West Brouksville, March 10. to Mr.
Fish
Mr. Wentworth’s remarks
and 80 stone masors ur.der his direction. The Belfast and Augusta. A company has already j paid by the Lodge.
Seminary last Saturday to spend a week's vaand Mrs. Andrew' J. Fish a.daughter, Doris
been formed, called the Maine Transportation were received with applause. Master Carlton
mansion bouse is to be built of stone, with oak
cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Muriel.
j
Frfethy. In Brooklin. March 14, tn Mr. and
trimmings. A band of Italians is now making Co., of which W. B. Williamson is president. ! Head, accompanied by his mother, Mrs. C. L.
Galkin, School street.
the long road up the mountain-side over which A line was run from Recklar.d to Augusta last j Read sang “The Girl Who Married Dad” and Mrs. Ward A. Freethy, a daughter.
Mrs. Celia B. Herrick, Middle street, is apFREETHY'. In Brooklin, March 11, to Mr. and
the materials must be transported for the year, and over 3,000 passengers were carried in responded w.th another bright selection. 1’..
Mrs. Harlie E Freethy, a daughter.
parently somewhat better at this date—March
L. Davis, with Miss Greenlaw accompanist,
the two cars, which are Stanley steamers, caruf the immerse edifices.
Mr. Lanbuilding
Gardner. In Rockland, March 19, to Mr.
24th-and her numerous friends are hoping the
caster will be obliged to ride horseback in
rying 12 or If* passengers. Mr. Williamson sang an Irish eharaetei song and responded and Mrs. I'rank K, Gardner, jr., a daughter,
mprovement may continue.
Hutchins,
going from one to another l uilding. The proposes if the plan rrnets with approval to with scmething entirely new, the ‘Sleeper’s Evelyn
Hall. In Rockland, March 18, to Mr. and
Mr. Ora Titcomb of Belfast was the guest of
position is one of great responsibility, den and- put on three or four cars and include Belfast Song,” Alton K. Braley recited two selections Mrs Herman L. Hall, a daughter, Etta Elizalis uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mis. I.. S. Titing especial proficiency, care and tact, and in the route, the round trip between Rockland, that were well received. Rev. D. B. Phelan, beth
SHOLES, In Vinalhaven, March 18, to Mr.
comb, Sylvan street, for several dn.\s the past blirging correspondingly good compensations Belfast ard Augusta being about 150 miles.. with an earnestness that was convincing, deand Mrs. Cook Sholes, a son, weight 12*pounds.
week.
He left Monday for home.
livered a short, strong and eloquent plea for
The cars will be j ut on as soon as the travelCongratulations to our friend !
WESCOTT. In Belfast, Maich 25. i<> Mr. and
the protection of the home, the center and
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, a son, Horace
Mr. John McLaughlin, School street, bought
Fr< ni the town eltik, Mi. Waiter F. Trundy, ling permits.
Bounds.
the
such
fraof
universe,
thiough
strength
last
week
of
horses
a pair
;arly
heavy draught
A Parish Party. The Unitarian Parish parthe following reports ar\ obtained: There
weighing 2,900 pounds of Mr. B. O. Norton of were during ti e year 1912 in Stockton Springs ty at Memorial Hall last Tuesday was in ternal organizations rather than in cold charMAICCIE!?
He placed this si ciety next to the church
Belfast for his well equipped livery stable on
17 iraniages, 10 lirtls at d 25 deaths, as fel- charge of the young people. Supper was served ity.
and
and
for
home
native
in us influence
tied,
Main street.
at 6.30 o’clock,after which the fairy play. “Miglows:
Andrews-IIEALD.
In Belfast March 23, at
land. Mrs. E P. Frost sang "Love to the the Congregational parsonage, by R-v. David
The Young Ladies' Auxiliary was entertainMarriages. Jan. Sid, Miss Leith Fletcher nonette’s Wings” was given with the followL. Wilson, Fred Irving Andrews and Miss Vera
B. L.
ed Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Elmer t. arid Mr. Nicholas B. Ginn; Feb Sth, Mrs. Lila ing oast: The Fairy Queen, Betty Hanshue; Last” and responded with “Clytie.”
Mabel Heald, b< ti of Camden.
“A Rare Old Bird,” and responded
Thompson, Church street, who is deeply in- E. 8haw and Mr. J> nr. McCoy; Feb. ISth, Miss Mig noneite,Helen Wescott; Rosebud, Charlotte Davis sang
Hakriman-Towne.
In Bangor, March 21,
hour
all
A
social
when
an
to
encore.
followed,
terested In. this association of young people of
Nellie Alley and Mr. Jason Little fie ri; April
Wadsworth; Violet, Grac? Hazebiuc; Pansy, j
F.
Brother
K.
Littlefield’s
fruit
of
both
Orland.
punch.
the Uni versa list parisn.
25th, Mis. M;ia. S. Llaj chain’ and Mr. Michael Hope Dorman; Dow drop, Lina Cousins; Sun- enj -yed

Mrs. Sara Staples of Philadelphia,
Frank DccAzubah and Dorothy Decrow and
who were in town to atrow of Upton, Mass.,
Thomas Dectend the funeral of their father,
homes last week.
their
to
returned
row,
at this place,
North Searspokt. School
of Swanville, closed
taught by Miss Nickerson
attended the
Friday. Many of the parents
a very fine program
when
exercises,
closing
of
the little children, consisting
was

was

ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATE

NO

cream

Knights of King Arthur. An intere sting
Giles G. Abbott and G. Nelson Wight, Bel- conclave of the boys of Castle North, No. 853,
fast, have sold sections of land bordering on K. O. K. A. was held in the vestiy of the
Little • River to the Belfast Water Company; North church last Friday vening. The boys
in all about 25 acres. The Water Company is called it “Aviation Night.”
Two lads, Karl
to build an additional resevoir above the Darby and Dean Knowlton, exhibited models
present one which will double the storage of aeroplanes they had made,and John Durham,
Karl Wood and Willard Jenness gave as curcapacity.
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua rent events items of interest on aviation. A
debate was held, the subject being, "Resolved
Circle*will be with Mrs Warren Nichols, BayI “That airships are more valuable in war than
view street,
Monday afternoon, March 31st.
The lesson will be from March magazine, ! battleships.” Dean Knowlton and Karl Darby
led the affirmative side and Frank Waterman
Reading Journey in Paris,” and chapter nine
from the C. L. S. D. book, “Spirit of French and Wesley Wood the negative side. Nearly
all the members present participated in the
Letters
Roll-call; “Events of Napoleon’s
debate, which the judges awarded to the afCareer.”

only Baking Powder mode
Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

The
from

F. Havener, returnparents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
ing tc Bangor Monday.
in town
Mrs. N. D. Harris of Belfast was
E H.
last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleaves

friends will be welcome. Ice
sale. Admission 10 cents.

Absolutely Pure

April term of court.
over the
Large flocks of wild geese went
for the
steering
evening,
last
Monday
village
plains of Quebec.
with her
Miss Eva L. Havener spent Sunday

d strict court involuntaiy

a

bankruptcy proceedings have been instituted
against F. C. Knight & Co. of Rockland, someThe ice went out of the Passagassawaukeag times known as Knight & Hill, composed of
March 21st, and spring began exactly on time. Frank C Knight and William A Hill, in the inRobins and bluebirds are numerous and a small terest of the Rockland Trust Co, Camden
flock of fox-sparrows has been seen.
National Bank and Megunticook National
The North Church Guild will have a white Bank, petitioners, by Attorney A. L. Littlefield
elephant party in the vestry next Monday of Rockland. Referee, L. F. Starrett, Rockland.
evening, to which the parish and invited The parties have consented to the adjudica-

I

Shute returned to Boston last
short visit.
Miss Iona M. Nichols arrived Saturday from
Milo Junction for a two weeks' vacation.

Eugene

In the Unite 1 Stat<

The News of Belfast.

|

sky

Corbett; April 27th, Miss Beatrice A. Young
and Air John Clement; Jui\ 7th, Mrs. Miner-

King

Adrian W. Tium’j; Aug.
25th, Miss A:mtda V. Sawyer and Mr. James
K. Hawes; Sej t 25th, Miss Gertrude K Berry
and Mr. Arthur H l’anisii-; Oct 4th, Miss
Bessi Alders ai d Mr. Frank H. Larrabee; Oct
13th, Mitt I zi! D. Waldron ai d Mr. Henry E.
Clifford; Oct 31st, Miss Leone I). Ladd ami
Mr. 1 tslit L London; Nov. 7th, Miss Erma E.
Jackson and Mr. Edward J. Littlefield; Nov.
7th, Miss Katherine Hooper and Mr. Harry S.
K* arney. Nov. 27th, Miss Clara T. Mixer and
Mr.
Lewis A.
Banett; Dec. 21st, Miss
Martha M. Page and Mr. Lewis E. Lanpbei; Dec. 24tb, Miss Edna P. Harriman
va

1

and Mr.

and Mr. Pti ton J.

L unever; Dec. 28th, Miss
Ai t and Mr. Arthur B. Culcord.
LiRTBS. To Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Bradley a
daughter, Helen Agnes; to Mr. and Mrs. David

Alice L.

Dunevar, a daughter, Edna; to Mr. and Mrs.
William Morrison, a son; to Mr. and Mrs.
James Young, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Hackey, a son, Walter Elvin; to Mr. and
Mis. Walter Magune, a daugnier, Gertrude
Virginia; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Osterberg, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Harriman, a sor ; to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G.
Harriman, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. WesI y
J. Perkins, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E Gilmore, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Lemuvl
Dickey, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
Durham, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Shauon Coose,
a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. George McCoium,
a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. Jason Littlefield, a
I
Ron; to Mr.

and

Mrs. John

Clement, a daughter;

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wass, a daughter; 10
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hutchins, a son; to Mr. ai d
Mrs. F. Percy Partridge, a daughter.
Deaths. Jan. 13th, Mrs. Alice C. Merrithew; Feb. 10th, Jason E. Littlefield; Feb. 11th,
Mrs. Abbie E. Staples; March 2nd, F. Marion
Staples; March 6th, Mrs. Sarah Malinda Doe;
March 12th, Walter R. McGinnis; March 31st,
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Berry; April 8th, William

to

Henry Reed; April 9th, Elman Dickey; April
11th, John M. LaFoiley; April 23rd, Mrs. Margaret Littlefield; April 27th, Rufus P. Harriman; April 28th, George W. Brown; June 15th,
Henry Edmund Shute; June 17lh, Mrs. Mary
Elwi.ll; Aup. 12th, Melvin E. Colcord; Aug.
23rd, Leonard M. Harriman; Aug. 28th, Luther
M Grant; Oct. 8th, Charles Shute; Nov. 18th,
Mrs. Clara A. Devereaux; Nov. 28th, Luther J.
L.

afternoon; W'ednesday, bright
sunshine, very mild day; Thursday, thick fog j
in forenoon, rain in afternoon; Friday, foggy
I .i it Ipfiplrl- Dpa; 4t.h. .Tnfiiah French Hichhnrn:
and mild; Saturday, bright sunshine with rousDec. 13th, Mrs. Mary Nealey; Dec. 19th, Saming N. W. wind, not cold.
uel G. Staples; Dec. 26th, Mrs. Almeda H. Henovercast

in

Lorena B. (Patterson) Ferguson is the
guest of her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Lancaster, East Main street.
Her
aome is now in Berlin, Mass., where Mr. Ferguson died two years ago. She has been visitMrs.

ing her sister
Inhn

I

Mary

Wcirrtoioll

and
in

husband, Mr. and Mrs,
R rtn l/lun/i

f

Ar

CAUur>il

weeks, coming from there to Stockton. Many
>ld acquaintances are pleased to see her in
aer

native town.

Mr. Crawford S. Griffin, of Kingman left
Saturday for home after being the guest of his
arother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Loren Griffin,
Maple street, and his several sisters, Mrs. John
31ark, Mrs. John M. Ames and Miss Maria
ariffin, for over a week. He arrived at the old
family home, just in season to celebrate—
March 13th—the 100th anniversary of the birth
>f his father, the late Mr. Isaac H. Griffin, long
a highly respected citizen of this village.
The public schools in town began Monday
with the following teachers: Village, Mr. Albert E. Taylor, High school; Mrs. Carrie P.
Hamlin, intermediate; Miss Elva M. Randell,
primary; at Sandypoint, Mr. Snow, grammar
school; Miss Morris, combined intermediate
and primary; at Marrows, Mrs. Alvah Clifford;
at Lowder Brook, Miss Sadis Laurey of Lewis-

beam, Elizabeth

Doak; Moonbeam,

j!

Theora

CENTER.

SWANVILL.E

kitchen !
acts,
V)r. Foster Small of Belfast has removed the
where Mignonette |
scc.nd cancer from the lip of Mr. John Morwas
A piano sclo by j
ri.l, and he is as comfortable as could be exMiss Doris Clifford followed the play. Misses !
pected for a man 83 years of age.... Mont
Dorothy, Jennie and Mabel Spear, Betty Han- Clark, who used to live with Mrs. Flora Littieti‘hi, spent the weekend with her.... Fred
shue, Elizabeth Doak, Lina and Marian

play
fairy bower
awarded her wings.

Gross.
scene

The

was

in two

the

and the

Cousins,

Pardon bought a henh. use of Charles Curtis
and E. H. Littlefield with his heavy team
loved it to Mr. Barden’s.

Hall, Hope Dorman and Helen Wescott.
night dresses, carrying candles, to the

Eva

in their

accompaniment of Miss Charlotte VY. Colburn
on the } iano, delighted all w ith their drill finally going to sleep on the stape. Miss Alice
Simmons coached the children, assisted by

(

Carle & Jones have
20,000 rolls of the 1913 wall papers in
stock, at prices from 5 cents to $1 per roll, and
special orders from special books up to $•'• per
car.

buy a

five passenger Ford

tour-

Jones, agents for Wal lo
county, completely equipped, for $630, delivered... If you want bargains in shoes you must
remember that the price cutting sale now on
at The

of

Carle &

are

The

selection you

can

earlier you call the better
make. See prices quoted on

and

Morse, Belfast-See appointE. H. Boyington of Winterport,
For $1.50 you can get a box
eye specialist.
of soft mercerized Holeprool hose, 6 pairs.
Sold only at The Dinsmore Store
Hammons
& Patterson, the Quality Shoe Store, Opera
House block, call the attention of the ladies to
their LaFrance Street Oxford’s, which are
both stylish and comfortable-Carle & Jones

over-

86 years, 6 months and 17 days
Gray. In Orland, March 17, Sarah Wright,
widow of Harmon Gray, aged 86 years, 6
months and 17 days.
Hardy. In Little Deer Isle, March 13, John
Hardy, aged 59 years.
Hutchinson, In South Brooksville, March
10, Archie V. Hutchinson, aged 22 years, 10
months and 17 days.
Keene. In Belfast, March 22, Newell Emery
Keene, aged 82 years, 10 months and 11 days.
Knowlton. In Belfast. March 22, Martha
A., wife of Elijah Knowlton, aged 78 years.
Lenfest. In Union, March 11, Elmer Lenfest, aged 58 years and 10 months.
Lowell. In Montville, March 18. Amanda,
widow of Jacob Lowell, aged 82 years.
In Belfast, March 26, Henry
Marriner.
Wadsworth Marriner, aged 72 years, 10 months
and 25 days.
McClusky. In Castine, March 14, Mrs. Sarah
McClusky, aged 56 years.
Nealley. In Northport, arch 24, John B.
Nealley, aged 54 years, 6 months nr d 21 days.
Parkman.
In North Unity, February 17,
Mrs. Martha A. Parkman, aged 71 years, 11
months and 16 days.
Reed. In Rock port, March 20, William H.
Reed, aged 70 years.
In East Troy, March 16, Hollis
Reynolds.

the

growing

The wonderful record of
as a h :\
builder has been proved for
three generations. It strengthens
the bones, muscles and sinews;
build* the body, create* energy
and vigor; prevents and relieves
colds and fortifies the lungs.

are the exclusive agents for the Smart Set
corsets, that give you the correct figure for
the new gowns....Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Ludwick publish a card of thanks... Carle &

Millions of delicate and undeveloped children have been
made strong, sturdy and hearty

announcement of

coats, suits, skirts and gowns, and invite inspection. They are showing all the new dress
fabrics. Good sent on memorandum and ex-

with Scoff’s Emulsion.
Intist

s

on

having SCOTT’S.

Scott & Bowne,

week at the
penses paid one way....This
Home of Waists and Ladies Toggery there is a
and sale of 25 cent neckwear.
window

Bloomfield,

N.

J.

lf-68

display

DR, E. H. BOYINGTOH

_Annual meeting of stockholders of the Pythian Building Association at 3 p m., April 8th.
a

nm.oi mofOinir

EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five

years experience and skill in
enables me to fit any eye that

of cornorators of the Bel-

Savings bank at 10 a. m., April 9th.... J he
well known and desirable Sherman residence
in East Belfast is offered for sale, with a lot of
fast

fitting glasses

glasses

will

help.

Consultation Free.

EAST NORTHFORT.
The last business meeting of the conference
year will be held in the chapel Saturday, March
29th at 2 p. m. Preaching at 2 p. m. Sunday,
March 30th, by Kev. Frederick Palladino, Supt.
of Bucksport District.

Rankin on the premises or telephone 151-2See the spring offerings of the E. E. Wyman
I WILL BE AT
Land Co, Howes block, Main street-See j
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday, p. m.,
of
Central
Ins.
Co.
the
American
statement of
April 2nd.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, April 3rd.
St, Louis, Mo., Field & Quimby, agents, Bel- j
The Hotel, Thorndike, triday a. m., April 4th
a
of
card
fast_The Decrow family publish
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m April 4th
thanks_Ralph W. Pattershall publishes aj
Bellows House, Freedom, Saturday a. m
caution notice.
April 6th.

WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Women Advise Husbands To Cure
Stomach Troubles With MI-O-NA,

Many

Women know how careless
usually
in regard to stomach distress. They go on
suffering from day to day when a simple treatment of MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets will banish
dyspepsia in a few days; many times in a few
hours.
Madam: Look after your husband’s health; if
he is distressed after eating, has heavy feeling,
Stomgas, etc., get a 60-cent box of Ml-O-N A
ach Tablets today. They surely are the finest
remedy for indigestion money can buy and A.
A. Howes ft Co. know it, for they aay “Money
back if they aren’t just splendid.” Trial treatment from Booth’s MI-O-NA, Buffalo, N. Y.
men

"~-LAD IES—;
WE WISH TO CALL YOUR A' PTENTION TO THE SPECIAL

LA

are

j>
l

[
i;

FRANCE ST REET

OXFORD

Broad toe, medium high, broad heel, with the flexible welt. Makes a shoe
Come in and see them at the

both STYLISH and COMFORTABLE

QUALITY

SH OE

23 steps around the

corn

orwl 11 r,,r,ntVic

44 South Main St„

|

INDIGESTION and STOMACH
MISERY

of Kockport, aged about *2 years.
Small. In Belfast, March 18, Lloyd Ashley,
infant son of Arthur E. and Flora M. Small.
Thomas. In Belfast, March 20, Ezekiel R.
CO

furniture and household furnishings, a buggy,
sleigh, robes and harnesses. Enquire of E. I.

j

Reynolds.

Seekins.
In Belfast March 21, Nathan
Seekins, aged 64 years, 5 months and 21 days.
SHUMAN. In Boston, March 18, George Shuman

dell.

QUICKLY ENDS

use.

>

.-.ti

v

have it.

100 Gallor
for

$3

FULIY FQUAl
A

trial

vv

II

money maker.
Used in this

|

cm,

thousands of the

Interesting

men.

"Ho

'u

to

v

er,

STORE,

but it pays to walk.

HAMMONS & PATTERSON.

TRADK St

Gray, aged

con

Scott*8 Emulsion

...

spring

on it.
Easy to
tfruel with warm

Gray.

period.

..

their

during

nature

ments of Dr.

make

THE PERFECT MILK
Takes the plan
f >
the cost and calves

Gray
In West Brooksville, March 18, S.
Decatur Gray, aged 90 years and 9 months.
In Orland, March 16. Mrs. Maria R.
Gray.

centra ted nutriment to aid

to Dunton

Jones

to live and learn and
to grow—they must

have nourishment—not
loaded stomachs, but

rubbers... The Frank P.
Blodgett residence, 61 Cedar street, must he
sold at once.
Best offer takes it. Send offers
boots, shoes

under double strain

strength
strength

Dinsmore Store closes Saturday night,

March 29th.

CALF MEAl

Withoui

New Advertisements.

car

BLATCHFORO’S

i

i)

-^jfcyrF^U-'-'w

l a Belfast, March 20, Harriet C.,
BaKEMAN
wife of Henry Pakemar, aged 53 years, 11
months and 14 days.
Conary. In Surry, March 15, William Conary, aged 50 years. 7 months and 15 days.
CONNOR In Orland, Mure! IS, Mrs. Deborah
H Connor aged 70 years, 8 months and 9 days.
In Belfast. March 20, Mrs.
Danfukth
Blanche *Y1. Banforih, aged 33 years, 4 months.
Darling. In South Hudson, March 7, Allan
T. Darling, aged 82 years.
G etch ell.
in Troy, March 18, Edwin P.
Getchell, aged 71 years.
Gray. In Deer Isle, March 13, Capt Isaac

over

ing

1

nsi

Misses Abbie Doak and Marian Hazeltine, the
committee in charge.

roll.... You

Robertson Hopkins
In Belfast, M-m-h 19,
by Rev. Walter F. Murtevant, Benjamin Rot>ertson arid Mrs. Fanny Hopkins, both of Belfast.
WbLL.MAN-JoNi.s
In Rockport, March 13,
by Rev. ,1. F. 'Jhuiston, Albion Wei.man of
Hope and Miss Susie Junes -f Applet**
YY HITE-MuGll In Newton Highlands, Mass.,
March 18, William H. White of N v ton, i• »rmerly of Belfast, »nd F.'iznbeth Perkins McGee of Trenton, N. J
Westene-Young. In Sandy point, M
23,
a: eh, by
at high noon, at t ho Cm gi e_.iti.ma* v
<
Western.»T
Rev. Harry Frost, Albert
*pe
Jt-ilison ai:d Miss Lillian Yeung f Nand\noint.

•**

j

BELFAST* PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The .Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID

per

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

Rheun•i-Ol
The original of (he
The original

Oil.

chased and the oi>

Blended Rheumj;

m. o. poor
HELP

1 ry it.

a

V-»

1

Prices
■'

"■

-•

Palmer

.A

v

1913 Models. Two
2, 3 and 4 cylinders,
selection from. Don
until you see our larg
the new models, t it
PAL. Ml.K

^39

Portland Pier.

AMERICAN .CENTI
ST. LOl
Assets l)t>

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and b»u

Agents’

balances

Bills Receivable
Interest and rents.
Gross assets.

Deduct items not adn

RETAIL MARKET.

17 Lime,
Salt, 14 lb., I8a22 Oat Meal,
67
Onions,
Corn,
62 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
62 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1.75 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10;Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
16j Shorts,
Cranberries,
28 Sugar,
Clover Seed.
6.00a7.25;Sait, T. I.,
Flour,
4.60 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
14| Wheat Meal.
Lard.
Butter

Blende

PRODUCER.

12.00al5 00
Phi, 75al.09, Hay,
10
dried, per lb.,
7| Hides,
12
2.85a3.00i Lamb,
Beans, pea,
60a70
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75'Lamb Skins,
7
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
48
6a8 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
45
8' Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
10
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
9.00
24 Straw,
Cheese,
26a28
20
Chicken,
Turkey,
2
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
10al2
20 Veal,
Duck.
25
18
Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
4.00a4.6C
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
3.00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,

Apples,

BELFAST

1.10
6
3

12al3
*

14

1.13

3$

1.45

&4a6
40

44

Admitted assets
Liabilities LV<
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and
MESSRS. F1EL1> & 'V1
3wia

j
111

,....

